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Pecker,
Captain

who was brutally murdered with
Whitman off the South American
coast, was formerly first mate of the Jordan.
Captain Hart speaks in the highest
terms of the murdered man and says that
he w as a most capable and reliable man
while an officer on his vessel.After
Alaska, Siberia is coming forward as a
great gold country. It is said to have
the largest gold lields and the richest deposits in the world, but the rigor of the
climate makes the work of mining slow
and difficult. Human ingenuity will overcome that,
however..A dispatch from
Mount Adams, Ark., says that White
liver above and below Mount Adams, for
several miles, is lined with pearl hunters.
The people are greatly excited over the

discovery.Telegrams
received

are

Stockton Asserts lierself.

at

Sear&port (led Tor Base Ball Honors.
Somewhere near the middle of the Irish
Sea lies an island, which a celebrated
English novelist informs us has had, for
many
its
own
centuries,
people,
their

speaking
peculiar language, living under their
own laws; having a governor and
judiciary
of their own selection; real
Kings, Princes
and Lords of their own; and
living in an
atmosphere of their own customs and
their
own
superstitions,
axioms and proverbs, and their own ballads and songs. This
body of land is known as the Isle of Man.
own

Somewhere about half way between Port
and the town of Searsport, in the
county of Waldo, State of Maine, is located

already being-

at

Point

a

drowsy, sleepy,^little hamlet, where, for
people have spoken their own lan-

ages, its

guage, walked up and down their own street,
traded products and transacted business in
their own way, and lived a

conservative,
life, after the manners and customs
of the good old times in the days of
King
Norman the Conqueror. This little hamlet
is known, on the map at least as Stockton
Springs. If life on the little far away
island in its humdrum and isolated features,
is a picture unique and interesting; none the
less unique, and none the less interesting, is

routine

the life of

>■>,..

a

Stocktonian.

daily routine,

News.. In Mem uiam Clarence Moore.
i'ert-d the Mariner..Sixth Maine

as

With him it is a
as the stars

undeviatiug

in their course.
Let a stranger enter
Fish and Game.
Mr. Chas. G. Atkins of the United States fish hatchery at the town on any week day,
and the
Craig Brook has visited Bangeley and vi- one picture meets his eye. There is only the
■! Belfast.. Yachts ami Boats.. Conu'
Industries. .Secret
Societies.,
cinity with a view of establishing a govern- ; one street, anu mat t>egui3 out oi sight, ami
Rea’. Estate..t •mmander in-chief ment
hatchery there. The investigation j leads nowhere. The same rigs stand day
w as made in answer to a
PAGE G.
special request of after day iu front of the same store, the
wagUnited
States Senator Wm. 1’. Frye. Mr. |
•red Aroostook. .Tbe Enforcement of
Atkins in his report to the United States j ons a gentle reminder of the pre-liistoric age,
The First Maim* Heavy Artillery...
New* an i Notes...A Floral Calendar fish commissioner said that the
places ex- j and the horses lazily switching the files
W.ananS Prayer ,poem
Inheritance
amined presented very little encourage- j from their backs. tbe gonial postmaster
.roister of Deep Water Vessels.
ment for the establishment of a profitable
pauses iu his perusal of the customer’s posPAGE 7.
fish hatchery.The fish hatchery locat- ! tal cards long enough to inform
he Week 45,000 Veterans in Line
you, as ha
>ad Deals..New Lses for Aluminum, ed at Monmouth by the Maine fish and
does inform you. that there is
invariably
.met. .Tin- Potato Crop of 1807.0 •'
game association through the influence of j
A Famous War Correspondent.
“Nothing for you to-day, sir;" the door of
Commissioner L. i'. Carleton and AttorPAGE 8.
the blacksmith’s shop on the right may be
ney General W. T. Haines has just comL cals..Countv Correspondence..Ship
pleted a year of exceptional prosperity. observed to close precisely at twenty-five
kets.. Births Marriages. .Deaths.
The institution is under the charge of W. minutes past eleven, local time, (also lunch
E. Berry of Winthrop, who informs The time); the
EWS Oh ihb WEEK.
grocer may be seen in the doorAssociated Press that there have between
way mentally calculating what proportion
three and four hundred thousand trout
of white sand his new brand of ’‘pure granMattkks.
The experts who ami
land-locked salmon hatched there
a
at work as a United states
ulated sugar” will stand; while on Wednessince last fall, all in healthy condition.
surveying party for several Fourteen thousand of the land-locked days and Saturdays the village barber sits m
estimating the mineral resources salmon fry have been liberated in Lake the window of his shop ready to administer
-'••ok. report the results of their
Cobbesseecontee waters and the total coeoaine or chloroform to such of his cus'.hu> far to be very interesting
number at the butchery will be put into tomers who desire the removal of their hirentitle standpoint, but that
the Kennebec lakes before freezing. An sute
adornments, and who desire also to
little
of
commercial
imvely
attempt is being made here to propagate survive the
us been discovered. The results
operation. There is no newsthe Mongolian ringed ueek pheasant as a
shed in a government bulletin
or bank in the town; but these latter
There have al- paper
game bird for the State.
lining the winter or spring....
been hatched a number of pairs, adjuncts of civilization are not necessary
i! meeting of the Rockland city ready
winch are doing well, this making addi- here, as no one ever reads the papers, and
■nt,
Aug. 24th, the following tional interest in Maine
sport.Through the people have all the money they want.
a< ie awarded the lowest bidder
the efforts of the Franklin County Fish No one has ever been seen on the main
v
city building, which is to be and Game association two shipments
conW
11. Glover
thoroughfare; aud the town is as peaceful
>1 ling street:
taining several thousand land-locked salthe construction of the build*
of
men
have just been received from tlie and harmless as General Weyler iu >ue
>ieeper Brothers, foi heating stale Iiatehery. The fish were liberated his personally completed battles with the
—sleeper Brothers. plumb- in You urn's and Clearwater ponds. The Cuban insurgents. At least such was the
v
Pauley Jail Company of st. l"t contained some Pacific coast salmon, condition of things up to the 2Gth day of
ten steel cells. sot!U.
lie
which, the commissioners say, will thrive August last, a date by the way, now meins to be
completed January ]. ant 1 rapidly grow in our ponds.
orahle in the annals of Stockton Springs'
■■us for
the great field day of
lined ranks <4 the A. * >. H. of
history. On that day, however, au unW ASiii.vt.t-on WiiiM’i kin*.Minister
occurs :tt Portland. Sept.
wonted air 1 activity pervaded the entire
Stuart at Montevideo has cabled the State
are well nigh completed and
an official announcement
of place, and the scene suddenly changed.
Department
to
a red letter
day in the the assassination of President Borda of Tlie door of the old shop forgot to swing
luization.
The Autmrn
and Commander Sterling of the shut it its accustomed hour: the sugar
nish miLsic for the oe- Uruguay,
south Atlantic station telegraphed the found its
way into the clean paper bags
there
will
be
a
morning
navy department a confirmation of the aswithout any company and the tousorial
a shore dinner and field
sassination.
Sevi etary Sherman has reIsland in the afternoon
artist no longer speculated upon the possi‘Express the deep abhorwill be played between plied, saying.
ble recovery f his customers. People were
rence "l the president and people of the
i Portland divisions.
seen
United States at the assassination of Presmoving hurriedly through the main
ts <4' Congressman Burident Borda and their sympathy with his street. Here ami there little knots of men
tant General Richards, the
in
their
affliction.’'
country
were observed engaged iu earnest discushas ordered 1 roop r..
sion,\vinle frequent. ami mysterious allusions
ivalry. to camp at Augusta
*11 its return to Vermont!
to
“foul tips,” “raps,” “three baggers,”
Waldo County Exhibits in Bangor.
1
"i 'ext week.
Troop F. visit- !
“slides,” “masks,” “stolen bases.’ “dia■oial Veterans Home at Togus
Among the Waldo county exhibits at monds, etc., suggested to the uninitiated
u e:i route to
Bangor from Bangui are the following: in the art de- some proposed crime of great daring, such
Woodcock of Belfast
tve a drill in the afternoon
partment Mi. 11.
Diamond Robbery." No
>
witnessed by the veterans at' has a large and tine exhibit, including as “The Great
'-ether with a large number of some of his finest work, both in oil and burglarious intent, was, however responsible
ni tiie
surrounding country. water colors. M. 1\ Palmer ol Thorn- for ail this excitement. The men w 10 were
H. Bickford of Bowdoin, who dike shows lb Oxford Downs consisting of pushing and hauliug each other about, and
guilty of abduction and a two bucks, three pens of ewes, one pen of gesticulating so wildly, were not engaged in
ewe lambs, two buck lambs.
X. I.. LitIS crime, of which Myrtle F.
mortal combat. They were simply arguing
Bowdoin, 15 years of age. tlefield of Prospect shows a herd of .Jer- about the
game of base ball to be played in
ictim. was sentenced at Bath seys of the American Cattle Club registry,
of that day on the grounds of
to serve three years at hard
numbering eight animals. The herd of the afternoon
and in which
i li unastou State Prison.
The Polled Aberdeen-Angus cattle exhibited the Red Seal base ball club,
penalty was ten years and that for the first time by E. C. A C. H. Pike the merchants of the town were to be pitted
enough.Orders were issued of Searsport, comprises 14 head, imported against one another. The argument was
for the resumption of work in by Moses Ellis of South Framingham,
stiil on when at two o’clock the ball grounds
departments of the Pepperell Mass., and purchased by them of F. S. were well rilled with spectators, awaiting
K.
and
1).
Ballou
II.
of
sat Biddeford,
Slaterville,
L,
Monday, Aug.
anxiously the commencement of hostilities.
mills have been running on a Ilarriman of Saxouville, Mass.
Many had driveu over from neighboring vilschedule for several months,
The \ isiting Odd Fellows,
lages and noticeable among the base ball
die at Mount Apatite in Auburn
igorously worked for the next The 1st Heulment Patriarchs Militant of Massa- “cranks" and “rooters” were L. J Morse,
a new
and Mrs. Robinson, Mrs. StrickMr.
company having taken
chusetts to be Entertained In Belfast To-day.
it.
The mine is turning out a
land and Mrs. Wilson of Bangor; Waiter
A party of 250, including 75 ladies, memmint of feldspar daily, and the
Higgins, Miss Louise Higgins, Miss Webster
leading up to the mine has been bers and guests of the 1st regiment, Patri- of Portland; Mr. and Mrs. R. H. Laimbeer,
of
J.
D.
Col.
archs
Militant
Massachusetts,
Shipments occur twice a week,
Mrs. R. H. Laimbeer, Jr., and Mrs. C. E.
>tone is of excellent quality.
Lowe commanding, left Boston at 8 o'clock
Sanford
of New York; Charles Soden and
*
squadron was ablaze with lights Monday night on the steamer Lewiston for a
ay night and thousands on shore four days’ ocean outing along the northern Chas. E. Haywood of Boston, and Frank
the grandest harbor illumination
! Webster, Robert Webster and Benjamin
coast. The regiment band accompanies the
n at Bar Harbor.
It was regatta
Merrithew of Fort Point. It was rumored
M.
F.
Merrill
is
the
Gen.
'he squadron, and 5,000 people party and Brig.
that Mr. Soden’s object in attending the
:lie crews race for $150 in prizes special guest of Commander Lowe. On araffair was to get timber with which to
by the Canoe Club in the after- rival at Rockland Tuesday the party were
the Boston team in next year’s
The new life saving service at met by the local Canton and band and after strengthen
The scorer’s card showed
ove island, Me., is
being rapidly a short parade the visitors were banqueted, League, games.distribution of
the following
talent, which
ted and in the course of a few
in
a
dance
was
and in the evening
given
will be ready for the life savers.
were catalogued, for the sake of convenience
left
no doubt, under the head of “Farmers” and
Logan has been appointed assist- their honor. Yesterday morning they
id master H. A. Toward, of the Rockland for Baugor, where they were to “Merchants.”
1'i-ntral railroad.
Mr. Logan was attend the State Fair aud then be entertainMerchants.
Farmers.
Y tie and fence inspector on the ed at a banquet and ball.
Ed. Colcord.c. Clias. Rendell.e.
John Lancaster.i>. Lewis Clifford.I*.
aAroostook railroad.The
m
at
10
a.
they Frank West..lb. Sam. Rendell .1 b.
This, Thursday, morning
: g
delegates appointed by Governor will leave Bangor for Belfast and are due Edw. Hick born.2 b. Sim Meritliew.
2 b.
passed through Portland Monday here at 12 30 r. m. The visitors will he. met Dr. Geo. Stevens- .3 b. Al. Ames.3 b.
Walter
s.
s.
Trundv.s.
s.
Rufus
Mudgett
way to attend the Farmers’ Xaat the wharf, and a procession formed there,
Jno. Meritliew.r. f. Ade Trundv....r. f.
'igress at St. Paul, Mian., which
Hichborn-c. f. Fred Clifford.c. f.
Harry
Tuesday and closes next Monday; to include the Department Commander ami ('lilTord Fletcher.1. 1. .Vat. LaFurley. 1. f.
ill
olwi.iU'm.
ucai
nut-icc,
llipiri;, .aiuus
mdley of Castle Hill, \V. G. Ilun- his staff, the visiting cantons, Canton Pallas Chas.
Sodeu of Boston.
lieadfield, \V. H. Moody of and Belfast Band. The route of the proon
the
The band, stationed
grand stand,
I. M. Winslow of Nobleboro, cession will be over Front street to Main,
Talbot of Andover, Charles W.
having been instructed to furnish music apMain to High, down High to Church, up
up
■f South Levant, Lambert Sands
to the occasion, and observing R.
Church to Elm, up Klin to Cedar, over propriate
(leorge M. Flint of Xortli Anson,
L. Sanford of Brooklyn, the amateur runner,
Past Commandant
of
Cedar
to
the
residence
brook of Brunswick, F. S. Adams
the field with his coat of bronze
loin and B. F. Briggs of Auburn. Ralph H. Howes, where a short stop will be crossing
his foot ball hair cut, failed to recog■1m M. Deeriug of Saco is also a made. From there the march will be over tan and
'.A medal of honor has been Cedar to Franklin, down Franklin to Court, nize the well known athlete, and struck up
1 i
“The wild man of Borneo has just come to
to S. P.
Thatcher of Portland,
over Court to Pearl, down Pearl to Church,
T ijor First Maine
town,” just as the umpire shouted “play
Cavalry for Conto
down
Church
to
Main,
up
High
High,
ors gallantry, at Hatcher’s
Run, Ya. up
ball,” when the trouble began with Dr.
Arthur Sewall A Co. of Bath an- Main to Odd Fellows llall. Here a recep- Stevens of the Farmers at the
plate. “Doc”
served
1 i-d
will
and
refreshments
be held
Tuesday that they would im- tion
was the only player who sported a black
ttely begin the construction of a new by Aurora Rebekah Lodge. The procession derby hat, and conscious of the fact that he
-hip, 312 feet long, 45 feet wide, and will then re-form and march back to the led the rest in the matter of
style, he graspit
deep, similar in design to the steamer.
ed the bat, hit the sphere squarely and
built a few years ago by this firm.
The Maine Wesleyan Seminary at
ambled to first base. Ed. Colcord was next
Chief Justice Reappointed.
s
Hill opened, Aug. 31st, with a
Colcord is a star member of the Red
up.
Y'1' attendance of students.
Rev. A. F.
Gov. Powers lias renominated Hon. John Seals, and it is said frequently make a meal
of
the
'(1. the recently elected president, has A. Peters of Bangor to be chief justice
of nothing but base balls. His bosom swelled
need charge.The Bath Iron Works supreme judicial court of Maine. Chief Justo the Maine
with pride therefore as he saw an “inshoot”
first
Peters
was
tice
appointed
’he lowest bidder on the repairs to be
made
and he banged the ball high
supreme bench in 1873, and in 1883 was
,,n the United States
supply steamer chief justice. The term is seven years, and approach him,
roteria, now on the marine railway at his second term will expire on Sept. 19th. in the air and lit out for first. 'Twasa square
Vw England yard, Bath.
The work Chief Justice Peters will be 75 years old on
hit, but went in a bee line toward Clifford,
take about two months.
the 9th of October. He was admitted to the who, in trying to escape being hit put his
bar in October, 1844, and has been a member
glove in front of his face and stopped the
’■
Bmef. Captain Hart of the four- of the supreme bench since 1873. It will be
ansphere. While he was wondering whether
■tiasted schooner Mabel Jordan, now at nothing extraordinary for him to serve the
other
which he would complete at
it was safer to hold or drop it, the crowd ap’•ctimore, in a letter to his Boston age ofterm,
82. Chief Justice John Appleton, who
tiers states that William
Saunders, the served from 1862 to 1883, was 79 years old plauded vigorously, and Clifford, taking the
:!,t mate of the ill fated schooner Olive
hint, held on to it, thus retiring Colcord and
when he retired.
5.
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Cincinnati hotels engaging
quarters for the national encampment of
nts of To-Day’s Journal.
the G. A. K. was held there in 1808.The
Mark Lane Express, London,reviewing the
page l.
Week.. 11m \ -i ing < Uhl Fellows
crop situation says the wet weather has
Khtis Herself..The C:<»sby Inn Matter.
seriously delayed the harvest and that the
Endeavor Convention. .The Thornnew wheat is bound to suffer.
ContinuReunwn. .The Situation in Aroosing, the paper asserts that advices from
ug Bells. .Chief Justice Reappointed.
France and Italy show the Russian crop to
PAGE 2.
be decidedly below the average, while the
Notes..The Ohio Democratic PlatAmerican crop is probably above the
uor Business in Politics. The Grand
i..The Seventh Maine Reunion. The! average_Erastus Corning, a well known
ast Sailing.
citizen of New York State, died in Albany
PAGE 3.
Aug. bOth. He was a descendant from
•o Guatemala.. .The Good Schooner
Samuel 01 “Ensign Corning of lieverly
•e:!... Klondyke Proverbs. .The Dies
•ank Deposits Increasing.
Mass., and was one of the most wealthy
PAGE 4.
men in the
State.
His charities were
The Ohio Democratic Platform..
numerous.
Death was caused by apoNews of the Granges Obituary..
plexy. He was 70 years old.
; Respect
The Two Minute Horse..

PAGE
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same
a

time
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achieving, quite unexpectfor brilliant play.
H’

reputation

Hichborn faced the pitcher next. Harry is
an “old timer.”
He is also a left hauded
batter. Lew Clifford put them where he
couldn’t find them, but his back handed
position at the plate so settled the catcher
that on a passed ball after the third strike
Hichborn had no trouble in getting his base.
Mudgett was next in batting order, and
never did the genial postmaster look handsomer than when he took his chances of being killed and waited for a low ball. With
a vicious lunge he swung the stick around,
and hitting something, started for first. No
the ball, and therefore concluded it
had gone over the centre fielder's head into
the next lot. Stevens here sprinted home
in good shape, while Hichborn, who was explaining to Trundy why he failed to make a
base hit, followed Doc. in and scored. By
this time the bail had been found under the
scorer’s bench where if had rolled after hitting Mudgett's foot, aud iu spite of a claim
of “foul,” which the umpire promptly disallowed, J Merithew stood up. He had
evidently mistaken his calling, as he was
promptly struck out and gave way to Clif
Fletcher, Mudgett m the meantime upsetting
Ames on third base aud beating the ball to
the plate. Fletcher so disarranged the order
of things, ami su disconcerted the battery,
by insisting upon facing the catcher, that he
took his base on balls, and after plowing up
tiie field pretty well, was coached home on a
passed ball ami Lancaster took the bat.
John hit the leather, ami hit it hard, but in
the direction >f Trundy, who was busy hold
ing second base down. Now the ball was
only a few inches in diamater, while “Ade”
one saw

is some six feet wide, so of course it couldn’t
get by him, and Lancaster was out, thus retiring the side.
For the “Merchants,” Sim Merithew first
took the bat. Sim created a breeze at once
by fanning the air so industriously that it
was positively chilly in the neighborhood of
the plate, and, failing to appreciate the encouragement which was extended to him
from the “rooters” bench, from which such

expressions

The Christian

NUMBER 35.

Endeavor Convention.

PERSONAL.

PERSONAL.

Three hundred delegates from various
Miss Anna Coombs is visiting friends in
P. C. Wliittnore of Putman, Ct., ia a guest
parts of the State attended the opening sesVinalhaven.
sion of the Maine Christian Endeavor Conof Orrin J. Dickey.
vention
in
the Second Congregational
Mrs. Frances Murch is spending the week
G. F. Harrimau, Esq., of New York arrived
church at Biddeford Wednesday morning,
and
later trains brought many with friends in Bangor.
Tuesday for a short visit.
Aug. 25th,
additional arrivals. At the business session,
Miss Mildred Palmer of Bath visited friends
Miss Blanche Dolloff is spending the week
addresses of welcome were delivered by Dr. in Belfast last week.
with friends in Bangor.
S. J. Bassford of Biddeford in behalf of the
Miss Ella M. Folsom went to Augusta last
convention committee of ’97, Rev. S. H.
C. Walter Poor of Augusta returned home
Emery of Saco speaking for local pastors Thursday to visit friends.
Monday from a visit m Belfast.
ami Alderman W. E. Yculand of Biddeford
Miss Abbie Couillard left Saturday for
representing the city. The convention ser0. F. Cobbett and wife are spending the
mon was delivered by Rev. C. W. Patterson,
Boston after a week’s visit in Belfast.
week with relatives in Bangor.
D. D., of St. Johnsbury, Vt. The banner for
Lewis Mills of North Haven arrived last
the most active mission work was awarded
Mr. and Mrs. Henry W. Staples arc visitto the Society of the Free Baptist church of
week to visit E. M. Flanders and wife.
ing Mrs. S.’s sister iu Lewiston.
Portland, and for the greatest increase in
Miss Eila Hill of Exeter was a guest of
church membership to the Societies of the
Mrs. Lucy Hall White of Meadows, Idaho,
South Jefferson Baptist ami the Houlton Mr. and Mrs. G. F. Kent the past week.
is the guest of Mrs. Levi Robbins.
Presbyterian church. Reports given by the
Mrs. Spencer W. Mathews returned last
Wilson Carter of Camden spent the day
ollicersof the State Union showed gratifying
progress in most branches of the work dur- Saturday from a visit in Massachusetts.
Tuesday with friends in Belfast.
ing the year.
Frank M. Staples and wife went to Bangor
Mrs. J. E. Cottrell left Tuesday to visit
The evening meeting in the church was
relatives in Bangor and Mt. Desert.
largely attended. The Endeavorers session last Friday to visit friends for one week.
Rev. W.
was opened with a praise Service.
Win. H. Arnold has leased and moved into
Miss Annie Knowlton returned to Boston
F. Berry of Portland, president of the
Maine Civic League, then delivered an able, the Mudgett house ou Xortliport avenue.
Saturday after a short visit in Belfast.
address on Good Citizenship. He. was folMrs. Horace Sylvester of Somerville,Mass.,
Mrs. Clara Bowers and daughter Ha/.el of
lowed by Rev. Ellison R. Purdy of Portland,
visited Mr. and Mrs. VV. O. Folsom last week. Camden visited friends here
who made a brief address on the good work
Saturday.
done by the Christiau Endeavor Union.
Fred P. Hadley of Medford Hillside, Mass.,
Mrs. W. L. West is visiting relatives in
The second day opened with an increased
arrived
to
visit
relatives and friends. Camden. Dr. West
Sunday
attendance. All the meetings were lively j
spent Sunday there.
and interesting. The forenoon session was i
Mrs. Ann Sistie and lady friend of GralOrrin Cunningham and wife <>f Lowell.
addresses
and
discustaken up with short
ton, Ohio, visited Mrs. N. E Keeu last*week. Mass., arrived
sions.
Intermediate work was the topic
Monday to visit relatives
^
handled by Miss Marrietta Parshleyof GarStetson A. West went to Portland last Sat- j
Mrs. Percy B. Redman arrived home TuesP.
Hume
of
Willis
Hiram
diner.
Rev.
urday. His daughter Maiul is quite sick { day from a visit to her parents at Fort Fairspoke on practical endeavor, ami then the there.
field.
subject of systematic giving was takeD up.
Brief addresses by Misses Annie Libbey ami
Mrs. W. M. White of Tampa, Fla., is visitMrs. Fannie Foster of Riverside spent the
Gertrude Cummings of Saco were followed
her husband's mother, Mrs. Margaret S. past week with Mr. and Mrs. M. A. Patt.erby a general discussion. The next was that 1 ing
Wl.it^
of Sunday Observance, on which the leading
shall.
speakers weret Miss Bertha Abbott of LewMrs. Martha Carter left last Friday to
Albert Linnekin anil wife of Boston arriviston, ami Miss Nellie Jordan of Alfred. In j
visit friends in Bangor, Rockland and other ed
me aiternooii oecurreu one ox iue mailing
Tuesday to visit relatives in Belfast and
features of the convention, the junior rally, j places.
Knox.
at which Mrs. F. E. Clark, the wife of the
Miss Nelle Hale of Minneapolis arrived
founder of the Christian Kudeavor moveMr. V. K. Jones and Miss Nellie Walker
last Thursday to visit Miss Elizabeth A. of Lynn,
ment, gave an address on Juniors abroad.
Mass., have been visiting relatives
A number of children appeared on the stage
Kelley.
in this city.
and went through appropriate exercises,
Mrs. Grace Gordon returned to Lewiston
drills, declarations ami songs. Mrs. VV. E.
William Kellogg of Boston visited H. P.
Youland, State superintendent of Junior Saturday from a visit to her father, Elijah S.
of this city and friends in Castine
Thompson
an
address.
The
made
also
work,
speakers Shuman.
the past week.
at tiie evening session were Rev. Silas Mead,
LL. I)., of Adelaide, South Australia, and
Edward Robbins of Chelmsford, Mass.,
E. 1). Bird and family of Boston returned
Rev. J. T. Beckley, D. I)., of New York.
returned home last Friday from a visit in home
Tuesday from spending the summer
Friday, the last day of the convention,
Belfast.
was marked by large audiences, exceptionin Belfast and North port.
and
a
of
addresses
enhigh pitch
ally good
Mrs. Charles E. Stevens went to EllsGrand Secretary Brackett and Mrs. Brack
thusiasm on the part of the delegates. Addresses were delivered in the morning by i worth last Thursday to visit her mother, ett are in charge of the Good
Templars’ tent
Mrs. S. J Bassford of Biddeford, on “Mothwho is ill.
at the Lewiston fair.
ers in the Home,” Mrs. L. N. Binford of
Miss Edith M. Stoddard left Monday for
Saco, on “Mothers in the Sunday School,”
Mr9. Dora White of Boston arrived here
and by Rev. C. II. Daniels of Boston on Lewiston to visit relatives and attend the
Monday from a visit in Bangor and is a guest
“Missions.” The convention ordered Mrs. State Fair.
of Edgar M. Cunniugnam.
BassfordJs paper printed, and distributed
L. H. Jipson and Fred E. Ellis went to
among the societies of the State. A symMrs. Adelbert Knight left Tuesday to visit
posium of county presidents was contributed Lewiston Monday to serve as policemen at
her son, L. A. Knight, in Boston, and frien In
by W. F. Cobh, for Androscoggin county; the State. Fair.
Rev. F. P. Estabrook, York county ; II. A.
in Worcester and Hartford.
B. Stanley, Hancock county, and Miss Jane
Misses Jennie Pillsbury and Clare L’AlMrs. Carrie Patterson will start in
few
Dunn, Aroostook county.
lermoud of Baltimore were guests at W. K.
In the afternoon the committee on nomidays for a trip to the White Mountains wit'
Keen’s recently.
nations preserved the following report:
a party of friends from Lewiston.
President—Rev. Ellison R. Purdy, PortMrs. Ezra L. Talbot an*l sons Roy and
E. R. Thompson drove to Banger I
land.
-day
Earl left Thursday for a two weeks' visit in to attend the Lor, and
First Vive President—Itev. W. B. ShumRalph I). S ithw.ir'h
way, Springvalr..
Franconia, N. II.
and W. L. West drove up Wednesday
Second Vice President—Rev. B S. RideMrs. William Trim and sou Maynard <>f
Mrs. N. .1. Walls and Mrs.T. W.
out, Norway
:u
Third Vire President—Rev. John Nason, ltockport spent the past week with Mrs.
Charlestown, Mass., arrived last Fr: lav
Houltou.
Walter D. Staples.
visit D. B. South worth ami fa mb
Corresponding Secretary—Miss Annie L.
Cobb, Saco.
Edward Cunningham and wife of WashWilliam Keen of Medf -rd. MasRecording Secretary—Mrs. Kathaipne B. ington. D. C-, were guests of Dr. IX P Flan[ Tuesday to visit his wife, wle
Tilton, Belfast.
hoLiir of her sister, Mrs. H
ders and family last week.
V K
Treasurer—Frank Goodwin, Iiangor.

as “stuff,” “easy meat,” etc.,
emanated in liberal quantities, struck out
ami made way for Rendell. Charles carefully adjusted his eye glasses, ami sizing up
an easy curve, lined out a good one to left
field and easily took his base. Lewis Clifford next pounded the ball over centre field
and chased, the base runner to “second,”
when Sam Reudei) presented himself for
batting honors. Sam’s principal article of
diet is the modest, Though deadly, cucumber, and he was reported to have just dined
sumptuously on a dozen or so of the succulent vegetable. There was nothing green
about him when he swung his bat and sent
a hot one in the direction of third base, so,
when Steve ns, who covered that position,
gave an exhibition of fancy tumbling it a
vain endeavor to stop the ball, Sam reached
first in safety.
Ade Trundy then undertook to knock the cover off the ball, and hit
a swift one which the pitcher stopped and
-■mt to “first,” retiring the player, and the
1
Superintendent of Floating Department
stick was given to Walter Trundy. Walter
Mrs. F. A. Schubert of Plymouth, Miss
Mrs. Rachael B. R.ux <*f Bos: -a i.
C. H- Moseley, Portland.
•:
is young, but he is good,
last
home
from
her
returned
u.t>
quickly made
m
of
Friday
visiting
Tuesday to visit relatives aud
Missionary DepartSuperintendent
a hole in the
Belfast and is stopping at the lb
atmosphere with a tty to j ment—Miss Alfreda Brewster, Friendship. mother, Mrs. Geo. W Lewis.
,1
centre.
On this Lit Clifford and Rendell
Superintendent of Evangelistic DepartMrs. G. W. Cottrell -s eni"y:ug
Mrs. (>. A. Benner and daughter of Bosi■.*
ment—John P. Boardniau, Bangor.
scored, and while Mudgett was climbing a
Superintendent of Good Citizenship De- ton returned home last Saturday after a outing at her •■trage at Swan l.ak- v. h
in
search of the sphere. Walter jugged
tree
partment—Rev. \V. F, Berry, Perilauu.
son and wife,
Mr. and Mrs. C
visit of two weeks in Belfast.
W.
The addresses in the afternoon were by
m, leaving
West, the handsome blackCottrell.
Mead of
H. P, Whitcomb, wife ami son Faunce of
Miss Lillian
Adelaide,
Staples
smith, to try his luck next. He was on South Australia; Miss Charlotte T
'-ibley Boston arrived last Thursday to visit Mrs. \ Mrs. Neld.u.
Mr- <a Br s
to the pitcher s
curves, and sent one to
of Belfast, Maine, and Mrs. George \V. PatWhite mb s aunt. Mrs. Sa: ill A Pounce.
"f Belfast and II
i- M. Lam;.
u
f in .,
Vt.
of
terson
St.
held.
Had
he
been
content
Johnsbury,
with
“seeright
| attended the
The .posing meeting of the convention was
deaf m: '«•
m\ ••! r:--n
t-J.ti
R. C. Stevens spent 1
v
atom from
oml” he might have scored, but he aimed at
held in the evening. The auditorium was
gor the past week.
Bueksport Seminar, in Pud fast ami Dix
,i home run aud was lngionuiisly stopped at
crowded with Endeavorersand citizens w ho
M rs. A. I.. Sn. •!. -f ur.i
“tiiird." This ended the iunings. What
F
\J
gathered to hear the closing address of Rev. rnunt He returned to Bu* ksport Saturday.
Fran is E. Clark of Portland, founder
liappened after that, and during the succeed- Dr.
Byron M. Wilson and Fred Terrill <»i and two grandchildren, Snlu uni L^lia
t tlie
movement iu this country.
Mr.
ing innings, will, like the fate of Balaam’s Chirk spoke for near.y an hour on the his- Lynn, Mass., arrived Surnlax morning to King, are guests of Mr. i.el-Mr- P S
Ass, be forever wrapped in the mists of cun' tory of the movement in tlie United States I visit relatives. Mr Wilson returned Tue-o I Staples this Week.
work that has been accom- !
jeeture. A dense fog had by this time blown and the good
day.
Muis Milly Sfev.-ns of Tr v r* turn*
»:n
plished by the union throughout the world.
in and had enveloped the field, making it
Miss Florence Curtis of Boston and Mr.
Dr Clark then led the consecration service.
Tuesday from a visit to !.,-r hiotlo-rs Dr ti
The convention was one of the most suc- Gordon Curtis of Prospect, who have h. en
impossible to distinguish any of the players.
i Stockton Springs and I >: F.
A. Stevens
cessful ever held in Maine.
In fact, it was difficult for the catcher to see
visiting friends in Belfast, have returned I.. Stevens of : n s •ity.
as far as the home plate.
Under ordinary
i home.
1
Frank Uhoades wife an !
.1 !■
The Thorndike Family Reunion.
circumstances this might have been disFred G. Burgess and wife returned home
Mrs. Caiderwwo.;
md daughter
:
Vniuh
couraging, but the players kept right on and
The Thorndike reunion took place Aug. to Boston Saturday night iron; a visit to haven have return.-d horn.-- fr-m; *, v>::
when the fog lifted the men were seen pb,y
20th in the grove of Capt. Edward Hark- Mrs. B.’s parents,. Mr. and Mrs. John G.
Alvin Bh-dgett and \vif»\
ingas usual. Amos Treat, the umpire, whose ness at Rovkport. About 250 were present Damon.
Mr. and Mrs. II. 11 M
,n !
!y at. : M
decisions have at times been as unexplainand partook of a clambake and picnic dinOscar II Dilworth and Miss Emma A. Mrs. H. ,J. Lo.-ke returned h •... 1'.
,v
able and as mysterious as the Egyptian
ner.
Capt. G. T. Harkness, president, in a KnautT of Waterville, who have been visit- from a two weeks'
sojourn at t!>- 1.
hieroglyphics on the Obelisk in Central few well chosen words, gave a hearty weling Mr. D.'s parents, returned home last Wiggin cottage, east side.
Park, New York, stuck bravely to his post, come to all and introduced True P. Pierce,
| Saturday.
and pointed with pride to the fact that durAmong those who are amending tin- G.mEsq., of Rockland, the speaker of the day.
J. Watson Knowlton left last Thursday to ! gor fair are Fred Alexander. 1> C. G eeiiing all that time not one of his decisions had Mr. Pierce gave something of the history of
! serve as assistant superintendent of the
been questioned. Ed. Stowell, the official
law, S. A. Payson, Chas. E. Owen ,.f j-.» :St
the Thorndike family which sprung from
halls on the fair grounds at the State Fair in : tn.l Zador Slnhles of [vn.-x.
scorer, who had apparently undertaken a
old
and
of
the
spoke
good
Euglish stock,
Lewiston.
contract with the proprietors of the “Battle
0. L>. Wilson left Tuesday ?;.• : |.;»v
characteristics of its members. Music by
Ax'’ brand to cover the market, gave the
Edward Stephenson of Boston, who lias
brief visit to relatives in p..-*: i.md ,u ; >.\
A banjo duet by the
the band followed.
score 40 to 29 in favor of the Farmers.
Any- Misses Baukh was finely rendered. A vote been spending the summer with Lewis E. then visit his daughter, .Mrs.
k. ?
way it was a game worthy of giants, and of thanks was extended to captain and Mrs. ! Pitcher at Pitcher's pond, left Saturday on of Somerville Mass., a few weeks
his return.
Stockton is once more a live town. It is
Harkness.
A report by the secretary, Miss
Mrs. Fred G. fox
Boston vis teo
Carter, was read and accepted. The followunderstood that an application will soon be
Mr. and Mrs. H. E. Ellis returned from tives in Belfast
officers for the ensuing year were then
recently. She ret; n, Sar
ing
made to the town authorities, for permisMr.
Harbor
last
Ellis
went
to
Seal
Friday.
chosen: President, Israel Snow, Jr., Rockurday,accompanied by Mrs. A
B. v \
sion to lay out a diamond on the main street
land ; first vice president, Moody Robbins, Lewiston Saturday to serve as Secretary of
who will visit friends in Boston ash
■ e
Union
second
vice
Thorn;
president,
George
opposite the post office, in which case aback
Halls at the State Fair.
Camden; third vice president, Charles
Frank H Fairbanks of Everett. M,.ss
dike,
road will be laid out for the convenience of
Veazie, Rock port; secretary, Miss Myrtle
Miss Grace Orbeton of Plainfield, N. J.,
spent Sunday with his wife’s father. \ s.
k. h. l., jr.
wagons and pedestrians.
Carter, Hope; treasurer Captain William visited Miss Louise Hazeltine last week.
Uedmau. Mrs. Fairbanks, who has
•,
H. Thorndike, Iiockport; executive committee, Fred Thorndike and wife, Rockland ; Miss Hazeltine accompanied her to Camden here a few weeks, returned with bin Mon
The Crosby Inn Matter.
Jason Robbins and wife, Union; Chester last Friday to visit friends.
day.
Pascal and wife, Rockport.
Music
by
Mr and Mrs. Horace B. Pearson visited
A Public Meeting Called at (he Opera House for
Veazie’s brass band was given at intervals
Miss Ada Johnson of
Worcester, Mass.,
Next Monday Evening.
during the day. Among those present were: Mrs. Pearson’s grandfather, B. P. Field, visited
Misses Maud and Lena Mathews
Mrs Chas. H. Brown, Jr., of Baltimore,des- Esq., last week.
went
over
Saturday
they
To the Mayor and Aldermen of Bel- cendant of Elizabeth Thorndike of
last week. She left Friday for home, and
Cape
in the Edna and visited Turtle
fast:
We the undersigned would request Elizabeth, who married in 1750 David Alden Islesboro
Miss Lena accompanied her, the latter reHead.
of
of
John
Alden.
Duxbury,
grandson
your honorable body to call a public meetturning to Win< hendon.
David and Elizabeth (Thorndike) Alden
Robert A. Coney, Jr., of Augusta, who
ing of the legal voters of the city to act upon were ancestors of the poet Longfellow.
Mrs
Cora Murphy returned to Boston
the question of advising the city govern| visited O. J. Dickey last week, went to
Rockland Saturday to take a position on the Monday to resume her duties as instructor
ment to so adjust the unpaid taxes
standing
Bells.
Wedding
Daily Star. He has been connected with the in music and history in the Lyman school.
against the Belfast Hotel Co. as it may seem
Her aunt, Mrs. Eliza Huuneweil. ami her
for the. good of the city.
Brown-Wells. Charles Brown of this Maine Farmer six years.
two sons, Harold and Tlieo.
C. Hervey.
Jones S. Davis.
accompanied
M.
took
a
P.
vacation to visit his
Pendleton of Islesboro, formerly
city recently
A. H. Bradbury.
David Alexander.
her.
former home in Ohio, and during his absence editor of the Belfast Age, and recently conA. L). Chase & Son.
Geo. W. Burkett.
was united in marriage to Miss Sarah A.
sul at Pictou, N. S., lias gone to Pueblo, Col.,
Wm. P. Thompson.
Geo. E. Johnson.
Mr. and Mrs. J. Harvey
Young arrived
F. I. Wilson.
E. 0. Hilton.
Wells of Rendville in that State. The cere- accompanied by his wife and child, for the
Saturday from Blue Hill, where tl.* spent
D. P. Flanders.
M. P. Woodcock.
was performed Aug 24th at the home
benefit
mony
of
his
health.
the
A. A. Howes
L. F. McDonald.
summer, and left Tuesday morning for
of the bride’s parents, in the presence of a
W. H. Me Lei lan.
D. X. Bird.
Mrs. G. L. Wentworth and children of their home in Boston.
They were the
C. F. Ginn.
Chas. R. Coombs.
few intimate friends and relatives. After
South Weymouth, Mass., who have been guests while in Belfast of Mrs. Caroiitie
John G. Brooks.
A. P. Manstield.
the ceremony a lunch was served and an enA. A. Sina'i.
Chas. F. Swift.
visiting at A. A. Small’s, left for home by Crosby.
joyable evening was spent by all. The steamer City of Bangor last
John H. Quimby.
D. B. South worth.
Thursday. Mrs.
J. H. Gordon of Brooks while in Boston
K. F. Dunton.
W. A. Swift, Jr.
happy couple were the recipients of many Small and son Houston
accompanied them
Wm. B. Swan.
B. P. Hazeltine.
on business was taken violently ill
recently
useful and valuable presents. They started to
Boston.
C. B. Razeltine.
Robert Burgess.
and carried to the emergency hospital, where
at once for Belfast, where they are to reside.
Superintendent F. S. Brick attended the the doctors in attendance thought he could
have rooms at Mrs. Lucy Perkins, No.
lu compliance with Sec. 21st of the city They
meeting of the New Portland High School not live, but he rallied iu a few hours and
30 Union street.
Mr. Brown is a salesman
charter the qualified voters of Belfast are
Alumni Association at North Anson last was able to
for J. W. Jones and has made
return home.
many friends
hereby duly warned to meet at the Opera since his arrival
to Belfast Saturday. The
from the West less than week, returning
Miss Frances J. Dyer, who spent the sumHouse, Monday, Sept. 6th, at 7.60 p. m., to two
were
held on the shore of Lake
meetings
years ago.
mer with her parents in this city, has returnact on the foregoing petition.
Embden.
ed to Boston and. resumed her literary labors.
J. M. Fletcher, 1
The Situation in Aroostook.
A Clifton Parlin and wife of
Middletown, She will continue to conduct classes in the
1 Municipal
0. O. Poor,
N.
are
their
Y.,
vacation in Maine,
L. T. Shales,
spending
At present it looks fairly bright for a seaj Officers.
study of current history the coming winter,
E. I. Baskin.
J
son
of renewed prosperity in Aroostook. visiting friends in Wintbrop and Belfast, and announces t ie
following topics for single
Belfast, Aug. 31, 1897.
There is a good market waiting for what and going to various points of interest. Mrs.
lectures, specially prepared for delivery be*
potatoes are raised, there is a good hay crop Parlin is a sister of Mrs. A. T. Stevens of fore Women’s
Clubs and similar organizaUnless silver stops its downward course, of excellent quality, and an abundance and East Belfast.
tions : We and Our Neighbors ; A Group of
variety in other branches of husbandry
1
that party of patriots who recently sailed ahead of anything Aroostook farmers have
Frank E. Crowley, who has been Maine
Modern Novels; New Marvels in Science;
for Japan to obtain arguments in favor of achieved before for many years. The farm- Central station agent at Belfast eighteen
Three Catherines ; Some Lost Arts in Homeers have been living
and economical- years, has
closely
and
W.
resigned
Lewis
the white metal will scarcely be able to ly, have few
George, Making. The terms of these lectures are $15
phosphate bills to pay, and are
station agent at Freeport, appointand expenses.
present much encouragement to the cause likely to realize more from their crops than formerly
Special rates to Working
ed.
Mr.
in most of the so-called bonanza
took
George
years up
charge of the office Girls’ Clubs. Miss Dyer may be addressed
1 in time for the autumnal election of 1897.
this way. [Presque Isle Star-Herald.
Monday morning.
care of The Congregationalism Boston.
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Editorial Notes.

difference here.

■‘The evidence accumulates with each

pression in financial

Bankers'

his Mexican

The Ohio

\_J
No better shoe

iu this fall's cam-

Platform.

(sold

1897 will be in the

There is reason to believe that

000,000.

there will be

billion dollars more of gold
by 1900 than there was when
the campaign of 1890 began.
All of which !
must be highly cheering for the silverites,
especially in view of the tremendous fall

|
|

in the price of the white metal.
The railroads are

sharing

prosperity which has

come

in the

general

to the country

of the free

coinage

monometalism, with silver

true

than

highei
higher
road

election

retain the silver standard or the con-

to

free

current

coinage

of both metals at

and 8 1-2 percent,
Thousands of rail-

than iu 1894.

through the country who stood
Kinley as the representative of sound

men

by M«

principles in finance

are

receiving

now

their reward in the

improved eainings of
o)gnnixati. ns which employ them,

f die
xi:ii

w

!. I« :.

are

’.it

and

pi*
the;;

<

pi

-a:

\

thus able to give more cma
better recognition to

ratio of the two metals has lost all of its

ing silver

Il>t

:

it

j

fjoiu 1 Min's Keview
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■

as

among the most
o
> yet recorded by that reliable
ii* '\:*-ii. The Keview say“Every
:*u>;ne» are
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t: .o,

week mates increase in

;>

and coin-

metals

two

silver mono-

The condition of the

metallism.
the

only

obtained

the

maintaining

couiurus

people of
gold stand-

what the framers of this platform
monometalism. is one <>f vastly

or

gold

greater prosperity than that of the people
of

tlm coumlies

maintaining the silver

standard. Tnere is

more money per capita,
betur wages, better homes, more comforts
dm. more education and more
«

1} a! 1 !•;:ght prospect>. The go not a' inu lligencc ai.cng the people of
atu'e iu h; si ness is emphasized by
til-* gold staialaul countries than among
*•' a nud.titr.de <•!'
buyers from tliosi of any of the countries having the
the c ur.tiy ami by the heav\ silvei stand::: !. Mex < -. which is
probaba ;

id

in

-t

\

b;mk

ist ill

:

.eanngs and

heavy spceula-

the

ar.i:

i.

i.y j'io.iarts. and in st of all in
'•
! aule tie week one of sur-
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;
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«
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w

la* best

pW 2d ins], in 1S7J.’7

ea

fall
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in silvei.

is

This

foieneo to w],-at and

Ihadstiuet's,

iaao-

in its

prints a carefully prepared
.show ing tin- trend of prices up-

in:i>t

-M.--.

-la;< :>-•
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n
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of articles, and in this
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shows

stat*. e.(-M

advance in

an

July

in

beef, hemp, cotton, cotton
beans, mutton, ban n. eggs,laid,

w.

com.

suv

and

<

■.

lit

■

now-a-days,

a

wlh

patience

>

sist

o

and

the tarmer

an

complain

and

the

to

of his

he listen

can

people

who in-

ago that nothing but the free
imiimittd coinage of silver would
teai

biii.g

advance

an

in

the price of

his

products?
in the past wavered in the
do 1 now, that in the end we

have

1

never

belief, noi
will be p. -ssessed of

a banking and currency
strong as to make impregnable
hr rountiy’s credit,
it is possible that

-vsiem so

bebue
rsts

the

nation's

upon

a

financial

structure

foundation linn as the eternal

hills, the American people will be called
.upon i" pass through the awful experience
and

which would follow in the wake

>s

iiLcln ckt d
Am at las;,
M

niggle
1.'

•alii, i;
;>;.!

o

<

and silver fiatism.
liow

prolonged

jeseaicli and
holiest

v.

every dictate of
will here prevail in oom-

.mb

endtiling triumph.
[From
l.-ko.s' speech before American
Assoeiatiou, August IS, 1M»7.

n.p:
ikeis

Ann i;g tlu* many evidences oi returning
aetivity reported by B ad street's
last

b.-ue

are

the

following

news

items

from vaiious parts of the country: The
Norwalk \b
!en Mills at Norwalk, Conn.,
have resumed woik

notifying

their hun-

dreds of operatives that night work is
Dkely to le required. The Birmingham,

Alabama,Rolling Mills announce a resump
Con of woik.
rl fie Howard Harrison Iron
Company at Bessemer, Ala., has increased
its force, and the pipe works at Bessemer
have resumed operations. The Providence
'.nine at Scranton, Pa., which has lain idle
for two years, will resume at once.
The
Delaware iron Works at Newcastle, Del.,
have resumed operations, giving employ500 persons, and the wall-paper
factory at Newark, Del., will soon resume.
The Kdgemoor Iron Company at New-

ment to

castle, Del., has increased its force.

The

Nashville. 111., coal miners have received
tn increase in wages of g'0 cents per ton
The pottery manufacfor mining coal.
tures in New Jersey have reached an

agreement to increase wages of employees.
The southern Railway Company has put
the

men

hours

in all its

a

day.

shops

The

and work nine

Hutchinson

Cole

Manufacturing Company of Norwalk,
Conn., will resume at once, employing

opeiatives. This showing rather
savors of something more than a delusion

500

and

people,

it>

a snare.

The way of the laborer is hard in Mexico
at this time. It appears that it now takes
nearly two and a half Mexican dollars to
pm chase what one American dollar will
command. The following list of wages

paid to the various crafts in Mexico as
*
compared with their brethren in this
country is taken from the report of

a

commission sent to Mexico last fall by the
Trade and Labor Assembly of Chicago,
and shows clearly wliat must be the conare paid in de-

dition of workmen who

preciated currency and one which is continually further depreciating. {Street car
drivers according to the report, receive in
Mexico 70 cents per day in Mexican silver
while those in Chicago receive $2.20 in
good money. Teamsteis get $1 a day in
Mexico in cheap silver, but $1.70 in

the Math American

States a pet capita of less than sy aside
to rn the ;;uco\c-red aid depreciated paper. Cliina

the Central American

"...

while Hermar.v

apita.

t'it

at

Britain

l'nited state.*.

'7

j'Ci

»

iias >17.-AO

,7> pet capita,
apita. Nether-

per capita, and France ".','.77
Moiiomctalism lias indeed
] (.i capita.
“loekt d fast !::e pr< pol ly of an industrial
people in the paralysis of hard times”

lands >•_'t

wherever it has been established

by
platform, viz:

the

process pioposed by this
the unlimited coinage of both metals at
ratio widen

differing

a

from their relative

commercial value.
“Co ld mi'iji mctalism is a British policy
and lias brought other nations into financial
servitude to Loudon."

It

is

also

a German policy, a French
Belgian policy, an Austro-Hungarian policy, a Netherlands policy, a
Danish policy, a Russian policy, a C hilian
policy, a Peruvian policy, a Japanese
policy, and in fact the policy of the most
enlightened and progressive nations the

policy,

world

a

over.

If the United States

were

to

abandon her present system and undertake a greatly enlarged use of silver without the co-operation of other nations she
would abandon tlie company of the most
intelligent, enlightened and prosperous
uations of the world and join the ranks
of the weakest

and least

tions, all of which

the

the sufferings w ith the ace oi
all. the monetary ] rinciples
cord w itli tire world's experience,

mm «ii

f

papei
matter

pi« at

ial

ph
A..

no

capita foi

pci

early all the articles which the

!

lair-

the most prosperous of the silver standaid
untii'ts, has a total of "4.o', per

ly

states

mtinue-to advance do

■

w

>

to

own

duot.-

;

: a

!

*j

Idie strong

growth

u.f

v.

k

n

the

gold

standard

intelligent naare hastening to adopt
as rapidly as possible.

“It is not only un-American but antiAmerican, and it ran he fastened on tlie
I'liited States on!y by the Stirling of that
spirit and love of iiberty which proclaimed
our

it

m

political independence
the

war

in 177>i and
of the revolution/'

“spirit

Tlie

proclaimed

and love of

our

liberty
independence in

won

which
1770”

which i> still strong in the minds of
the people of the United states is not in

and

favor of

reducing tiie

citizens of this

coun-

try to tlie level of poverty, degradation,
ignorance and practical enslavement which
characterize tlie condition of the masses
in the few remaining silver standard counThe only attries of the world to-day.
to

tempt

ty"

ever

in 1801

“stilie the

spirit

of love of liber-

made in the United States

by

the very party and

began

the very

proposing to degrade
the working people of this country to a

leaders who

are now

level of those least

but in

worth two

Bricklayers

Chicago
and

a

$3 per day of money
half times as much.

in Mexico receive $1.25 per

day

equal
and

amount

on

money)

of

its merits.

perous

on

intelligent

The Grand

Army’s

men.

made anywhere

by anybody.

Sells at

lows

Ouce

have assembled iu annual
encampment to render an account of our
stewardship, to renew old associations, to
legislate for the present, to plan for the future. We meet iu fraternity, charity, and

loyalty, and may all our hearts unite
iu sustaining the great object of our

State.

The

work

from 1661 to 166.*» is

as one

order.

he read

can

by

volunteer soldier
history, and

of the

holiday by legal enactment in a majority
States, should he changed simply because a lot of hoodlums, or thoughtless men
and
women, desecrate it by games and
races.
A large majority of our people are
observers of the Sabbath day and they do
not consider parades and public demonstraturn seemly upon that day, and their wishes
should he respected, for we look to them
rather than to the thoughtless for the moral
a

matter of

a

of the

In my public adevery
con fined myself to the work
one.

dresses I have
of the grand army of to-day and l have been
gratified and flattered at the reception ac|
corded my remarks.
I may Vie permitted to make special allusion to my visit in the southern departments,
where I made it a point to come in contact,
i
as milch as possible, with the men who wore
support we need. If games and races canof
the gray and their friends; my conception
not he suppressed oil such sacred days by
American manhood and American bravery
moral suasion and the effect of the partn pahas been greatly magnified, i met no wanntion iti its sacred work by vast numbers, f
er grasps, no heartier Godspeeds in patriotic
our best citizens, then no change of day
work than from our mice enemies, now
could effect such result. The Grand Army of
found
as
Oid Glory floating
friends. 1
high, the
Republic believes in milit iry instruction
her stars as bright, her stripes as br >ad in
in the public schools, because it is good for
the Southland as at hoiinMy sentiment, the
boys mentally, morally, physically, and
“one country, one flag, one people, one desabove all patriotically.
t riy,
met as lu-arty a response ill Leorgia
N" subject in which the Grand Army is inas m Massachusetts, and inure titan once,
terested is more imp'-rtaut than that the
after my public receptions here, I repeated
truth of history should be taught to our chilto myst if, over the work of the G. A. IL in
dren. It is certainly not the object of the
that country, the doxology “Praise G >d I
Grand Army of the Republic to'keepopen the
from whom all blessings flow.*'
The Graud
w muds of the war, hut of this we are deter-

[

Army

of

the

Kejhiblic

can

do

no

grander

for their ca untry to-day than to
strengthen in those gocnl people their devowork

t>

tion

the

land

we

all

so

dearly love,

to

blot out the resentments of the past.
has been my proud privilege during
the year to participate in the last tributes to

help

to

“It

two of our great military leaders and comrades, at the dedication of the memorial
tomb of General U. S. Grant in New York,
and at Chicago the unveiling of an equestrian statue of General John A. Logan.
Upon this latter occasion the greatest inter-

added to by the invitation to participate in the parade and exercises, extended
by the committee of arrangements to the
Confederate veterans, and accepted by them,
quite a large number marching in the parade under the escort of a post of this order.

est

was

Their participation shows that the world
loves a brave soldier.
Upon this occasion I invited Gen. John
B. Gordon, Commander-in-Chief of the Confederate veterans, to ride with me, that all
the world might see that the war was over.
It was a source of great regret to both that
other engagements prevented his attendance.
I also invited him to come to Buffalo
and assist in the review of the column and
speak at our camp-tire. I know you would
have made him welcome. I know your
broad American spirit would have given
him a warm reception, but he could not
He

come.

was

engaged

in

work elsewhere.

early in my official year to secure
the attendance at this encampment of Corn1 set. out

rath* William .McKinley, President of the
United States, believing that his presence
would add much to the interest of the occasion, and to the high position occupied by
our order.
His acceptance of my invitation
prompt and cordial, and he entered
into every detail with such apparent pleaswas

lire,

so

as

to

more

than

convince me

that there

is no tie so strong as that of comradeship
welded in the lire of battle.
His presence
here has been an inspiration to us all, and
we hail with delight the dawn of a new era
of prosperity which we see breaking on all
sides. Let me call your attention here briefly to the condition of membership, as reported by the adjutant-general:
In good standing, June 30, 1890.340,710
Gains since, by muster in. 10,534
by transfer. 4,381
by reinstatement. 11,207

by delinquent

reinstatement.

0,807

Aggregate.373,039
Loss, by death. 7,515
by honorable discharge.. 1,257
The liquor business, says lion. Theodore
by transfer. 4,042
by suspension.30,771
Roosevelt in the September Atlantic, does
by dishonorable discharge 411
not stand on the same footing with other
by delinquent report. 981
000
by surrender of charter.
occupations. It always tends to produce

Hr.
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ly, and, as an order, die stream is running
rapidly down the hill. Age and poverty
are making great inroads into the ranks.
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mined, that one side in that great struggle
was right and the other side w is
wrong—and
we were not tin* wrong side.The G rand
Army
of the Republic is not a political organization.

uiioiHTdlcr ul>U\

>

Tin* veteran believes himself entitled to consideration, and he is. but he should not use
the Grand Army for that purpose. Personally
I will endorse a comrade, if capable, every
time, rather than one who is not a comrade,
but officially I will endorse no one. In tin-

pelled
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IT GIVES entertainment to young and
IT GIVES satisfaction

We Furnish The

everywhere

ranks until every honorable
greeting,
To all who wore the blue.
discharge is recorded in the descriptive
book, and every suspended comrade is again Many long and weary years have vanished
since first we met,
touching elbows with his fellows. Stand by We marched away in our young manhood,
your comrades though all the world assai’.
to-day we meet as vets.
Owing to the steady decrease in the mem- Though years with all their varied change^
have rolled around,
bership and the small burden imposed by Still by the silver cord of friendship our
the national per capita of 2 1-2 cents, I beloyal hearts are bound.—Clio.
lieve that the best interest of the order
Faces and scenes almost forgotten come
would be subserved by an increase of oueback to view :
haif cent in the per capita, making it three The camp, the march, the line of battle formed
by the boys in blue ;
instead of 2 1-2 cents per annum. The reThe charge, the fight, the field of carnage
ports upon the Soldiers Homes afford much
where brave men lay,
satisfaction at the thought that the last days Back to our memory swiftly rushes on this
reunion
day.—Clio.
of
the
old
veterans
of very many thousands
have been,are being and will continue to be, Through clouds and storms that darkly
gather o’er life’s rough way,
made comfortable and comparatively happy,
We’ve scaled the hill of life together, in
and free from the trials and struggles of the
camp we’ll rest to-day.
outside world, with which they are by age Far, far beyond the fog and shadows comrades have passed,
and infirmity unable to contend. 27,338
We’ll meet them in the great encampment,
veterans were cared for in National Homes
all gathered home at last.
during 1896, besides many more in State
Chorus:—There shall trouble, care, nor
Homes. The good thus accomplished by a

<

VSH

is

beyond

Grieve

The committee on pensions have given
much attention to this branch of the work,
until quite lately with but little effect.
Within the last few months the lateh-striugs
have been loosened and many justly entitled
pensioners have had their cases acted upon;
others, stopped without cause, have been
restored to the rolls, and the machinery of
that great department of the government
seems to have been oiled with the oil of
human kindness and honest obligation

am
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hearts no more.
Soon, soon, we’ll one and all
be mustered
Safe on the homeland shore.
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Surgeon, W. W. Denning. Poland.
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When the comrades gathered at the
tables,and before partaking of the dinner,
the following reunion song, written by
the secretary, W. D. Hatch, was sung by
the company to the tune of “Swanee
River.”
In camp to-day we gladly muster here by

FdiK'iiiiou,

FOR
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the choicest win-
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Quartermaster, George
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harbor, Aug.
following officers were elected:
President, James II. Cross, Calais.
Vice Presidents,
George R. Boyer,
Somerville, Mass.; James II. Syphers, M.
Island,
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The survivors of the 7th Maine
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IT GIVES all

encampment. Let us
fore.
Let her every
us an inspiration
for ;

Maine

Ijtmilv
Iu»*in.

EVEKV Sinlfor T.-rrii

ter wheat.
The

EA'EIO'
EVERY

!

time and

gent le wave he to
greater devotion to cmr own and our conntry's best interests, and every star a beacon
light leading us on to higher and greater
ambitions.

lnoinlxM’ of

EVEIIV

are too sacred for such use, and we should
ask our legislatures for the enactment of
laws making such use illegal.
Who can measure the length or the
breadth or the height or the depth of
woman’s love and devotion, or who can
measure the value of the service rendered to
us by our great auxiliary, the woman’s relief
corps? Their work, indeed, has just commenced, and we wish that their numbers
might he increased by the enlistment, in this
one body, of every loyal woman of the land
whose circumstances would permit her cooperation. I am more than ever impressed
with the importance of organization among
the Sons of Veterans. I believe it would be
encouragement to these young mm to hold

ment

TRIBE

The NEW YORK WEEKLY

department I have been comrequire the withdrawal of a circular issued for political purposes and doing
evident injury to aspirants and worthy comrades. Parties are using the emblems of the
Grand Army for advertising purposes. They
of

case

the sea,
criminality in the population at large, and
Total. 54,183
Joyfully now we hail old comrades what
law-breaking among the saloon-keepers
e’er their station he,
In good standing Jme 30,1897.310,450
It is absolutely necessary to
themselves.
Remaining suspended. 43,300 No rolling drums the long roll beating call
us to arms,
supervise it rigidly, and to impose restricIn large cities tlie
tions upon tbe traffic.
Total membership.382,810 Nor warlike tunes of brazen trumpets ring
out their wild alarms.
tlie
evils can
traffic cannot he stopped, but
“We are far past the meridian individual-

among professional politicians. Nearly
two-thirds of the political leaders of Tammany Ilall have been in the liquor business
The saloon is tlie
atone time or another.
natural club and meeting-place for the
ward heelers and leaders, and the bar-room
politician is one of the most common and
best recognized factors in local government.
Tlie saloon-keepers are always
hand in glove with the professional politicians, and occupy toward them such a
position as is not held by any other class
The influence they wield in loof men.
cal politics lias always been great, And until our board took office no man ever dared
seriously to threaten them for tlieir flagrant violation of the law. The powerful
and influential saloon-keeper was glad to
for
see the shops o: his neighbors closed,
On the other hand,
it gave him business.
or the corrupt
a corrupt police-captain,
politician who controlled him, could always extort money from a saloon-keeper
by threatening to close liis place and let his
neighbor's remain open.

The Ouawa was sent out under full racto windward as far as Big island,
in order to return with the wind on the
starboard quarter, and made the trip four
times.
Ou one run she left the steamer
Saucy Kate far behind, going, apparently,
The best
twice as fast as the steamer.
time made from the Excelsior-Wayzata
the
clubhouse
buoy, near Big island, to
dock, ou inside channel, was 2m. 10s.
who
W.
surveyed tlieM.
Cooley,
George
Y. C. course, states the distance between
the two points as 2990 feet, just about ouehalf of a nautical mile, and .">7 of a statute
mile.
This would make the speed at the
rate of 10 statute miles per hour, or 14 nautical miles, somewhat better than the best
speed recorded even of the 90 foot sloop
Defender, winner of tlie last international
races, in that class.
The best actual time made by the 20-foot
class at Seawanliaka races in July (in selecting a representative for the international races this mouth on theSt. Lawrence
river) was two miles in 12m. >7s.—or at
tlie late of 10 miles in an hour.
These boats are 00 feet over all length,
and carry ->00 square feet of sail, while the
Ouawa, which was built in 1>S9:’>, is only 21feet over all, aud has but, 400 square feet
sail area.
[Minneapolis Times.

of the Southern cemeteries we were aided
and our duties lightened by the co-operation
of the Confederate veterans, and we thank
them, and I would help them iu their sacred
work.
In a number of cases, too, the ceremonies
were made more elaborate and impressive
by the presence of regular troops, directed
by Comrade Russell A. Alger, the secretary
of war, to participate. I am not one of those
who believe that a day established thirty
years ago by our beloved Commander-inchief Logan, and since made a holy day, and

we

more

Liquor Business In Politics.

In New York, tbe
always stood high

WASHING

ing sail

to

:

the face of tlie earth.

at least be minimized.
saloon-keepers liave

DOST

races.

be running much more smoothly ami with
less friction than before. 1 believe it will
not be long until every ease properly made
up will be reached and receive attention.
The report of Comrade Mark B. Taylor,
the chaplain-in-chief, shows the greatly increased interest manifested everywhere iu
Iu many
the observance Memorial day.

Year.

Clarkson’s Annual Address to the
Veterans.
Buffalo, N. Ym Aug. 26. At the morning session of the national encampment, G.
A. R., Commander-in-Chief Clarkson made
his aunual address, speaking in part as fol-

Total gain. 32,929
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Between o and 4 o’click P. M. last Friday the velocity of vthe wind in this vicinity was 22 to 20 miles an hour, according to the observations of the United States
The larger boats were
weather bureau.
close reefed, aud not all of them succeeded
even in getting to windward in the trial
of the Minnetonka Yacht Club for selecting a representative to the White Bear
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Guatemala.

Little Sister ReGood Place for the lmour

alone

and

owner

of the

keep the matter from
tinea, lest he return

make trouble.

rrespondenee
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The Journal.]

j

return,

to

liud his

once

proprietor

did

line estate de-

! vastated without his knowledge, and occuIt is
policemen and forced
, pied by soldiers,

N'euva, July *.».
vying in the small, over-erowd- ! laborers,
busily making lime and trans-

v..x

le

| long
the
j

on the
profits of exchanging
for Guatemalan silver.

time

same

The

A few mouths later the

aiaut.
<

the
and

latest^ attempt

at

organized Euro-

pean immigration to Guatemala came to
a sad eud.
It was made several
years
ago with great pecuniary loss by a da rim'
who
counted upon
promoter,
promises
of local assistance which were
never realized.
There were 200
immigrants in the
company, all from the

Isles

of

Shoals.

Editor

of

The Journal:

The
To

the

Over tlie glimmering water, how the light
Dies blissfully away, until I seem

To feel the wind, sea-scented, on my cheek,
Journal readers may be interested in some
To catch the sound of dusky flapping sail,
And dip of oars, and voices on the gale
facts concerning the Isles of Shoals,
Afar off, calling low,—my name
they speak!
j These consist of some seven or eight O Earth 1 thy summer
song of joy may soar
i islands lying southeast of Portsmouth, X.
Ringing to heaven in triumph. I but crave
The sad caressing murmur of the wave
H.,distant about nine miles. At the recent
That
breaks iu tender music on the shore.
Unitarian conference held there myself

Choose for
Health.

Europe that the States of ! porting it to the new park, where
they
Hemisphere are ruined by too were carrying out the work which the
Mrs. Tliaxter was also au artist of conand wife were present.
j
Portsmouth,
and
that
Americans are
Tyrol, able-bodied
ly.
President of the so-called Republic had industrious
where we took the steamer Viking, is one siderable skill. I have seen a copy of her
and
intelligent men and
dependent upon Europeans for so much at heart. He ordered them off
of the most picturesque and quaint of our poems with violets, pansies, etc., paintwomen, willing to work, and without
to live. The statement, though
ed on the leaves by herself.
One rarely
his premises; but the soldiers laughed in
old Xew England cities.
Fort Constitulofty pretensions. Most of them perish
ctured with Old World conceit,
sees anything more natural.
The large
his face.
He asked them by what right ed
on the
its dismantled
tion,
with
right,
at
the
miserably
very gates of the
limit some grains of truth. Parroom at her house is
kept open
granite wails and small port holes, and reception
they were devastating his property, and Promised Land, the victims of fever
.n Central and South
conAmerica, was answered, “by superior orders.** Dethe navy yard at Kittery, on the left, with for visitors. As we looked at its pictures,
tracted by long waiting in the
Ties are so scantily provided with
Atlantic the
i manding to know at least the authority
historic old Constitution at the wharf, books, music and bric-a-brac we could alport for the carrying out of promises
in proportion to territory that
most feel the personality which so lately
were
which
these
orders
were
and
to
reminders of the great changes that
given,
which were never fulfilled. The
j by
irradiated it.
Mrs.
remnant,
Tliaxter died in
able, with their own
es -a

in

•*

forces,

whom

he should have

recourse

to stop

after months of painful existence
long and weary journeys from

have occurred in warlike methods. Reaching the mouth of the river the sea proved

makingthis high-handed usurpation of private
town to
so
rough that the captain thought best to
| property, he was still answered in the town and from tinea to tinea in
quest of
.t distances from one another,—
same way and could get no other explanaback and wait for the tide to turn.
put
without even finding
work,
labor
steady
>st cut oft from communication
This is a very rare occurrence,but seemed
tion than the invariable reply, “By su- for the assurance of
the necessities of life
uter world—their label is comThe
justified by the extreme pitching of the
half-distracted were finally taken home at the
perior orders.
expense of
>>t lor the lack of the slippoit
j owner then went the round of all the au- their own government. And now-a-davs boat and the fright of some lady pasaih'i'led by the associated :n- thorities to whom the
police and soldiers since the planters are allowed by law to sengers.
../ I can only rlourish in
We started again at g u. m, and reached
closely are supposed to be answerable; he visited fill their fiucas and cafetals with
Asiatics
|
This is especially the Chief of
oiintries.
Police, the City Prefect, the aud Polynesians the European aud North Appledore in anlrour. This is the largtiemals. where to the want a General
Military Commandant of the j American finds himself more than ever est of the group and may be tluee-fourths
n is added the greater dependof a mile loug
by one half in width. Star
place, the Minister of War. the Minister j excluded from the agricultural labor ..f
Island lies one-half mile to the south, ami
by the 'W state of civil;.m- of the Interior and the Minister <>1 Public Guatemala.
True, the oriental laborers between
these are Smutty Nose and Cedar
uuwd.:ugne» "i the manuity Works: every one of whom told him the are ever inferior to the
native Indians,
’i e
to labor.
Therefore the same stoic. that
Islands.
southwest of Star is White
they knew nothing what- but they can be hired for less
money aud Island, with a
n: its need of immigration, and
matter.
In desperation, can be treated more like
light-house, while just
evei about the
slaves. To the we>t
ament lias offered extraordinary and not
is Lunging Island, a patch of rock
knowing which way to turn, the present exclusion of
intelligent emigrants with a handful of soil and a
t" foreigners in the way of
unfortunate foreigner, who less than a from
fishing hut or
agricultural labor will naturally fol- two
;.iii*i- and free transportation.
clinging to it. North of Appledore
year before had spent "'G.OOU in the pur- low that from other kinds of work. When
i» Duck island, with a tall
*i'ib*11 from taxation and from chase of the tinea, consulted some of the
signal staff
the Asiatics and Polynesians overflow the
Mivh'c.
but no ; »uses.
But. notwithstanding
All about these are
in
the
adbest lawyers
country. They
tineas and scatter themselves
tinthrough
iptiug offers, i:nmigrati"n has visee him this way: “If you appeal to
craggy reels and bunches of dark rocks
cities and towns as their countrymen have
toward (Guatemala to any great the
with never-ceasing clouds of
will
never
to
the
spray breakTribunals, you
get
done in so many parts of South America
ing over them. A walk over the southern
probably never wiih so baig end of the matter, it will take years to and the W est Indies.
Aud everywhere
half of Appledore showed it to consist of
-•■sent state of affairs continues in
make even a commencement, by finding
they carry with them, together with then- a thin
•'.abed Republic. While the oun- out who issued the
coating of poor soil over the origiarbitrary order. As low grade of workmanship,that deprecianal rock.
Here and there are great
> ab that could be desired in
the property is undoubtedly yours by tion of
prices which must inevitably drive
patches of ledge, scoured and seamed and
fertility, climate, beauty and clear title and undisputed purchase, go out
good workmen. Already in Guatebleached through untold centuries. Three
ur e>. it
is another case >t ahead and demolish the furnace thus unmala city, Quetzaltenango, aud other
or four small
risiiing huts added picvery prospect pleases and only lawfully construted.
towns societies of artisans, akin to our
In a land where revolutions
turesqueness. some coarse grass with a
The proprietor proceeded to act upon labor
have
been
formed which are few
unions,
bushes and shrubs are the only forms
of every day. where every the advice.
One morning early, before
flooding the government with vain ap- of vegetation.
d man aspires to be Dictator, the arrival of the soldiers and policemen
Perhaps the term “few
peals for the suppression oi Chinese im- bushes’1 is not correct, for the wild rose
etual ruler is he who can com- with their prison laborers, he
gathered migration.
Faxxh: B. Ward.
bush, then in full blossom, covered acres
strongest military force—or his men and began to tear down the
and added much to the charm of the
be most money to pay the largest works of the
But presently the The Good Schooner
usurper.
Sarah Elizabeth.
place.
f soldiers—there can be little
reinforced
a
of
police arrived,
by squad
Near the landing place of the steamer
The Boston Herald reporter who accomitlier for citizens or strangers. soldiers from the
cuartel, and dragged
the New York Yacht Club on the is a large hotel called, as we might ex:eason. 11 ;e tenure of office is exthe unhappy owner and his men off to panied
This with two or
race to Bar Harbor relates some interestpect, The Appledore.
.certain in Guatemala, in spite
prison like common malefactors! After a
three cottages onnected will accommoinstitution, which is supposed to time he managed to get word to the Con- ing experiences of the trip, and among
date several hundred guests.
K very thing
them the following incident:
•deli matters and is modelled sul of his native
country, who ran to the
p ami make use of the riches at
here the people are scattered at

1894.

August,
Haverhill, Mass., Aug. 2d,
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Chemists,

•'

mu:ing. sparkling.

ag-ce-

hie draught that refreshes
and strengthens while it

5:-i:!.

Tarrant & Co.,

New York

cures.

Arnica

1897.

Salve.

Just Received Mew York,

Sores, Tetter, Chapped Hands, Chilblains,
Corns, and all Skin Eruptions, and positively cures Piles, or uo pay required. It is
guaranteed to give perfect satisfaction or
Price 25 cents per box.
money refunded.
For sale by Kilgore & Wilson.

THREE LINES OF SAMPLES FOR

CUSTOM SUITS for FALL and WINTER,

'••'.

Bank

T£

Frank A. Gilmore.

Bucklen's

..•

1 iaa:ive remedy s
'• havev«-iirchc
a
he har<h,disagr’. e;.>••*"< rented.cs

Seltzer iTperient,

The Best Salve in the world for Cuts,
Bruises, Sores, Ulcers, Salt Rheum, Fever

*’

a

Increasing.

Deposits

•>.

The
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resuorces

The cruise ended up with a race in the about this hotel is first-class; and the
and illuminations, when those called same
may be said of its neighbor, “The
to-day may
to Montreal started for Canada.
Just as
on >tar Island.
Oceanic,"
Mnutty Nose,
a
stronger rival to-morrow, nocent countryman was immediately re- the writer was leaving ll.tr Harbor an inso named from a
long snout-like point,
ieciees and concessions an- leased and full restitution made for the teresting sight especially showed the different lots which tlie women who are in has half a dozen huts. Here several
'• mcvs
»f this kind, and of
years
damage he had suffered. The Minister the yacting push enjoy, and their less forago a man namtd 'Vaguer, rowing from
n t s
with
the utmost politeness, tunate sisters.
persons enjoying “a listened
In elegant drags, tallyPortsmouth by night in a dory, killed two
f authority."
would fill vol- recognized the justice of the claim, and hos aud backboards, and beautifully clad,
the
“smart
yachting set” enjoyed pleas- women. A third woman escaped and hid
But
iig several. wlcse results have promised that right should be done.
ure ashore.
They had everything done in hei night clothes within an excavation
m;. *wn i.'bsei cation. was the
happened quite otherwise. Weeks of up to “the queen's taste" afloat.
at one end of the island. Wagner was
"i Gen.
hangNot so with one of their sisteis who was
Reyna Bariios. the euiiuued and repeated ministerial <ouued in Maine at the same time with John
on the schooner barah Elizabeth of Yinal
.evident •'I Guatemaia, aiini.il.S with the head of the government,
Haven. Me,
The good schooner was just T. Gordon
Thorndike, I believe. On
cl.u-e >1 a thousand heel/.res Di. tatoi Barrios,
brought about the fol- coming into port, loaded with
firewood, Star Islam! beside the hotel there is a
uade some ten years ago- i»y a 1 -wing res tilts:
First, the Minister of just as earth s best favored
daughters were
stone church, several huts and
•f i-ueigners at a i-ublie sale Fv leigu A:fairs was invited to semi in bis embarking in their steam launches foi quaint
their
sail
aud
steam pleasure houses, a tiny grave yard and a small
huh approved by the National
magnificent
the
which
he
did;
second,
resignation,
The one had every worldly com- moim cut to < apt. John Smith, who disAssembly. The decree, which poor proprietor of the lim a, after long palaces.
fort, the othc-r none. Both were happy, covered
and
named
hesc*
islands
.-gossesed the legitimate owu- imprisonment, was obliged to institute and both no doubt were content with their
“Smith's Isles,'' in 1014.
ling. came like a clap cost l\ legal operations for the possession lot. There was only two human beings
For many years now these islands have
on board the Sarah Elizabeth—a n an and
1 ear sky. Many of the of the
properU of which by that time he I woman. The latter's hair hung down been
popular as a summer resoii. Novel,
into the hands ..f third had been
and
last,
but
hci back in a braid.
entirely deprived:
The man was forcrowded, as are the neighborim,
perhaps
Res. and had cosily in;ward
lowering sails: the woman was at
by no means least, the policemen, soldiers
beaelies
at
11
«»i
arid Sadis!'-,iry. lhe\
i
finr
i
a
tzet
anti
eat her-1 ea ten.
i.
them.
The nghtful and forced laborers continued, and are
wheel,
The pair looked to be about JO ye: rs old have been chosen year after year by per■wr, were dealt with mucli
still continuing, to make lime for the
limn and wife, joined
together lor life— sons wli'i admire their unique situation and
s
.shall;, the ease, being oi- government, without offering any recom- and ill reality they were sailing u er its
healthful climate or wln» are drawn thithci
; Dually paid for the land,
With her storm
pense therefor, on the laud of the unfor- stormy seas together.
and sun burnt face, the brave woman, ! by tiu-ir interest inn. history. Few persons
si
i'
cent,
annum,
tunate proprietor, who has thus dearly
per
per
with the wheel ill hand, guided the good probably
leaiize the interesting part
e e
also accorded “special pain for the pleasure of owning a Guateship in to the wharf, where, after the which these islands have played in our
•■'•• uvd bid:dors in the new sale
mala plantation!
emit wa.smaue last, sli^went below, and
early history. They were tirst seen by ihe
-ic
was simple—being
Commenting upon this case, which is soon after smoke came out of the galley !
stove.
The captain alone threw the deck- French voyager Champlain in 1005. (/apt.
one ,i> has sometimes actuated
but a sample of many others, the Diario
load of wood ashore, while his mate be- John .'smith saw them in 1
♦»14, and gave
mem ill its dealings with the de Centro America, published in Guatelow was making up the breakfast.
his own name.
Long before per.>
ifii
•.
The captain worked fully an hour, when them
Uncle >amuel"s mala City says: “Agents of the police,
he went below, and just as the jells manent settlements were made on our
.s nevertheless true, that treaacting under superior orders, frequently
sounded > throughout the magnitl -cut coast numeious iishing craft from Knueen made with his “lied wards,M
take forcible and illegal possession of a
pleasure fleet the crew of the Sarah ElizaFrance and Holland frequented
m
certain lands on which to piece of private property, obliging the beth enjoyed a meal after being out all i land,
The Isles of Shoals bewaters.
these
Hats
awful owner to sustain a case at law to night on the way to Bar Harbor.
ng a> _vass grows and water
The bleached
nd then they have been dispos- recover his own; and if he accomplishes off to the helmsman of the Sarah Eliza- came their headquarters.
beth.
Those sisters who go down to the rocks were covered with
llakes, while
ioice of arms, when gold, or it—heaven knows when and at what cost sea in
pleasure yachts admire her as much
huts and houses were built.
In
v_ else of value to the white man,
—being in the meantime deprived of his as anybody else, and no doubt those who many
1004, seventeen iishing ships arMarch,
saw her
that
she
is
oue
of
their
sex.
i'.scoverd thereon.
A new railglory
earnings.”
rived in the harbor.
Plymouth, Boston
.'said another paper: ”Tlie Tribunals
projected through the Uuatemaand Salem were settled, but did not equal
What It Means.
and
the
National
its
ry. greatly increasing
Legislative Assembly
value,
When we advertise that we will guarantee in population, and probably not in wealth,
will either indefinitely postpone a decisas to sell the lands at a higher
Dr. King’s New Discovery, Electric Bitters,
In 1050 they conthese small islands.
ion or will linisli by sustaining the Presi- Bucklen’s Arnica
to he able to repeat the story of
Salve, or Dr. King’s New
tained 000 persons, with a meeting house
Life
it
means that we are authorized
Pills,
dent
unless
there
should
in
the
meantime
on
and sale elsewhere in the
bj* the proprietors to sell these remedies built of brick, a court house, a seminary,
in on a positive
whenever it suited the govern- come a change of administration.
guarantee, that if the purchaser
D
not satisfied with results, will refund the to which young men were sent from the
all
such
cases
citizens
of
Guao so. that this precedent was esconcerning
These medicines have been mainland, and well built houses, furnishpurchase
price.
But the deal, though tempo- temala those injured by a decree of the sold on this guarantee for
many years and ed as
comfortably is any in New England.
there
could
he
no
more conclusive evidence
President
dare
not
the
knowlofitable to the powers that be,
press
matter,
of their great merit. Ask about them and There was a “tavern" on Smutty Nose, a
a regular
boomerang in its re- ing well that they will only be drawing give them a triai. Sold at Kilgore & Wilbrewery, bowling alley and several ale
nal henceforth it will be extreme- upon themselves other and greater perse- son’s Drug Store.
houses on Appledore (then called Hog Isdt to find any intelligent foreigner cutions. They would rather resign everyland.) The soil was deeper than now, and
Klondyke Proverbs.
willing to risk buying land of a thing than get into a contest with the
cattle, swine ana neus were aounuaur.
nt which may take it away by government.”
The richest gold held is always just the Some of these thrifty island dwellers held
A resident consul, who represents the other side of the
whenever an advantage may be
range.
estates valued at five and six hundred
A job in hand is worth ever so many
country of the foreigner above mentioned,
Fish were exported in large
pounds.
in
Klondyke.
months after the promulgation of unburdened his mind freely, as follows: prospects
It cost #2 for every dollar’s worth of quantities to Spain and France, together
vk mentioned decree, another was
“Certainly in no other country of the
gold taken out of the ground.
lu rewith clapboards and pipe-staves.
similar in its foundation, but much world, however uncivilized, would a govOne never hears of the losers ; it is tlie !
of wine, sugar, tobacco, etc.,
turn,
cargoes
ratal in execution.
It seems that ernment dare to commit such an act of winners who do all the shouting.
Fishermen and gold hunters are capital j were discharged into the traders’ warevery scarce and dear in Guatemala, despotism; but Guatemala is so accustomyarn
spinners, and it is as easy to multi- ! houses at the Shoals and from thence disis to
be brought long distances, ed to tyranny that the most petty tyrant
ply the size of a gold find as it is to add tributed among the various settlements
can do what he will with
on the backs of the Indians, who
In
inches
to a tisli in telling the story.
impunity.
As i have
from Plymouth to Acadia.
There are more gold mines to the square
Keyna Barrios, whose courage
my but a little at a time ami cau fact,
there is nothing to indicate this at
said,
mile
in
New
in
York
than
Alaska,
city
be induced to make more than five amounts to about as much as the imitaprovided one has the brains, energy and present. I fancy that not fifty persons
miles in a day. Recently the gov- tion trapping of his regiment of rapa- perseverance to work them here.
live on the islands during the winter.
In
A rainbow is grandly beautiful at a disnt had need of large quantities of
dores, does not hesitate to outrage public
that season they present as gloomy and
tance but it is very damp and thin when
the
of
measout
some
promulgation
any
public-improve- opinion by
tarrying
uninviting an aspect as can be imagined.
you get to it.
ure whatever, even when done to
.11 which President Reyna Barrios
satisfy
“Pike’s Peak or Bust” painted on the
We cannot speak of these islands withply interested. Lime must be had his personal caprice or overweening self- side of a prairie schooner made interest- out tbiukiug of Celia Thaxter, who lived
consolawas
but
it
ishness.”
ing reading once,
poor
V cost, and there was little to be
here so long aud has done so much to intion when the “bust” came.
Another cause which works against imn the country, for love or money,
Her father,
About one man in a thousand is fitted terpret them to the world.
to
Guatemala
is
the
is
of
scarcity
embarrassing juncture, somebody migration
to he a pioneer. You are probably one of Mr.
the light-house on
kept
Leighton,
vied tliat upon a certain flourishing work and occupation in the cities of the the nine hundred and ninety-nine who
White Island for many years. Afterwards
are not.
icar the capital was a stone
quarry, country, even in the capital, the requireThis
In going to the races or to Klondyke it he opened a hotel on Appledore.
which good lime could be made. The ments of the scanty and partially civilized
is always just as well to get a return ticket has been enlarged several times, hut is
of tlie tinea was a foreigner, who population being very limited, and public when you start.
still managed by Mrs. Thaxter’s brothers.
Gold strike stories and snowballs rollned at the time to be absent in Eu- work, if any, is carried on mostly by
Her home was close by the hotel aud in it
increase
a
down
mountain
side
ing
always
having left his Guatemalan property criminal labor. Then, too, the prices paid in size with the distance travelled.
she entertained many distinguished perurge of a resident “administrator,” for agricultural and rural labor in gensons, poets, preachers, artists and musiaanager. Not a word was said to the eral are lower than in the most densely
cians.
Mrs. Thaxter was passionately
but one fine morning he beheld a crowded countries of Europe.
Daily
fond of music; though not a performer or
of workmen, (prisoners from the wages vary in the several provinces of this
singer she was an excellent listener and
i
"'llitentary) under the escort of soldiers Republic from a real, (12 1-2 cents) to 75
critic. As a poet her gift belongs only
old-fashTlu*
Pills.
big.
"When
Hood's
take
you
policemen, calmly cutting stone in centavos, or hundredths of a dollar; and
below the best which our country has
which tear you all to
ioned,
pills,
sugar-coated
quarry, buildiug a furnace for burn- even these meagre amounts are worth a
produced. Oue of her earliest pieces appieces, are not in it with Hood’s. Kasy to take
lime, and cutting down the fine trees great deal less in gold according to the
peared in the Atlantic Monthly and was
liefincafor fire-wood. Of course he various rates of exchange by reason of
named “Land-Locked” by Lowell, then
| :
'tested, with all the might that was in the discount on local silver money. By
editor. Mrs. Thaxter was then living in
,in!- being
personally responsible to the the way, as there is no loss without some
the country, I think in Newton, and sad:
prietor of the finca for its profitable small gain to somebody, there is another and easy to operate, is true
ly missed the sea. She speaks of the natManagement. His protests were not only side to this discount business which en- of Hood’s Pills, which are
ural beauty of the hills and fields aud conto
in every respect.
^availing, but he was laughed at by the ables foreigners to come here with a very up date
fesses
that she ought to be thankful.
All
Safe, certain and sure.
■R-’
ials; and finally threatened with im- small amount of money in English gold druggists. 25c. C. T. Hood & Co.. Lowell. Mass. Neither am I ungrateful; but I dream
prisonment if he did not let the invaders coin or United States drafts and subsist a The only Pills to take w ith Hood's Sarsaparilla.
Deliciously, bow twilight falls to-night
of

the United States.
be

over-

Minister of Foreign Affairs, threatening
international complications unless his in-

fog
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■
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No Gripe

I

Hood’s

Workmanship.

and liabilities of all the national
THE

a gradual expausiou of business especially in the amount of deposits. The

cate

follows:
J statement
Individual
;

deposits—July 14. 1595, 51,bi>$.000,000; -May, 14, 1597, 51,725,000,000;
July 25, 1597, 5i,77U.U0O,000.
Lawful Money

Reserve—July 14, 1590,

5544.000. 000; May 14. 1597. 5410,000,000;
July 23, Is:<7, 5413,000,000.
Loans and Discounts—July 14, 1590, 51,059.000. 000; May 14, 1597, 51,92:1,000,000;
July 25, 1597, 51,900.000,000.
We have received from Mr. D. O. Pease,
district passenger agent of the Grand
Trunk at Montreal, a neatly printed and

••

that of

We Guarantee the Fit and

banks in the country on July 25, eomparj id with a corresponding date last year.
The showing is a very gratifying one to
the treasury officials, and the figures indi-

—

it*

Treasury Department has
comparative statement of the

5.
a

j

.>

'.•••r

1'.

published

illustrated pamphlet, entitled “Gateways

of Tourist Travel,” describing many summer resorts reached by the Grand Trunk,
including some of the Maine resorts.

A GREAT SURPRISE IS IN STORE
1

for those who will go to-day and get a package <>t
GKAIN-O. it takes the place d coffee at about
14 the cost. It is a food drink, full of health, and
the hiloren as well as the adult
can l>e given
1

|

wit’a

looks ami
I

!

It is made

great benerit.
tastes

pure grains and
grades of Mocha

of

like the finest
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COLUMBIA BICYCLES.

1

Mi od
Mi Id

0 2t

Flag station
[.in 1 t**o tickets foi Boston are now sold at
00
from Belfast and all stations on Branch.
all points West and NorthTiirough tickets
west via all routes, for salt- bv F. F. Cho’.vj r.v.
(iKOlaih F. KVA NS.
Agent. Belfast.
General Manager.
F. K. Boot mo,. lien 1 Urns. ami Tieket Aaent
o t tud
me 10, 1807.

j

1897 Models,

j

I

s

of the

;

Steel Tibina Standard

pcr ant. Nickel

World, ha\e

no

a]oal, S75.

1896 COLUMBSAS,
Models 40, 41 and 44, <m*\Vt] 1 <1 V\A litre .Uni j. ;*
superior except the l.v'.'7 ( wiumbias.
Model 42, 26-inch wheels,
....
V

Smiiincr Soasou

sO.OO
.; 00

}■.">.

s

fis.iio
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l-'iirtiuee

T

s

,2km-JXL.

CIA1! GOAL!

Maine Central R. R.

Fk. *iiKLi

& Cottrell,

Staples

Java coffee. 1: satisfies everyone. A cup f
Grain-O is U-rt.-i !••>■ the system than a tonic, hecause its hem-lit is pei manent. What coffee breaks
down i.r.uii -<> Id iids up. Ask your grocer for
Grain-O. I."-, and 12."

Hartford

of

j

_

SIX TRIPS A WEEK.

••

I

S60
$65

Bicycles

1897 Models reduced from $75 to $50
Equal to any bicycles made except k olumbias.
We ask expeits to examine them piece by pie- <

Other Hartfords, $45, $40, $30.
SOME SECOND-HAM) BICYCLES AT B A R (i AIN S.

Commencing

scot and

nately

June 25, 1807, steamers PenobCity of Bangor will leave Belfast alter-

Columbia

Catalogue free.

GEO. T. READ, Agent, Belfast.

For

Boston, via Northport, Camden and Rockland, Mondays at 3.30 i*. m., other davs, except
Sundays, at 5 r. m
For Bucksport, Winterport and Bangor, daily
except Monday, at (about) 8 v m.
For Castine, Blake's Point, Little Deer Isle.Sargentville, North Deer Isle, Sedgwick and Brooklin, daily except Monday, at 8 a. m.
For Searsporr. Tuesdays, Thursdays and Sundays at (about; 8 a. .m.
RETURNING

:

From Boston, daily except Sunday, at 5 i*. m.
Prom Rockland, via Camden and
Northport,
daily except Monday, at 5 a. m.
From Brooklin Mondays at 10 A. m other
days,
except Sundays at 12.30
From Bangor, via Winterport and
Bucksport,
Mondays at 12, other davs, except Sundays, at 2
.,

i*. M.

CHAS. E. JOHNSON, Agent, Belfast.
CAL\ IN AUSTIN, fien’l Supt., Boston.
W 1LLIA.M II. HILL. Gen 1 Manager, Boston

SEDGWICK LINE.

A)

-^-—___t

Fred Atwood,
Over \Thirteen

Mi!he 11s

V) l ire

Srm.NOFiKi.D Fiiik am> Marini:. Oranitf Stati

Ktm

Ins nm ne<
Ix-i

1. im

I'll 1I.AJ1FJ.l’lllA, (’Al’lToi. F11; 1: In-i iiam
National Fiiik Issvkakck Co., JIajitioko, Conn.

sociation

of

f

.Dm Is.

(

I-

,1

As-

i. ....

DESIRABLE RISKS WlilTTKN ATtCI I1RKNT RATES.

TRAVELERS LIFE AND ACCIDENT INSURANCE CO.
TORNADO INSIRANCK WRITTEN FDR 5 YEARN,

al

lou rules

on

l»ulldlr41-. arcrpiuble.

INSIRANCK (D.

INVESTMENT SECURITIES BOUGHT AND SOLD.
LOANS NEGOTIATED.
REAL ESTATE B0UGI1T

Commencing Hay 25, 1897, steamer
Rockland, Capt. M. L. Abbott,
will leave Belfast at 8 o’clock a. m.,
(or upon arrival of steamer from Boston) daily except Monday,
For Castine, Sargentville, Deer Isle, Sedgwick
and Brooklin, and when there are
passengers will
stop at Blake’s Point and Little Deer Isle.
returning
Will leave Brooklin at 10 a. m. Mondays and
12.30 other days, except Sunday, touching at

Wixvterport, Me.,

REAL ESTATE AND INSURANCE.

CORRESPONDENT DE MERCHANT MARINE

Boston &r Bangor Steamship Co.

MAIN STREET.

~~

—

AND SOLD.

Httf-Correupondence Solicited.

4ltr

k

K

landings and

same
er from

days).

Boston

connect at Belfast with steamon Wednesdays and Fri-

(except

Through rates for passengers and freight to Bar
Harbor and all landings on Mount Desert Island.
CHAS. E. JOHNSON, Agent, Belfast.
WILLIAM H. HILL, General Manager, Boston.

GEO.F.EAMES, M.D..D.D.S., Indian Paste.
The Nose and Throat,
No. M41> Newbury Street,
(Near Corner

BOSTON.

of

Fairfield

I set! hj mechanics and
house-keepers to remove
all kinds of stains from the hands without
injury
to the skin.

St.)
MASS.

Hours, 12 to 2. Other hours by appointment
only.
Octo'joq 1896.—Iy45

PRICE l(lc. PER TUMBLER.

POOR & SON,

Druggists.’

The Ohio Democratic

THE REPUBLICAN JOURNAL.

v.

PUBLISH KI» EVERY THURSDAY MORN INI* BY THE

OtARI t~>

Journal Pub. Co.

Alaska, pearls

Gold iu

Manner.

!

ll.sr.' HV

A

Arkansas,and

in

dollar wheat in the west!

late, but here's congratulations to t hief Justice Peters.
We are

little

a

Bickford, who abducted 15-year-old
Myrtle Adams, gets a sentence of 5 years
imprisonment.
Most

easy.

men

He gets out of the scrape
will call that a light sen-

[Bath Enterprise.
The full penalty
Too light altogether.
—ten years—would better fit the crime.
tence.

The veterans have

goodly

a

share of the

A
space in this issue of The Journal.
full synopsis is given of the address of

Commander-in-C’hief Clarkson at the national encampment, G. A. It., in Buffalo
report of the grand parade Aug.
25th when 45,000 veterans were iu line,

and

a

and

were

by President,

reviewed

comrade, McKinley.

and

In other columns

he found reports of the reunion of
the First Maine Heavy Artillery iu Bucks-

will

port and the Tt.li Maine
The State Fairs

are

deceive the

on.

at

Bangor

and

An excellent

affairs, casts
faith of this

island so is the famous Troop F of
Cavalry: but Lewiston boasts
many other attractions.
dun ott. and do the fairs, but keep

a

with

'hei eye out foi the
and other fakirs.

Every

thimble-riggers

two

ent

exportation

ed states

■

j
x

tissr.d.

s

v.

mi

mi
::

;.tMi d

since

s

Ann

a an

-.l,e\

«■

hemocrats

were

It is

only
insisting

can

:

i

wareli

o.ise

of the Unit-

receive his pay for them in
in gold if he desires.

desires,or

by implication
I

|

or

good

in

words to

keep as
obligations

as tlie best.
While these
call for payment iu “coin,” that term,
when the acts authorizing the bonds were

reaching passed,

related

only to that which was
the (univalent of gold in value and
purchasing power, and to attempt to take ad-

are now

those oi tb.- world.

i-

!

itedi Mates and

obligations

obligations and at the same time injure
the standing of a large share of the money
I which it has itself issued and promised

piotecthm would enable

manufacturers to sucoessfull\

good

ing in

-•

;.

t

statements.

news-

di:-]date. yet in that brief time
iaetieally supplied the markets

j-.

:

;ij

unt ol

>

than columns of

ns

the

scheme,

reitiileate

Nash of Morrill passed
away Friday evening after an illness of only
a few days.
Mrs. Nash was horn in Montvi lie over 70 years ago, ami for more than 40
Her
years had been a resident of Morrill.
death was unexpected and has shocked the
eutire community. A very difficult operation was performed Thursday by Drs. Pearsou of Morrill and Camden, assisted by Dr.
G. C. Kilgore of Belfast, and from this operation Mrs. Nash never rallied. As it was
her request to take the one chance, general
satisfaction is now felt among those who
mourn.
Much credit is reflected upon the
physicians,as everything was done thorough
ly that medical science could do. Surely
but slowly the end came, and as the sun
slowly sinks into tlie west when the day is
done she passed into the great eternity
peacefully. She leaves three children, two
sisters and an aged husband, to mourn their
loss. Mrs. Nash has been a moral, upright
be much missed by her
woman and will
loved ones, and by all the village people.
The funeral services were conducted Sunday
afternoon at 2 o’clock by Rev. A. I). Thibodeau, pastor of the M. E. church, and the int -rmeiit was in Morrill cemetery.
Mrs.

If the government were to insist on payone metal to the exclusion of the
other it would immediately discredit its

of American tin-

\.,atc hat s.dd in foreign markets is a more
sou-nt and forceful answer to the freed

suspicion upon
public assertion.”
a

holder of

silver if lie
je«

lmt the fact that the

‘‘We are opposed to the policy aud practice of surrendering to the holders of the
obligations of tlie United States the option
reserved by law to the government of redeeming sueli litigations in either silver
com
r gold coin.”

head of the finest cattle in New

Tak<-

plan,

leaders of the party proposing this now
refuse to follow that plan in their private

the Third

Lngdmd.

God in his wisdom has recalled
The boon His love had given,
And though the body moulders here
The soul is safe in Heaven.

tract.”

Lewiston, this week and with the rivaly existing the visitor to either show is
i ietty sure to get the worth of his money.
\els a is at Bangor with his string of

oi

both.

for

:it

tr«-tu

people,

or

“We favor such legislation as will prevent
tile future the demonetization of any
kind ol' legal tender money by private con-

Portland.

at

Obituary.

Mrs Sarah Meader died very suddenly at
“We demand the free and unlimited coinher home in Belmont Friday morning, Aug.
age of both silver and gold at the present !
legal ratio of lti to 1 without waiting for the 20th, aged (39 years and 5 months. Mrs. M.
aid or consent of any other nation.”
was horn in Belmont and was the daughter
A policy which all the intelligent na- of Bartlette and Sarah Briggs and was the
tions of the world have abandoned since wife of Isaac Meader, who died in the late
the enormous production of silver has civil war leaviug her with five small chilbrought it to a ratio of 34 to 1 with gold, dren. Eliza, the oldest, married James
The Palmer of Montville; Oscar lives in Morrill;
and the divergence still increasing.
Georgia married Ebeu Flagg, Jr., and resilver
the
world
of
the
mines
of
product
sides in California; Charles H. lives in Belsince 1>73 is practically one-half as much
mont, and Herbert M., the youngest, lived
as that produced from the mines of the
with his mother at the time of her death.
as
world in 300 years preceding that date,
She was of a retiring disposition and her
shown by the highest oflicial authorities.
greatest ambition was to make her home
"We demand that the standard silver dol- happy. She did all she could for her chillars shall be a full legal tender equally with dren, never wearying, and was never known
gold for all debts, public and private.”
As a
to murmur or complain at her lot.
It is now “a full legal tender for all
neighbor she was loved and respected by all
and
where
debts, public
private,’" except
and was an ardent Christian. She leaves
such men as William SI. Stewart, John P. besides her children two brothers and one
Jones. Arthur Sewall, John P. Altgeld, sister—John Briggs of Belfast, Thaddeus
John R. McLean and other silver leaders Briggs and Albina Pease of Belmont. The
funeral was held at the Hall’s Corner schooldeprive it of its full legal tender value by
house, Rev. G. G. Winslow of Belfast officimaking their contracts and loans and rents
The floral tributes were many, showand interest payable by the poor in gold ating.
ing the high esteem in which she was held
only. Every one of the 450,000,000 stand- by all. The interment was in South Belmont
ard silver dollars which we now have is a
cemetery. The family have the sympathy of
full legal tender for all debts, public and all.
A precious one from us has gone,
private, and the party which asserts, even
A voice we loved is stilled,
by implication, that this is not the fact inA place is vacant in our home
tends either to discredit those dollars or to
Which never can be tilled.

BELFAST. TH l USD AY. SEI’TEMHER 2. 1807.

Republican

Platform.

j

vantage of the fact that the metal of
which a part of this coin is now made has
in the meantime depreciated in value, and

of

|

interesting

reading.

We have had the

kind of

same

Equity Grange continues work right
through dog days, and initiated a candidate
last Saturday.

agents, and many others, in Waldo county; hut perhaps because of the warnings
of

the local newspapers,
are less gullible,

people

been bled to such
in
can

au

or

because our

they

extent

Seaside Grange will have a corn-roast and
clam-bake followed by a dance, at their hall
The admisto-morrow, Friday, evening.
sion to the whole wiil be 10 cents.

have not

as our

friends

We
the northern part of the State.
still, however, profit by their experi-

The

than

from

glib-tongued agents

Granite Grange, North
brothers a chicken supMore than one hundred
patrons and many invited friends were present, and it was a fine time for all.

who are

to-day and gone to-morrow. As to
loan and building associations we are surprised at the statements made by our
here

Aroostook contemporary.
where such associations have proved most
beneficial to tlie places in which they
have been established, and profitable to the

Many cities, notably Phil-

adelphia, have been largely built up by
building associations, and they have

the

enabled many to own homes who must
otheiwise have continued to herd in tenements.

of

the

The Sixth Maine Reunion.

Here and else-

stockholders.

ladies

Searsport, gave
per Aug. 24th.

ence, and our own, and continue to buy
from local and responsible dealers rather

•

The annual reunion of the Gth Maine Regiment was held at Bluehill, Thursday, when
the following officers were chosen for the
ensuing year : President, Charles A. Clark
of Cedar Rapids, Iowa; vice presidents, O.
F. \V. Hinckley of Old Town, Charles W.
Frye of East Machias, and G. P. Dorr of
Ellsworth; secretary, James B. Neagle of
Lubec; treasurer, R. D. Campbell of Pembroke ; executive committee, H. S. Hobbs of
Rockland, J. S. Knowlton of Camden, N. S.
Fales of Thomaston, A. M. Robinson, Jr., of
Baugor, A. P. Buck of Foxcroft. The reunion in 1898 will be held in Rockland.

North Searsport, Aug. 25, 1897.
The

Two

Minute

Horse.

Readville, Mass., August 28.—The Chipacing stallion Star Pointer, owrued by
James A. Murphy, to-day wiped out forever
cago

the 2.00 minute mark and ended the controversy which has been going on for years as to
the speed qualities of the light harness horse.
Accompanied by a runner, the big bay Tennesee pacing bred stallion wiped up the mark
and had three-quarters of a second to spare
w’hen he went under the wire. It was the
most wonderful performance ever witnessed
by a light harness horse and was seen by
about 8,000 people. It wras the more wonderful for on Friday Joe Patchen, with Geers
behind him, had made a shot at the mark
made by John R. Gentry last October and
failed by a second and a half. Because of
this it was not thought that his greatest rival
in the race line would get down below the
The summary :
even time mark.
To beat the world’s pacing record, 2.00 1-2
made by John R. Gentry at Rigby Park.
Star Pointer, b. s., by Brown Hal; dam

Sweepstakes; (McClary.)
Time: .30, 59 3-4,1 29 1 59 1-4.

Pure

sound health. With pur«
rich, healthy blood, the stomach and di
gestive organs will be vigorous, and there
will be no d fspepsia. Rheumatism and
Neuralgia will be unknown. Scrofula and
Salt Rheum will disappear. With pure
Blood

means

Blood

Your

nerves will be strong, and your sleep
Hood’s
sound, sweet and refreshing.
Sarsaparilla makes pure blood. That is
why it cures 30 many diseases. That is
why so many thousands take it to cure
disease, retain good health and prevent
sickness and suffering. Remember

Hood’s
Sarsaparilla
Is the

One True Wood Purifier. $1; six for $5.
cure

■j

nooa S rMIlS take,

Liver Ills; easy to
easy to operate. 25e.

NE W~S~

NORTH PORT
Campmeetings

are

all

over.

What next?

Mr. and Mrs. E. B. Elwell attended the
fair at Bangor tjiis week.
Wallace Sprague of Bangor i9 visiting
his mother, Mrs. Mary Sprague.
Mr.

Mrs. Mae Herrick

Sarah A.

Word was received in this city Saturday
the death of E. R. Campbell, after an
illness of seven days with Bright’s disease.
Mr. Campbell was a native of Belfast, but
only i ope of ex- Governor Boies of Iowa as force coins of that particular class upon came to Gardiner about eighteen years ago
He said, mouths
the holders of those obligations would and entered the drug store of Messrs. C. A.
a
basi> foi currency.
& J. D. White to learn the
business.
be dishonest and would lay the govern- He afterward went to Lisbondrug
ego, as did many of those who last year
Falls and established
a business, and at the time of his
ment
ited
the
as
it
does
those
who
free-eotnage-of-silver idea,
liable,
su|’|'
propose death had stores
both at Lisbon and Lisbon
that the day for that proposition has passit, to the charge of taking advantage of a Falls. He married, several years ago, Miss
of Mr. ami Mrs. I). C. Foster
In bis latest proposition, made pubto
do
Angie,
ed.
a
daughter
dishonest
and
treachtechnicality
of Farmingdale, by whom, with two children,
lie a few days ago, lie suggests that the erous act.
It would bring upon the gov- |
he is survived. He was a man of tine characonly method of making silver useful as a ernment of the United States, as it does I ter and ability, and enjoyed the respect and
esteem of all his townsmen and neighbors.
basis for currency is its deposit in wareupon the men who now make it, the con- The funeral occurred this afternoon
at his
bo uses and the issuance of certificates tempt and condemnation of honest men late home in Lisbon Falls. His age was
about 42 years. [Gardiner Reporter-Journal,
This might be a the world over.
upon its bullion value.
Aug. 30.
g ood scheme if silver did not have an unMr. Campbell was not a native of Belfast,
comfortable way of taking a drop every
but came here from Gardiner to till the
The Churches.
now and then.
position of drug clerk with A. A. Howes &
Rev. J. F. Tilton will occupy his pulpit at Co., later going to Lisbon as above stated.
Mr. Campbell made many friends while in
That the customs collections since the the Baptist church next Sunday morning.
Following is the music: Anthem. Come thou Belfast and had the confidence and esteem
new taiift' law went into effect have been
fount of every blessing, Thayer; solo, select- of his employers.
\ei> light is. of course, explained by the
ed. There will be a Sunday school concert
fact that the importers had crowded into
Hie following floral tributes were presentin the evening.
|
the country all the foreign goods which
eil at the funeral of Mrs. Bertha L. GraisServices will be resumed next Sunday at |
they could get in under the low tariff rates the Universalist church, and will be as fol- bary: Pillow of flowers and 27 white pinks
from her husband; a
of t he Wilson law prior to the enactment
wreath from Mrs.
lows:
Morning worship with sermon at Gertie
a bouquet of white pinks
i
Springer;
of the protective measure now upon the 10:45:
school
at
12
m.
and Young
Sunday
from Miss Ora Emmons; a crescent of panstatute books.
Not only did they scour
People's devotional meeting at 0:15. Topic
sies from Mr. and Mrs. L. H. Emmons: a
the world for foreign manufactures, but “The Nobility of Labor/'
bouquet of white roses from Mrs. Arthur
A
social
will
be
ransacked
the
bonded
at
the
warehouses,
given
they
Baptist ves- ! Coombs; sweet peas from Mrs. Susie
taking out the bonds on everything upon try to-morrow. Friday, evening at 7/>0 Thayer; cross of flowers from Miss Ola
which the new law increased the rates of o'clock, to greet the pastor, Rev. J. F. TilThayer; cut flowers from Mrs. M. E. Brackand Lis bride.
All members of the
ett, Miss Cora Gray, Miss Maud Emmons,
duty. This is shown by the recent official Ton,
church and society are invited.
Ice
cream
Miss Nettie Brown Mrs. Israel Gardner;
;:g;i u
given the public at Washington, J
and
cake
will
be
served.
bouquets from Miss Maggie Wescott, Mrs.
which allows that ou'y £l<s,000,000 worth j
i
Meetings will be held in the Peoples’ Mis- Itetta Wescott, Mrs. E. I. Gray, Mrs.
<*i g-mkIs remained in the bonded ware^on, 5S High street, every evening except
Charles Ludwig, Rebecca and Mary Whith ••uses of the country at the beginning of
and Friday evenings at 7 o’clock; more; sweet peas from Mrs. Frances March.
Monday
the month in which the Diugley bill went
also on Sunday at 2.30 and 7 p. m. Sunday
into effect,
compared with more than school at 1 p. m. These meetings are conLouis Macdonald Parker, second child of
>•
oou.uhj in those same warehouses one
ducted by Mrs. M. C. Clapp of Boston, and Harris aud Dora Parker, and grandson of
the Rev. Dr. E. P. Parker, died yesterday at
are undenominational.
All are welcome.
y eai prior.
his father’s home in New Rochelle, N. Y.
Services at the Methodist Episco^ial church Dr. Parker was summoned home from Maine
half century of commerce is a good
A
Tuesday, when the child’s iliness took a seriSunday, Sept. 5th, will be as follows: Ser- ous turn. The funeral will be private, at
deal better index to the capacity of a
mon by the pastor at 10 45 a.
Dr.
Parker’s home in this city. [Hartford,
m.; Sunday
country than a short period of two or three school at 12 m.; Junior League at 4.30
Courant.
p. m.; Conn.,
free-traders
who
are trotting
The
years.
Epwortli League at 6.15, Leader, Miss Lillian
Funeral services were held in Washington,
out figures to show that our sales of AmeriSpinney, topic, The Christ of St. Paul—His D. C., last week over the body of Mrs.
can manufactures abroad increased under
birth and lineage. Rom. 1: 3; Gal. 4: 4; Amanda Hooper, w ife of Capt. T* Adelbert
The deceased was formerly of
the Wilson law would do well to look over Rom. 8:3; 2d Cor. 13: 14; song and prayer Hooper.
Camden, Me., and the remains will eventthe history of the past half century before service at 7.15. A cordial invitation is ex- ually be taken to that place for interment.
One
Mrs. Edward J. Barrett, rethey go very far into these statements. If tended to singers. Tuesday evening prayer sides daughter,
in Washington.
at 7.30, Thursday evening, class
meeting
will
so
find
that
in
the
do
they
they
quarmeeting.
tei of a century of low tariff the balance of
Resolutions of Respect.
1 he topic of the prayer meeting at the
rade was almost constantly against the
North
Granite
church
will
Grange, North Searsport, has
this, Thursday, eveuing
the United btates, while in the quarter of j
be The Power of Faith ; the Impotence of Un- adopted the following resolutions :
a century of protective tariff the balance
Whereas Mrs. Martha F. Matthews, a membelief. 1 Kings 18 : 29-39; 19: 1-8; 2 Kings 5 :
In the
of trade was largely m our favor.
died at her home in
1-14 ; Matt. 17 : 9-21; Mark 11: 12-14, 20 2b. A ber of Granite Grange,
North Searsport after a long and useful life;
twenty-five years since 1872 there have
attendance is hoped for as matters of therefore, be it
large
been hut live years iu which our exports
interest regarding the State conference are
Resolvec', That in the death of Sister
bid not exceed our imports, while in the to be
has lost a loved and
discussed. The Sunday services will Matthews the Grange
honored member and that it is with feelings
twenty-five years preceding that there be as follows: Preaching at 10 45 a. m. by of regret ard sadness we transfer her
name
were but two years iu which the imports
the pastor, Rev. George S. Mills, followed from the roll of membership to the death
no
roll
and
of
the
Grange,
although
rays of
The by the celebration of the Lord’s
were not iu excess of the exports.
Supper. the sun can enter her earthly resting place
There will be a short session of the Sunday yet we know' the sun of righteousness
excess of exports over imports iu the last
school. Bi-monthly business meeting of the sliiueth forevermore in her heavenly home.
qua ter of a century was about $2,500,000,Resolved, That we extend our warmest
C. E Society at G 15, with reports from the
over exthe
excess
of
while
imports
000,
sympathy to the mourning daughters and
chairmen
of
the
several
committees.
There
their
families and that it is our duty to visit
ports in the preceding quarter of a century
will be a short devotional service.
Please them in the lonely home and help them as
of low tariff was about $1,400,000,000.
far as
to bear their burden of sorbring Bibles for responsive reading. The row'. possible
will lecture at 7.15 in the vestry.
pastor
That
a copy of these resolutions
Resolved,
on
the
article
0th
from
the
The
page
be sent to the daughters and the county
Caribou llepubliean, on “Agent-Pestered
for
publication, and also placed on
papers
News of the Granges.
the Grange record.
and instructive
Aroostook,’’ is
wlieiem certificates based upon the bullion \ due of silver may be used, is now the

etc., etc. Now in every place where the I
phrase resurrection from the dead occurs, j
anti in a few places where resurrection of

of Brooksville

is

visit-

Mr. Warren Reed and Miss Gertrude left
for Philadelphia Tuesday after a
very pleasant season at the Cove.
The Dissel family closed their cottage at
W right's Point
Tuesday and left for their
home in Pennsylvania.
seh. Star of the
Sea left last week for Boston after a very
pleasant visit to his home.
of

The apron sale by the ladies of the Good
Templars society last Friday evening was
very satisfactory to the society.
Edward C. Hausding and C. J. Van Tas
sel, who have been stopping at the Roadside
Cottage, left Saturday fur Boston.
Miss Myrtle Herrick of Rockland and
Miss Mabel Elwell of Malden, Mass., are
the guests of Mrs. R. T. Herrick.

Capt. Walter Crockett of Brooklyn, N. V.,
a brief visit to his old home while
business trip to Sullivan recently.

made

on

Misses Julia Pendleton and Marion Call
and Mrs. Pierce of Boston are enjoying a
visit at the old homestead of Miss P.
O. A. Dickey has been in poor health all
this season, and as the various parts of the
farm work came around his neighbors did
the work for him.
It is a sample of the fraternal feeling which is ever to be met with
here, and Mr. D. and his family feel deeply
grateful for the timely help.
Some of the lady visitors hired the yacht
Alice B. of Belfast last week fur a cruise
among the islands. Capt. John Crockett was

sailing master. With the exception of getting a thorough dreuehing on the way up
from Vinalliaven, they had a very delighttime, and so did John, for if there is one
more than another that pleases the
genial captain it is to sit at the helm amid a
hevy of entertaining and handsome ladies.
ful

thing

At the annual meeting of the
Temple
Heights Spiritual corporation, held Aug.
19tli, the following officers were chosed for
the ensuing year: President, A. H. Blackiugton of Rockland, vice-president, R. F.
Bradbury, Fairfield: secretary, A. A. Blackintou, Rocklaud ; treasurer, Mrs. O. 8. Rich
of Bangor.
Seven trustees were chosen,
consisting of three ladies and four gentlemeu.
Mr. F. A. Dickey was retained as
superintendent of the grounds.

The fifteenth annual session of the Spiritualist camp meeting closed Sunday, Aug.
22nd. The whole nine days of the meeting
were well attended.
The last Sunday drew
a large
audience. More than six hundred

Mrs.

John Dunning and family have

F.

11. Costello and

Bangor spent

camp

meeting

son

week

re-

was a

Harold of
here.

The yachts Annie Lee, Thelma and Sigdrifa were here several days the past week.
Herbert L. Swett of Bangor returned home
Saturday after spending the summer here.
S.

Fogg went back to Bangor last
Saturday after an outing of several weeks.
Wm.

Miss Leila Patten of Bangor, who has
visited here several weeks, returned Satur-

day.
The Northport Hotel closed Tuesday bathe season, and the store and post offi, e will
close

to-night.

Mr. A. H. A. Groeschner and family < lose
their c- ttage and leave for Watertown today. This completes their tenth season
here.
W. C. Tuttle has let his
cottage for two
weeks to the Currier tamily, who have occupied it the corresponding two weeks for
several years past.

The attendance on the grounds for the
was larger than for
or lspti.
Wednesday the attendance was smaller than
usual, but Thursday there was the largest
number present for several years, estim. ited

year

at

7,000.
The

summer

visitors did

not

leave the

Mass., gave one of his tine discourses, followed by tests. Wednesday, Aug. 18th, Mrs.
Mattie Hull lectured in the forenoon and
Mr. Moses Hull in the afternoon. Thurs-

tell the story in a mere stickful of newspaper type.
We have had prepared for

corporation meeting for
choice of officers for the ensuing year. The
remaining days were finished by the same
speakers. They were very able and forcible
and handled their subjects in a manner that

Bosii Oi

by a physician a little book,
telling in easy words how and

us

why Scott's Emulsion benefits,

LEADS THEM ALL

postal card request will
be enough to have it sent to
you free. To-day would be a
good time to send for it.
and

a

BOWNE, New York

SCOTT &

The committee

reported,

nominations

on

anti on motion of 1 >r. Fernald the foli.-wing
officers were elected:
President—Hon. T. H. Wentworth.
Rev.Secretary— T. F. Jones.
Treasurer—0. F. Ginn.
Trustees—T. H. Wentworth. H If, linn-

It

voted

was

Sunday

over

to

h./nt

ri;t*

Hou. S. S. Brown of Waterville and two

relatives, Messrs. Flood and Howes, have
bought a lot of land north of the Camp
Ground, between the Howes and Roberts
lots and the road. The lot is elevated and
presents a line view of the Bay. The purchasers will build at once but have not yet
decided whether to build one large cottage
or two smaller ones.
The cottage or cottages will be equal to any in the vicinity.

The

annual meeting of the Northport
Mountain Spring Water Co. was held Aug.
23th, and the following officers aud directors chosen: President, M. C. Hill; Secretary aud Treasurer, J. C. Durham; Directors,
J. L. Smith, W. M. Beau, Old Town : F. S.
Walls, Viualhaveu; S. C. Higgins, Costigau
N. E. Bragg, Bangor; J. C. Durham, M. C.
Hill, Belfast. A tract of laud has been
bought and a reservoir will be built this
fall.
The trustees have accepted the oiler of
Flood aud will contribute towards the
expenses of grading the corner lot on George
street and Paradise Row opposite the Flood
cottage, and making a handsome park of it.
It is now rough, wet aud unsightly. The plan
Mr.

The following guests were registered at
the North port Hotel the pas: week W. K.
Pendleton, F. K. Russell, .1, E. Hennessey,
Mrs. F. G. C*• x. W. I). Eldritlge,Henry Benson, J. A
Dowling, A. If. Nichols. F. G.
Baker and wife, H. G Ni• -1 -'Is, Bost-m: W.
A. Stockman, Portland; .1 M.(iarland, DayR. W. Messer ami wife, Julia
tona, Fla
Holmes. Jessie Simmons. H. N Keen, A.
W.

Lave, Miss Mclnt--*:

md Mis*

not

at a suail’s pace in the revival
North port.’’

move

vices at

ser-

11.,-

McIntosh, Rockiaud; Ghas. J Burr.
Mrs. II, L. Gib*..n. A

er;

W.

Geo.

Lowell,

Banger

Gulf,

Jo*-*pl.

RAO I ATOP

kai.,

M.

Fred G. Swett, N-v

Mass..

HEATERS1

Brew-

Small and wife.

HOT WATER

(>,-

E. B. Decrow, Camden; II. G
Pease and
wife, Appleton; R. 1>. Pendleton, Islesboro..
Pearl Berry, Miles Sanborn. Morrill; G. A
Small and wile, G O. Sawyer and wife.

Searsport;

Knowlt.on, New burg:.
Janies H. Smith, Missouri
F. R. lmhers. i.,
Omaha; Miss Lindsey. Miss Libel Lindsey.
Waterville; Miss Elbe Little!1- Id, Winterport; F. J. Frank, Lewiston Susan A. Sargent, F. G. Noyes, South Brewer. 1 Mitchell and wife, Milly Mitchell, E. Burgess.
Mrs. A. B. Cox, Mrs. N. S. H<wines, If- P.
A.

W.

ful.

year

was

L Ran-

E.

very

success-

With the exception of Tuesday afterthe weather was good and the attendat the meetings was large.
The meet-

noon
ance

ings opened Tuesday

Friday night.

closed

and

morning

Twenty-one preachers

STEA

or

BEST FOR ECONOMY-EFF1CIENCY-D«F

leans; L. 0. Billings, Gant"a. Mass. M. S
Oxtou, Rockville; J. Ellis, New York : F. L
Young, Cambridge, Mass,; Mrs. G. I. \Y:

Send

••

for Ivan fptm-p!-

11

11

-.c

H.•
ME

CUBNEV HEATER
orner Congress. L

163 1 rankllr. Stir

ANNOUNCEMEN
Dr.W. L.W’est,
VETERINARY SURGEON
Graduate and Medalist Ontario \
ary College,
Wishes

ti

anno

vicinity that

n

lias

in-

of the Belfast I.r.

he peoph
opened an otti.-e

m

t.

and is

j rep .o
<i«»mestie.'U.Mi a:

all diseases ot the
scientific and human- prmeip

-s.

were

attendance the first day, consisting "f
Revs. Be,ilc, Wilson, LaMarsh. Burrill, Rusin

sell, Kearney, Pearson, Dunnack, Springer,
Winslow, Tlnhedeau. Hills, I. ovell, Kerr,

Fernald, Lockhart, Jones, Frost, Johnson,
DolloiT, Johnson. The daily program was
as

follows

s a.

; i> a. m..

sunrise prayer

Bible reading: 'd.bti

m.,

preachers;

10

a.

in.,

children's service,

lows

meeting;
meeting of

a. m

preaching; t p.
p. m., preaching:
p. m.. preaching.

chapel service ; 7
The preachers for the

in.,

week

were

i;

as

stablished in

I

fol-

Sl'PPl.l S,

$55,000;
DKI’OSI |
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deposit b-ves
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vault i>

new
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and

hnrmUry
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rent

The
■

m-

>1 taking

ile-e
1
Spring- pri\
Wednesday—foreuo. u, Rev.
vault.
er: afternoon, Rev. Norman LaMar di, evening, Rev. T. F. Jones, Orouo.
Thursday—forenoon. Rev. K. H. Boynton:
afternoon, Rev. W. W. Ogier. presiding
elder; evening, Rev. V. E. Hills.
Friday—morning, love feast: forenoon
sermon by Evangelist Johnson
afternoon.
Rev. F. E. White; evening. Evangelist

5

at

e-in.i

UM:\CKLU-I>

'(>

~

year.

a

i"d

Those

vices.

tsh

STOCK, $150.00.

CAPIT AI

p.

Tuesday—forenoon, Rev I. T Johnson,
evangelist; afternoon, Rev. F. W. T-w
evening, Rev. N. R. Pearson. Levs. F. K.
White and («. G. Winslow held chape, ser-

eouie
■ x• ■'

•.

r>

ry
.-.

heir

;■

--

v

r

Comfort fc *

Johnson.
The other services

the auditorium were
well attended. Meetings of the local societies were held from
time to time iu the society cottages.
The meetings resulted in a goodly number of new inquirers some of whom made a
of interest ami

In

Memoriam—Clarence

for

some

Allen's Foot E
anil many other new reiw
relit riny distress

gleam

of

corns

Moore.

In the midst of life's mystery, waiting,

Watching,

light,

We nay. Father in Heaven, why is
it
And faith whispers, God wills

it
t.s

POOR & SON, Druvu

FOR REST.
Laud Co., will

Apply

only passed before us.
“Stepped higher into life

He lias

B. A. P.

was a

Hariner.

Another good woman before slipping her
cable for that endless, unknown voyage,
added her name to the role of those whoso
memory will be ever fresh in the hearts of
There
the mariner and his dependents.
were also other recipients of her bounty
Mary A. Hall,who died in Flatbush, Aug lb.
although possessing only about 810,000, left
nearly all of it to charitable institutions.
Among her bequests was Si ,000 for the
Home for Consumptives, £5,000 t<» the Baptists' Home of Brooklyn, and 8"><M> to the
Mariners' Family Asylum on Staten Island.
God bless her. [The Marine Journal.
a brick were lying in my stomach"
the description by a dyspeptic of his feelafter
eating.
ing
This is one of the commonest symptoms of
indigestion. If you have it, take Shaker Digestive Cordial.
Not only this symptom, but ali the symptoms of indigestion are cured by Shaker Digestive Cordial.
So many medicines to cure this one disorder. Only one that can be called successful, because only one that acts in a simple,
natural, and yet scientific way is Shaker
Digestive Cordial.
Purely vegetable, and containing no dan
gerous ingredients, Shaker Digestive Cordial tones up, strengthens, and restores to
health all the digestive organs.
Sold by druggists, price 10 cents to 81.00 a
bottle.

“As if

be

C.

to

!

leased fot
IRhDLRlCk
Belfast. M

\N

ffotf

Lost, his cheerful presence
And yet beyond this strife,

the

ii

finely located office in Op. r..
occupied lor the past year by tl.«
The

Full of plans for the future.
For the right ever ready t<> try
Patient and ever striving,
Loving life, yet ready to die.

Remembered

rails,

bunions.

or

right

Right, though we see it darkly
Right that he should have gone
Beyond the mystic boundaries
To awake to a brighter morn

She

je

at

were

the Christian life.

start iu

provement in the appearance of this part of
the Camp Ground.

I Lie following description is given by an
attending clergyinau of Rev. I. T. Johnson,
the evangelist. “Evangelist Johnson is a
medium-sized man, possessed of intense,
nervous force, a lithe, sinewy frame, a
pair
of piercing eyes, and a firm mouth that at
times compresses itself into a straight, uncompromising line. Energetic, quick of motion, a good singer, an enthusiastic believer
in the holiness doctrine, it goes without
saying, that with such a leader, things do

meeting

camp

m-xt year.

Campmeeting this

The following guests were registered at
the Waquoit the past week: R. A. Cony,
Jr., Augusta; Charles Brown, E. Tower, H.
French, Liucolnville; Mrs. H. C. Grant,
Grace B. Pearson, W. I. Goddard aud wife,
Boston; Mrs. M. L. Baldwin, New York: F.
J. Carroll, J. S. Gardner, Rockland.

Masonic Temple, Belfast.

bar, C. F. Ginn, J. R. Mears, M. C. Hill, J.
M. Frost, Geo. M. Warreu.

day.

The following guests were registered at
the Ocean House the past week: Mary L.
Gliddeu, Brewer; Marion E. Stewart, S. YV.
Smith, Bangor; G. S. Rack lift, H. L. Russell,
A. McDonald, J. H. McGrath, F. A. Rankin,
Rockland; L. B. Brown, Portland ; J. Brown
held the closest attention of all. In his first and lady, Belfast; J. O. Hill, Thomaston;
lecture, delivered Wednesday afternoon, Geo. Pendleton, F. E. Pendleton, W. J.
Mr. Moses Hull spoke as follows on the Monroe, K, S. Howe, Lincoluville; C. Cole,
“Resurrection from the Dead,” and so full j New York: N. S. Follansbee, YYTarreu; A. B.
was it of a new meaning to all who heard it
| YVarren, Miss N. Carletou, Rockport: E. L.
that we quote as briefly as possible the true Foss, Albion ; J. Hall and wife,
Hope; W. H.
significance of the term the resurrection Ennis, John L. Ivliue, G. W. Smith and
from the dead:
ladies, A. B. Smith, G. A. Knight, J. E. H.
The term resurrection has been so sadly Emery, S- Hopkins, Mrs. Wall, Boston; A.
mis-interpreted that I almost afraid to use T.
Clark, Camden; vV. H. Marston and wife,
it. The word itself brings to the average
theologian visions of graves bursting open Waterville
and bodies springing to life. I do not mean
The annual meeting of the Wesleyan
that the word itself has no such significance.
This word comes from the Greek term anasCamp meeting Association was held Wedtasis and signifies a reviving, a rousing up, nesday afternoon in Bangor chapel. In the
Rev. Chaunc.y Giles says:
or rising up.
absence of the president, Hon. T. H. Went‘The Greek word anastasis means a continuworth was elected to the chair. The reance of existence after the death of the body ;
dead.
In even
the future life of those called
ports of the secretary and treasurer were
one hundred places in the Greek Testament
read and accepted. The report of the treasthe word ek occurs before the word anastasis; that word is the equivalent of the Latin urer showed a balance in the treasury of
word ex and means, and $29.
or the English
should be translated, out. Take the word ex
The report of Superintendent Mears was
which is the equivalent of the Greek ek and
you will find, no matter how many words
read and accepted. The trustees were init always means
you build upon it as a root
the
the same. Thus we have the word exit go- structed to secure some plan by which
same;
the
export, taking financial resources of the association may be
ing out; exodus,
goods out of our ports; exhale, breathing out, increased.

day morning

'J

of adults and children,
possible for us to

seases

grounds this year as soon as the camp meeting closed, as is often the case. Saturday
night but 0 cottages were closed, and many
Hazeltme, Jr., Irving Dinsmore,
will be kept open through the mouth.
The
Belfast.
store and post office will close next Satur- kin,

proposed is to swing George street slightly
to the westward with a gradual
sweep to
people were present, completely filling the
Main street, and straighten the path which
auditorium, and every entraueewas packed.
now extends diagonally across in front of
Young’s orchestra of Lincoluville played
Price’s cottage. These changes aud a proper
and
the
splendidly,
singing was excellent.
of the lot will make a decided imTuesday, Aug. 17th, at 10:00 a. m a memo- grading
rial service was held in memory of those
who had passed away during the past year.
Mrs. Mattie Hull of Stoneham, Mass., had
charge of the exercises, which were very
impressive. Every member or friend of the
association who had passed away was remembered by a beautiful bouquet of flowers
with the name attached, and to every name
Mis. Hull paid a loving tribute. It was a
beautiful occasion and no doubt one that
will become a fixture in the yearly program.
In the afternoon Mr. F. A. Wiggin of Salem,

the

but it isn't

Miss Amiie Ayer of Bangor spent Sunday

Mrs.

Mrs. Sumner Holt and daughter and Mr.
Leavett and son closed their visit Saturday
and returned to Boston.

how

telling

overcomes

NORTHPORT C AMP GROUND.

well liked.

Mr. and Mrs. Herman Arey have returned to Viualliaven from a visit to Mr. and
Mrs. John Crockett,

years

builds up the body, making it
the remedy for all wasting di-

and women to be found in the liberal
field of religious thought.

Rev. Mr. Burton of Cushing occupied the
Baptist pulpit last Sunday. He was very

Mr. Charles Pendleton finished his visit
here Tuesday and returned to Boston where
he is employed.

than twenty

excessive waste of the system,
puts on flesh, nourishes and

men

Miss Nellie Whitcomb of Somerville
guest at A. C. Ferguson’s last week.

has been enjoying a
on last Saturday's boat

more

have been

Scott's Emulsion

exhorters are not wanted, and we feel assured that the managers of Temple Heights
have no need of them, and that their best
efforts will be used to secure the first class

turned to Bangor.

a

For
we

successful season, and it is hoped next year
the corporation will be as fortunate in securing such a splendid corps of speakers as
that of *97. Talent and education are what
tell and are what people want in this enlightened age. Second, third and fourth class

Mr. William Smith of Boston, formerly of
this place, returned home last Friday.

Capt. William Hopkins

Years....

here.

ing her father, Mr. James Wight

Nat. Elwell, who
short vacation, left
for Boston.

Twenty

the dead occurs it is ekanastasis or ehanastasin, and means resurrection out of the dead.
In Phil. 3:2, Paul says: “If by any means I
may attain unto the resurrection of the
dead.” The Greek is, ek anastasin on nekon,
resurrection out of the dead. The fact is,
we live in the body; the
eye does not see,
the ear does not hear; we see and hear
the
through
eyes and ears.
Eyes and ears
do not remember what is seen and heard.
Eyes and ears do not compare one thing
with another and reflect on the things seen
and heard.
I, the ego, which uses the eyes
ami the various parts of the body, can'no
be
used
as help when the
longer
body can
no longer be of service to the
man; then the
thing for him to do is to rise out of the body.
There is now in a certain sense a misfit
between body and spirit, and hence they
part company. The body being of no further use to man is laid aside, never to be
taken up again.
The spirit being born out
of the fleshly body puts on a new
spiritual
is
the resurrection.”
body. This
We might quote farther but this is sufficient to show how differently we might understand the interpretation of the Bible if
words had been translated agreeable to
their real meaning. Thus closed auother

m~
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hereby }iiven that
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cent, will be made on all .ra\e»
1 shall be
me before Aujrusi loth.
BirMiu
men's Room i:i Mr
1st. daily until Outlier :e-rire. from
11 .:?*1 a. m.
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Belfast, duly 2b. 1807.
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Specials

Office hours until !l a
from 1 2.30 to 3 and 7

m

to
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Attention Pensioned
Having purchased the original
ot d. ('. Cates, for the eo-ivc:
pensioners having claims pending
who may wish to present claims
increase of pensions. I will he at <
shoe shop, 127 Main street, opp
office, Sept. Iff ami 14, 18'd7.

estate
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BELFAST.

meeting of the City Council

,r

The Alliance will meet at their rooms
Main street to-morrow, Friday, at 3 p.
A full attendance is desired.

j

Monday evening.

,1 next

night-cap sociable and
-f
Searsport and Stockton poverty supper at Silver Harvest Grange
mud their county taxes in full, j Hall, Monday evening, Sept. 6th. Tickets,
If very stormy
T. 1' will meet this, Thursday, 25 cents, including dancing.
the next fair night.
>o o’clock after a vacation of

r

There will be

on
m.

r
■

^

t

were

oiumissioners

In layiug the new asphalt sidewalk it was
found necessary to remove the electric light
pole, corner of Main and Church streets, and
the light is now suspended over the square
in a much better position than formerly.

in ses-

semi-annual auditing
reasurer’s books.

f.*r their

cterans will begin a series of
Fellows' Hall next Saturday
music by Ames’ orchestra,
\

;

List of unclaimed letters remaining in the
Belfast post office for the week ending
Ladies—Mrs. Nettie M.
August 28, 1897:
Dickey, Mrs. Charles L. Wilson. Gentlemen—Mr. C. O. Hatch, Mr. E. A. Mason,
Mr. W. A. Penney.

uiibof Waldo is putting a new
.L.gs on the spot where the.old
i:med the first of June. He iu.u a store, but no dance hall this

pirl>

Mrs Arietta Chapman moved from Belfast to Northport thirty-niue years ago, taking wi h her a chrysanthemum that was
then about three years old. The same plant
is in existence now, growing finely aud

•ideut Brick is holding exarnin
h scholars as failed to reach ther- entage in their work last year.
ations are open each day this
Superintendent’s office and the

blossomiDg regularly.
The Waldo and Penobscot Agricultural
Society hold their annual fair in Monroe,
Sept. 14, 15, and 16. The society are making
arrangements to have oue of the best fairs
ever held on their grounds.
The trotting
classes are tilled and entries close Sept. 3d.

ms.

anrvmntmit

li.w

noat-

Inna, vice Theson E. Doe; and
rmstrong at South Penobscot,
each. J. E. Hall has been ap41master at Halldale, vice C. M.

W. A. Monroe brought to Swift & Paul’s
Tuesday samples of California alfalfa
and crimson clover grow n on his farm this
year. Swift & Paul procured the seed for
him for trial aud he is so well pleased with

store

Romance of
production,
w," was given in Belfast Opera
•Mirsdav eveuiug before a small
A

performers

1’he*

were

good

very

the results that he will use quite
quantity for his fall sowing.

parts and the specialties
•••'! members of the troupe were
tive

tve

been

granted

as

follows:

original, widows,

Knowltou,

Monroe:

etc.

Matilda

Hockport: restoration, re-issue
William Fleming, deceased,

-r

ts-\

Gross, Winter-

Reuben

a

large

The annual reunion of the Second Maine
Cavalry Association will take place iu Waterville Sept. 15th, and it is hoped that every
survivor of the old regiment will be present.
Arrangements will be made with the
Maine Central for reduced fares, and hotel
fare at the Elmwood. The Kennebec boats

and reissue, Caleb H. Knowltou,
Monroe:

a

wii’. take all

members from Boston for half

fare.

has taken the agency for
id joining towns of the Asphalt

ers on

The regular meeting of the Belfast school
committee was held last Monday evening,
and waterproof roof coating,
Miss Ella M.
Hev. J. F. Tilton m the chair.
<
applied it to the roof of the Folsom of the Central Intermediate was
The coating is put on over
given one year's leave of absence on account
and it is said will make an old Mi ill health, and the committee on teachers
i good for a number of years.
| was authorized to till the vacancy. On comAlmanac says that September pletion of the routine business a ballot was
taken for principal of the Higli School, reish us with rather a pleasant
-ather: and the last half of 1897 ! suiting as follows: For Hugh I). McLellan,
fui W. H. Howard,"-. The chairman did
nt t«' o more e< ngonial period :
Storms may ! not vote, and Mr. Howard was absent. Mr.
in the hirst half.
ibout the dth and btli, lltb to ; McLellan was declared elected, with a salary
of s] .000.
itli, 27th to both.
■

11*

iiiip

tin-ir

lists

•!

!«••ddence of Dr. Everard A. Wilson
had a narrow escape from
he no fair in Belfast buri iiig Monday evening.
•:.* will
Dr. Wilson's
time ago. I father, Hon. O. D.
some
is announced
Wilson, was coming
he held in this county are as 1 tln-re to speud the night.
Mrs. Wilson
.Mo and IVi.obso't, Monroe.
iglited the lights in his room and went to
1N< rth Waldo, Unity, Sept. another part of the house. Shortly after
| she left a laee curtain caught fire from a
!
and the room was soon in flames.
cation oi teachers under the new gas jet
W. E. Dilworth was passing aud was called
is held ill the High School room
out by the use of
under the direction of | in and soon beat the tire
c_r>

County

Wait'!

Th».*

Sept.

He If ist.

"ii (

luirrl, street

j

J7tb,

.eg.

entou.

Thirteen teachers

bedding. The curtains were entirely destroyed, some bedding and the carpet more
or less burned, and everything in the room
badly smoked.

were

reading, arithmetic, grammar,
history, theory and practice and

c

approval.

the American Express Co.
tv is to be moved October 1st from
lamson block, where it has been lo.early thirty years, to the Harris
of

■e

.•centi

.V!

tied by E. P. Frost & Co.
are much larger than the
Harris is now making the

v

r

pairs necessary. I). Webster,
Superintendent of the exy. was in town last Friday and
ess ary

arrangements.

age in "i
sition Jo years
m'hi

A.

Coombs ami

me

F.

cumpauv,

A.
ua»

this mouth.
a

party of friends,

Thursday in
Sigdr.fa, report that they saw a begin to arrive Sept. 15th or 10th. China,
turtle.
sea
They were about glass and lamps, wholesale and retail, 21
from
North port Camp Main street-See advt. of small gold watch
across
o
the beacon on Steele’s ledge lost on Northport avenue. A liberal reward
aimin', was seen within a few will be paid on its return to 20 Miller street,
•he vessel, it was swimming slowBelfast.... Persons having bills against the
ts head elevated, and had it not
school department of this city are requested
•he shape of the back all on board
to present them to the superintendent behad fore Saturday noon,
tve been satisfied that they
Sept. 4th_The New
-lit

in Tiie

bay

last

serpent. Sea turtles
ape Cod and large ones
th of Hatteras.
-a

I'

becoming

e

are

scarce

are

seldom

very tame and
Early risers on

vicinity.

plenti-

Sanborn, afterward crossing
A. A. Knight’s yard and going into
lot south of Capt. Hayes' residence,
uued in the vicinity feeding quietly
•.bout 10 o’clock, when it leisurely
down Bay view street to Allyn street,
shipment
•-nee to the shore, which it followed
sachusetts for James H. Cunningham last
:s Northport.
Its tracks were traced
week-There will be an exhibit of the
er Union street nearly to CommerMiddlesex Fells pure spring water at the
it we learn of no one who saw the
Food Fair in Boston, Oct. 4th to 30th....
in any other part of the city.
George Jackson of Searsmont bought four
S. Dispatch boat Dolphin arrived yokes of tine looking beef oxen for the local
ist harbor Sunday afternoon from Bar market last
Thursday. He found them in the
The object of her visit was to get
vicinity of North Searsport.James H.
f coal, but there not being a sufy
Cunningham shipped a number of milch
supply here of the kind she needed cows and calves to Boston by steamer Pen:■ early Monday morning for Portland.
obscot Friday-Charles Thomas is serv1 parties went off around her in row
ing on the nigtit police in place of L. H.
uid the steamers M. &. M. and GuiueJipson, who is at the Lewiston fair... .Some
eiit out from the Camp Ground. The
of Prospect’s trotting horses are entered to
•n the Guinevere, consisting of Mr.
trot at Bluehill, September 25.... A searcher
A. H. A. Groeschuer and daughter,
for the odd numbered clover leaves was retherford, Mr. and Mrs. A. W. Keating, warded in a short time
Tuesday by finding
I
and
Emma
risbee
Miss
Sumner
Bray,
14 four-leaf aud ID five-leaf clovers.
H.

were

invited

on

board ami shown

» UMJElULJu DU1
JT1AALHJL.
J. UtJ HUUlCIlCe
ship by Commander Lyon.
room of the Baptist Church was crowded
visited
this
have
•ral parties from
city
last Friday evening at the concert given by
ir-by lakeside resorts the past week,
Master Dion W. Kennedy. The audience
nilies of J. H. and W. H. Quimby of
came expecting to see and hear a prodigy,
ity and \V. E. Rice of Lawrence, Mass.,
and they were not disappointed. As will be
On
the past week at Rocky Point.
seen from the program below, Master Kenand
J.
F.
wife,
t-turu, to-day.
Rigby
selections were all high-class music
P. Chase and wife and Mrs. Chase’s nedy’s
and difficult of performance, and his renderMiss Brown of Camden, will go to the
showed that his skill has not been overplace. H- P. Whitcomb, family and ing
estimated. His hearers were given a musical
ts spent Sunday at Rocky Point, and
c to the Pines yesterday.
Mr. and Mrs. treat, and when they realized that the perH. Field and their guests spent Sun- former was a mere boy, to their admiration
Miss McLellan, Mrs. of the playing was added wonder that one
at the Pines.
so young could attain such proficiency. The
liman, Miss Hazeltine and others went
other numbers drew forth applause and en■e Pines Tuesday.
cores from the audience.
Following is the
:e

j

well known member of the Waldo
',ty bar got lost in the woods on his own
me afternoon recently, and, to make
«”.ers worse, was wet to the skin by a
He has a small wood-lot
v-.-y shower.
about an acre of cedars, some of which
ought were large enough for telegraph
Taking a neighbor with him he start’d for the cedars, and the next that auyA

tieard from the two they emerged from
woods on a back road, wetter but not
"••Her men, for even when they came out
I m the highway they did not know “where
The members of the bar are
were at.’’
"king of taking up a collection and maktheir farmer-member a present of a
l *cket compass.

Will give

of

Waterville,

address in Belfast sometime in
September in the interest of
an

Chautauqua

reading.
The season

although short

has be«m a fairly profitable one for the summer hotels in
this vicinity. The Fort
Point Hotel at Fort
Point, the Islesboro at Ryder’s Cove, and the
Nortbport Hotel at Northport Camp Ground
have been well patrouizod and
have added to
their popularity. The Buck’s
Harbor Inn,
last
opened
year, has beeu tilled with guests
this year, and the
boarding houses on Cape
L 'Zier have had their usual
quota of guests.
Marrow Escape. A lady
passenger on
one of the steamers had a narrow
escape ou
the wharf here a few days
ago. She was returning presumably from a long visit and as
she stepped from the gang plank she started
with outstretched arms to greet with a kiss
the friend who was at the same time
hurrying to meet her. Just before the two met a
colored porter of the Steamer,
hurrying on
board, rushed between the two and the
kisses that the two friends intended for each
other came dangerously near being given to
the man of color. He escaped, however
and a new supply of kisses was applied
A

where

they belonged.

Isle au Haut Roads. Sylvester Phinney
of Pittsfield left here by steamer Rockland
last Thursday for Isle au Haut, where he is
engaged in his fifth season’s work on the
highways. His work has been partly for the
town and partly for the Isle au Haut Laud
Co. and other land owners on the island. In
the past four years Mr. Phinney has buiit
ten miles of road in Isle au Haut at a cost of
about $500 per mile. The roads are as a rule
very hard to build, there being a large
of grading

Last year Mr.
Phinney bought the schooner Young Tell
and used her to some extent in his business,
moving his teams, etc., to and from the
lie lately bought a handsome
island.
span of young work horses of vVilliston
Grinnell of Camden, and has taken them to
the island.
amount

on

ledges.

fall change of
The
Steamer Notes.
schedule on the line of the Boston & Bangor
Steamship Company will go into effect Monday, September 6th, when the steamers will

make live trips per week instead of six as at
present. Then there will be no staamer out
The City of Bangor will
on Wednesdays.
make three trips a week and the Penobscot
two. The Penobscot will leave Belfast for
Boston at 2.60 o'clock p. in. Mondays and
Fridays, and arrive from Boston Wednesdays and Sundays at about 7 60 a, m. The
City of Bangor will arrive at about 7 a. in.
and leave at 5 p. m
Tuesdays, Thursdays
an<i Saturdays-The Sedgwick made her
last Saturday afternoon trip of the season
from Bangor to Islesboro Aug. 28tli-The
Rockland brought u early 50 passengers from
points down the Reach to the Boston boat
last Saturday afternoon. The tide of summer
travel is setting westward.
Campmeeting Week. The campmeeting
Northport Camp Ground last week reached its height Thursday, as usual, and dwellers ou Northport avenue report that the
scenes on that highway that day reminded

at

Police Court. City Marshal B. O. Norton went to Old Town Aug. 25th and returnj ed the same
day with George Crosgrove,
j
who was accused of obtaining food and

i
lodging by
j tried the

false pretenses. Crosgrove was
next day in the Police Court,
where it was shown that he boarded some
;
time at the Windsor Hotel and left without
paying. He was bound over to the SeptemYork Fountain Pen Co. advertise for agents.
ber term of S. J. Court in $100, failed to get
We have received and tried one of the New
bail and went to jail-State Constable J.
York fountain pens and find it all that is
R. Mears searched the Penobscot House at
claimed for it.Thompson & Foster, 58
East Northport aud Marston’s restaurant
Church street, Belfast, want at once experiand the Ocean House at South Shore last
enced operators on sewing machines run by
Friday evening. Saturday he had the propower.
prietors arraigned before the Police Court
Chat. The price of milk from the wagons each on two warrants, search and seizure
is 6 cents a quart from Sept. l9t_Charles
process and common sellers. Andrew EmW. Lancaster is re-silliug the Gordon house* mons of the Penobscot House had his cases
which he recently bought. The work is in continued to Sept. 7th; L. W. Benner of the
and was
charge of Isaac Wilband-Dr. W. L. West Ocean House waived a hearing
and 30
tested a herd of cows for
to Mas- sentenced to a fine of $100 and costs

Union
view streets report that last Thursning one was seen in the door-yard
s

day Sept. 6th, at 2 p. M.
the Kev. George D.
Lindsey

...

c

■u

meet with
avenue, MonIt is expected that

Gowell, Searsport

them of the corresponding day a quarter of a
when most of the travel was by
House Talk. William McCabe drove a century ago,
teams. Although the regular steamers carpair of black horses with a loaded hack 50
ried large crowds there were still many to
miles last Sunday to attend a funeral. He I
The regular Camp Ground
go by laud.
was on the box 5 hours without getting off,
of Harriman, Chamberlain, Coombs,
after leaving the cemetery.... Frank Jack- teams
and others were busy all
son has entered his
horse Hector at the Whitmore, Thomas
in the city was
races in Liberty aud Monroe.
Hector has day, and every buckboard
new
started in two races, this season; lie took kept at work continuously, finding
loads ready as soon as they returned from
tirst money at Exeter and third at Pittsfield. |
Every livery horse aud a
Fred Alexander's horse, Fred Miller, the Grounds.
of private turnouts were in
number
large
won the 2.37 race in Unity Aug. 25th... .John
The Belfast Livery Co. got out the
use.
Sanborn hoisted 5,000 bushels of corn from a
barge “Mikado,” aud it did a rushing
vessel with oue horse Monday.
business iu the afternoon. Critcliett, Sibley
New Advertisements. Carle & Jones & Co. and Mathews Bros, were closed all
start for Boston and New York Sept. 0th
day and Legro & Spalding closed at noon,
and will he pleased to attend to special thus giving between 300 aud 400 people a
orders iu their line.
Their new goods will chance to goto campmeeting if they wished.

The examinations were in writave been forwarded to the State
Men! for

Seaside Chautauqua Circle will

Mrs. A. E.

program:
A. B. C. Song,

Whitney

Dion W. Kennedy.
Duet,—“Ah! Could I Teach the Nightingale,”
Keller
Mrs. Howes and Mrs. Pitcher.
Busser
Neapolitan Song,
Dion W. Kennedy.

Selected,

Reading,
Song,

Mrs. Ernest White.

Selected,

Miss Frank L. Davis.

Sonata, No. 21,

Beethoven
Dion W.

Kennedy.
Selected,
Song,
Mrs. Ralph Howes.
Paderewski
Love Song,
| a.
( b. Nocturn,
Chopin
Dion W, Kennedy.
Selected,
Song,
Mr. Emery White.
“Old Black Joe/’ (by request.)
Dion W. Kennedy.
Miss Alice Goldthwaite, Accompanist.

days

in

jail, from which he appealed;

on

search and seizure Wm. H. Marston’s case
was disposed of in the same manner as Mr.
Benner’s, but the common seller case was
continued one week to allow Mr. Mears
time to

summon

witnesses.

Shipping Items. Sch. J. H. G. Perkins
arrived Aug 2t>th from Portland with corn
for Ginn & Field. She will load lime at
Rockport for Boston... .Sch. Miantonomah
arrived last Friday evening from Boston
with flour for Swan & Sibley Co., L. A.
Knowlton and L. T. Shales-Sch. Mary
Willey arrived Saturday morning from Portland with corn for Swan & Sibley CoSch. Gen. Adelbert Ames arrived light from
Boston Saturday to load ice from the Belfast Ice Co. for New York-Sch. Melissa
Trask went to Bangor last Thursday to load
lumber.

In going down the harbor in the

morning she drifted ashore ou ttie
F. G. White Co.’s wharf and

flats norm

remained
until she floated on the afternoon tide....
Sch. James A. Parsons has been on the
marine railway at Bath for repairs-Sch.
Sea Bird arrived light Saturday from Wood’s
Holl_Sch. Fannie & Edith arrived Sunday from Bangor, for orders... .Sch. Mary
Hawes arrived Sunday from Portland with
corn for A. A. Howes & Co-Sch. Maria
of

Webster has completed repairs and loaded
casks for Rockland... .Sch. Willie L. Newton arrived Monday from New York with
coal for F. G. White Co. After discharging
she will go on the marine .railway for repairs_Sch. Miantonomah went to Rockport Tuesday to load lime for BostonSch. Lester A. Lewis is coming to Belfast
for repairs and will go ou the marine railold bark Matilda went ashore

way....The

Tatoosh Island, near Port Townsend,
Wash., Aug. 19th, and will be a total loss.

on

No fatalities occurred. The Matilda registered 819 tons, and was built at Searsport,
Me., in 1857....Sch. Wm. T. Donnell sailed
for New York with ice from Bel-

Tuesday

fast Ice Co... .Sch. Little Elva arrived from
Lincolnville Tuesday with dry codfish-A
message from St. Pierre, Miq., announces
the arrival there of the Bucksport schooners
Annie G. Quiner and Edgar S. Foster, homeward bound from the Grand B inks with full
fares of cod, 2,400 quintals each.

Robie Frye of Sharon, Mass., is spending
the week with friends in Belfast.

■nil.

Miss Ada Belle Warren went to Rockland
last Thursday to visit relatives.
Misses Alice South worth and Jessie Lenfest of Thoinaston called on Belfast friends
last Thursday.

One Line of Local Evidence is Worth

veracity is unquestioned.
are reading local evidence.
Investigating home testimony,
Belfast news for Belfast people.
It is not from Florida or Michigan.
Suspicion can’t lurk around it.
Honesty is a prominent characteristic,
Home endorsement its salient point.

closed all

two doctors treat
gave

me

little

or no

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL-*'""

I had

CHINA, GLASS and LAMPS.

they

assistance.

Some time ago I
Pills advertised and I got a

drug store. They gave
than the medicines from both
doctors. They benefltted me in every way and I
feel much better than I have for a long while.

me

You

relief

more

can

refer to

CARLE &

having used Doan’s Kiduey Pills with good results. I will always speak

possible.

Y., sole agents for the United States.
Remember the name, DOAN’S, and take

no

sub-

stitute.

21 MAIN STREET,

Boats.

and

The sloop Annie Lee of Ellsworth, with a
on board cruising, was in port last
week.

party

The loose rock blown out has been
used on the easterly side of Front street at
the foot of Miller street, which gives au easier

ment.

The

Bangor, principally because they can go
and return the same day if they wish. Quite
a large number are at both places for the
week. Yesterday the Belfast Band made
its annual excursion to Bangor on steamer

Webster’s knockabout, which had beeu
under charter to Mr. Whitney at Saturday
Cove for ten days, was at her moorings

ami toan ex-

j

again Saturday.
The steamer Stella Pickert with a covered
boat alongside was to ieave Green's
Lauding yesterday morning for Bangor to
take a party to the fair, returning Friday.

impromptu press convention was held
the steamboat wharf in this city recently.
Among the passengers on the boat were
Messrs. Bobbins of the Old Town Enterprise, Skinner of the Bangor Whig and
Crabtree of the Chelsea Gazette. On the
wharf here they met Dickey of the Belfast
Age, Fernald of The Journal, and Coney,
who was hound to Rockland to take a position on the Star.
An

A Cord Simmer. The weather record of
Mr. L. H. March shows the temperature for
the entire summer to have been lower than
fur 38 years past. The temperature for June,

July and August, ns compared with the corresponding months last year and for 38 years
follows:
1896

June.64 36
68 98
July.

August.65

93

,58 years
64 66
69 55
67 64

1897

59 26
67 31
66 98

(>7 28
64 49
Average for summer.66 42
The highest temperature in August, ’97,
was 78 on the 8th day; lowest 54 on the24th.
Rain fell on 9 days, with a total precipitation

of 3.92 inches.

Accidents.

Charlie Welch cut his hand

quite badly with a knife in Critchett, Sibley
& Co.’s shoe factory last Thursday.Miss
Winnie Sanborn was swinging in a hammock
last Thursday, when the support gave away
and she fell to the ground, breaking her collar bone... .Mrs. E. L. Davis fell at her home
the first of the week and broke her right
wrist_Mrs. J. S. Walls of Charlestown,
Mass., who is visiting at D. B. South worth’s,
had a slight accident at Northport Monday
A party of friends were spending the day at
the Damon cottage, and after dinner Mrs.
Walls was taken with faintness and fell.
She was somewhat bruised, it was at first
thought quite seriously, but her injuries
proved to he slight, aud she returned home
with the party.
Grove Cemetery. This resting place for
the dead was never in better condition in
every respect than it is at present. The
old part is nicely cared for, the lots mowed
The
aud the avenue and gutters clean.
first two avenues west of the old part, aud
the lots, are well kept, and work is being
pushed on the remainder of the ground as
far west as the knoll. Three avenues are
being built, one parallel with Belmont
A drain is also
avenue aud two transverse.
being laid across the low lands in the centre.
Four lots have been sold on the knQll
south of the Branuagan and Milliken lots,
which will be graded and beautified next
When these improvements are
season.
made the new part of Grove Cemetery will
be a place in which our citizens may feel a
just pride. Great credit is due to the City
Council committee on cemeteries, and to
Superintendent James F. Fernald, for the
faithful and intelligent manner in which
they have planned a nd carried out these

improvements.
The Belfast Hotel Company. A public
meeting having been called for next Monday
evening in relation to Crosby Inn, the following facts from the records of the treasurer
of the company will be of interest: The
Crosby estate took $6,500 of the stock: five
citizens took from $500 to 51,000 each, and

thirty-two citizens took from $100 to $500
each, making a total of $22,000. To complete
the house the company was obliged to issue
i per cent, bonds to the amount of $20,000,
and the bonds were mostly sold to stockholders. For all stock and bonds the comthe time,
pany received full par value. At
of the fire the company had drawn and paid
The
five bonds, to the amount of $1,000.
$12,OIK) insurance received was paid on the
bonds pro rata, leaving the balance of debt
$7,000. No interest has been paid on the
bonds since $1895. The stockholders have
lost all. the stock, while those who were
bondholders will lose still more, as the
property left now in the hands of trustees at
a forced sale would not make them whole.
In compliance with the bonds the property
was

at first

The steam yacht Neckan of Bristol, K. I.,
was in Belfast harbor last Friday night with
the owner, Mr. Herreshol'f and family on
board.
bor.

They

were

returning

from Bar Har-

Capt. Leroy A. Coombs of Vinalhaveu is
building a knockabout of somewhat different
design from any other in this vicinity. She

9123,085.58

Dec. 1894.
March 5, 1895.
879,180.59
883,978,53
July 14, 1890.
8172,093.10

.July 24, 1891.
859,130.29
Dec. 13, 1895.
8100,838.17.

J

per cent, yearly—by consent of the bondholders it was gradually reduced to $12,000. No dividends have ever
been paid on stock. The taxes were paid

Secret Societies.

low the water line and black above, and is
as trim as a man-of-war and a seaworthy
Mr. Pheuix is a devoted
looking craft.
yachtsman and has cruised in all the navigable waters of the globe. He built and owned
the schooner yacht Intrepid of 111 tons, but
she was not large enough for his use, and
he bad the present yacht built at Philadelphia in 1893. She left about 11 o’clock yesterday forenoon and went up the river.

Concerning

Local

Industries.

W. C. Bowdoin had been making arrangere-open the Mt. Heagan quarries,
but has encountered legal obstacles which
have stopped operations for the present,
This is another chapter of the Sargent-Baird
ments to

litigation.
The Belfast Machine & Foundry Co. is
building an addition to their buildings, to
which they will move the blacksmith shop.
The portion of the machine shop now occupied by the blacksmith shop w'ill be occupied by other machinery. The business of
the company shows a healthy increase.
How’s

This!

We offer One Hundred Dollars Reward for any
case of Catarrh that cannot be cured by Hairs
Catarrh Cure.
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Props., Toledo, O.
We, the undersigned, have known F. J. Cheney
for the last 15 years, and believe him perfectly
honorable iu all business transactions and finanto carry out any obligations made by

cially able

Timothy Chase Lodge, B'. and A. M., will
meet this, Thursday, evening, after being
called off two months.
The tenth anniversary of the New England Order of Protection will be observed by
many lodges of the Order Nov. 12th, or at
the regular meeting nearest thereto.

iq

a

«7 O

5183,869.99
figures are taken from our sworn\statements
Currency, Washington, ok the aboveglates.

These

of the

to the

Comptroller

DLPOSII’S in the INTEREST DEPA.ltTMEVr payable on demin 1. draw interest
pavahle Lino
1st ami duly 1st. Deposits during the first three days <>f en p,/ Month draw interest from the firs
of that month.
Thisdepartment offers much '/renter seeurif,/ t<> depositors than Saving Banks, inasmuch as every deposit is a In in to the hunk, an l all deposits in our Bank are
•//,,/«
hv twice the
amount of our Capital Stock.
Hus Bank heiny; the latest es: ihlishe 1 Bank in Waldo Countv. our van!; has all the latest
improvements in l- ire an l Burglar-Proof w >rk, thereby o!feri u i/reuter s-,.
;., di*p,isir*irs th m ;tuv
>ther
bank in this county.
We have SAFE DEPOSIT BOXES at $:{, 85 and SS per year. All our boxes are
,riri, ertra
c</u}t,j,e<i
locks, so they miy he taken to an 1 from the Bank if desired.
lye

in

Transfers

Real

Estate.

The following transfers in real estate were
recorded in Waldo County Registry of Deeds
for the week ending Sept. 1, 1«S‘»7:
Albert
O. Brown, Old Town, to A. P. Chapman,
do.; land in Northport. A. P. Chapman,
Orriugtou, to James L. Grant, Bangor, land
in Northport. James L. Grant to Rufus F.
Pierce, Old Town ; land in Northport. Ann
M. Peavey et al., Montville, to Edwin H.

Cram, do.; laud in Montville. Austin Wentworth, Montville, to R. L. Harriman, do. ;
land in Montville. John W. Carlton, Win;
terport, to Mabel Carlton, do.; land in Winon the bottom, tapering to nothing forward,
terport.
Cyrus H. Roberts, Waldo, to
j
so that she may be run on the beach like an
Phebe E. Small, do.; land in Swanville.
ordinary row-boat. The centre-board will Wm. T.
Stevens, Unity, to W. C. Knowles,
be of galvanized iron, 0 feet long and 8 feet,
do.; land in Unity. Emma L. Jameson,
6 inches deep.
Searsmont, to Nancy Wing, do., land aud
The steam yacht Alcedo, N. Y. V. CM Mr. buildings in Searsmont. Emma Herbert,
George W. Childs Drexel, New York for Old Town, to Frances A. Gould, do.; laud
Southampton, arrived at St. Georges, Ber- in Northport. Sarali E. Durham,
Belfast, to
muda, on the fith inst,. with portion of the
coal in her bunkers ou fire. Smoke was Mary E. Kenney, do.; land in Northport.
seen issuing from the blinkers the day beJames F. McKeen, Belfast, to Ezra A.
fore, and St. Georges was made in conse- lvnowlton,
Swanville; land aud buildings in
but
The
were
bunkers
discharged,
quence.
Swanville.
Harry T. Seavey, Brooklyn,
the heat was so great the men employed to
do the work had to be relieved every few N. V to George Peirce, Frankfort, land and
minutes. Iron plates were put around the
buildings in Frankfort. Henry S. Laupher
boilers, leaving .an air space between them
et. als., New York, to Miranda J. Staples,
and the bunkers, and then obtaining a fresh
supply of coal the yacht resumed her voy- Stockton Spring; land in Stockton Springs.
[New York Herald.
age on the 10th inst.
John dark, Linccinville.to John W. Peavey,
The Alcedo arrived at Southampton Aug.
Somerville, Mass.; land in Ijincolnville.
25th. She is commanded by Capt. Frank Lowina S.
Ellis, Stockton Springs, to Joseph
B.
soli.
Wm,
late
of
the
four-masted
Dyer,
H. Collins, Jamaica Plain, Mass.; land and
Palmer.
buildings in Stockton Springs. Orrin WhitThe steam yacht Wadena of New York, J. more, Northport, to Cleone T. Whitmore,
do.; land and buildings in Northport. BasH. Wade, owner, arrived in Bangor las
Thursday and is the largest craft of the kind lieba J. Merrithew, Monroe, to Ivory M.
ever at that port.
She was built in Cleve- Clark, do.; land in Monroe. Wni.I). Elliot,
land, Ohio, in 1891, and is of the following Knox, to Leon I. Wiggin, Moutville; laud
dimensions:—Length, 158 8; beam, 20.8; and buildings in Freedom. Sarah F. Clemhold, 11 feet net register tonnage, 151.42. ent, Waterville, to Edgar F. Brown, Moutville; land and buildings in Moutville.
She is painted white and is schooner-rigged,
Wilder Mitchell, Dixmont, to Samuel L.
and is rather a handsome vessel. She is
land in Monroe. Abram
commanded by Capt. Collamore of Vinal- Ritchie, Monroe;
to Hudson Brown, do.;
haven, and carries a crew of 28 men, all of Brown, Northport,
land and buildings in Northport. Chas. E
whom belong in Penobscot river and bay
Peabody, Lynn, Mass., to Mary A. Collins,
towns between Bangor and Rockland. Grant
Kciar, chief engineer; John O'Brien, Brooks; land in Lincolnville. Geo. E. Lang,
to James McTaggart, do.; land in
quarter-master; Donald McNeil, assistant Brooks,
Brooks.
Nathan A. Cates estate, Unity, to
engineer, and John O’Brien fireman, are
Wilber C. Nutt, Unity; land in Unity. A.
residents of Verona.
E. Nickerson, Swanvide, to Chas. H. LeuThe auxiliary steam yacht Intrepid, Lloyd
fest, do.; land in Belfast. Ceo. E. Laupher,
Plienix of New York, owner, arrived here Stockton
Springs, to James A. Haley, ProsTuesday afternoon. Mr. Pheuix with a small pect; laud in Prospect. Wm. B.
Sprowi,
party of friends have cruised as far east as Winterport, to Ellery Bowden, do.; land in
St. John and the Bay of Fundv, and are
Winterport. S. A. Archer, Bangor, to W.S.
now returning homeward, touching at points
Pendleton, Islesboro; laud in Islesboro.
of interest. While here they took a carriage Eunice
Armor, Liberty, to James £. Thornride in one of the Belfast Livery Co.’s turndike, do.; land and buildings in Liberty.
outs, and expressed themselves as highly Elnora P. Field, Searsport, to Alfred B.
pleased with Belfast and its surroundings. Pendleton, do.; laud in Searsport. Willis*
The Intrepid is 340 tons gross, UK) net, 143 ton
Grinnell, Camden, to Geo. W. Gerry,
feet long, 27 feet beam acd 15 feet deep.
Lincolnville; land and buildings in Lincolnand
she
is
Her engine is 500 horse power,
ville.
rigged as a full three-masted schooner, with
a square-sail yard.
She is painted red beCommander-in-Chief Gobin.

1-2

for 1888, 1889 and 1890.

umm

1 f.

is 20 feet over ail, about 14 feet on the water
line. 7 feet beam, and draws 14 inches without her centre board. The keel is straight

insured for $20,000, but the rates

being high—1

28, 1 SHI.
830,353.09
July II, 1395.

Feb.

DKPOSITS:

seine
on

WIGGIN, Cashier.

Deposits Solicited

IS'DIVIDUAL

sloop yacht Sidgrifa, Capt. L. A.

The sloops Ilene, Capt. Jason Ladd of
Islesboro and Water Nymph, Capt. John
Scott of Northwest Harbor, Deer Isle, were
at this port last Saturday.

to

as

FRANK R.

gor fair

Fairs. As usual the greater part
people who attend the State Fairs go

the

past is

KNOWLTON, Prejident.

Coombs, returned to Vinal haven last week
to take a party from that place to the Ban-

pro-

BELFAST, MAINE.

PEOPLES RATIONAL BANK.
L. A.

Yachts

The improvement to the grade of Front
street, mentioned iu The Journal last week,
is nearly finished, and is a decided improve-

JONES,

me as

well of them among my friends.”
Doan’s Kidney Pills are sold for 50 cents per
box, for sale by all dealers; sent by mail on receipt of price by Foster-Milburn Co., Buffalo, N.

Iu order to be well prepared for the chorus
work at the Maine Festival it will be absolutely necessary for all members of the local
chorus who expect to attend to be present
at all of the rehearsals. The next rehearsal
will be at the Baptist vestry
Tuesday, Sept.
7th. at 7.30 P. M.

Sedgwick, the party numbering 273,
day the steamer Castine will make
cursion, leaving here at l).30.

Sep'

repairs on the
just the same.

Doan’s Kidney
box at Kilgore & Wilson’s

will meet with Mrs. Maria Macomber Monat 7 30 o’clock sharp.
As it is the date for election of officers it is
desired that every member be present if

our

account of

at different times but

me

saw

day evening, Sept. Gth,

of

summer on

dam, yet my kidneys bothered me
Finally I was compelled to look for relief.

Helping Hand Circle of King’s Daughters

To

line.

NEW GOODS "l^rnrTs llarri,c

as to be very annoying, both night and day.
I was told that my kidney trouble was aroused
from the nature of my work in the mill, but it was

A.

wheelwomen will
a run to Maple Grove campmeeting
next, Sunday, leaving the school common at
10.30 o’clock.

tects

our

quent

to-

and

approach the wharf aud also
Front street from washing.

SPECIAL orders in

Mr. F. S. Johnson of Poor’s Mills says: I have
kidney trouble for two years. The secretions
of the kidneys were colored, scalding and so fre-

Wjggin.

to

tend to any

had

John A. Cousens and sisters, Rebecca and

grade

BOSTON and NEW YORK
September 9, and should be pleased to at-

His

Mrs. A.
E. Astle and little daughter
Maud of Houltou and Mrs. Isaac Berry of
Bangor were guests of Mrs. L. F. Ganuon
for a few days last, week.

wheelmen

For

You

Mrs. Susie Lombard and daughter Mabel
of Brunswick were guests of Mrs. Percy S.
Edgeeomb the past week.

The
make

of Foreign Testimony.

Make a mental note of this.
The endorser is well known and

Rev. C. Whiting, wife and children of
Tewksbury, Mass., are visiting Mrs. W.’s
brother, Samuel Adams.

Kate, of Brookline, Mass., will arrive
night to visit their aunt, Miss Juliett

Column

a

WE START_

their firm.
West & Tkuax, Wholesale Druggists, Toledo, O.
Walding, Kinnan & Marvin, Wholesale Drug-

gists, Toledo, O.
Hall’s Catarrh Cure is taken internally, acting
directly upon the blood and mucous surfaces of
the system. Price, 75c. per bottle. Sold by all

! Druggists.

Testimonials free.

4w32

A. A. HOWES & GO.,
Belfast,

Solo

Agents,

<>ml2

H gents Wanted.
The New York Fountain Pen Co.,
239

Broadway.

New York City,

Town and City
High Grade Fountain
Pens. Exclusive territory given and
whole counties can be arranged tor by
prompt application.
Write for particulars.
hv.r,

Agents

Desie

1

every

for the sale of its

I
j
;
1

The firm of .J. H. .V .1 \V. ,TONES lias this iav
dissolved partnership by mutual consent,
flic
bu-dness will hereafter be conduct1*-! l-_\ J. W.
•lones. All persons win* have any demand^ucam-!
the firm-d J. IE A d. \V. d-.nes are >>‘-i'u*»:<-l t->
an- inpresent the same for payment and all w>
debted to said firm will please call an-i make i; ;•
mediate payment.
Belfast. Aug. Id. lsi*7. 3w33

TO I HE CHANGE IN THE

1

i

OWING
FIRM

!

JONES, I

EVERY BICYCLE

I

i

of J. H. & J. \\

have decided to close out

in stocky—-

!
i

of Cost.

Regardless

j
Prices ranging from $20 up.

J. W. JONES y

Hardware.;

60 Maiu St., Belfast. Me.

Offices for Rent.

The rooms over Mayo & White, High street, reBuffalo, N. V., Aug. 26. lu the Grand
cently occupied by Miss Beverage, dressmaker,
Army encampment to-day Isaac F. Mack of are for rent with immediate
possession. Empiire
Sandusky,Ohio, was nominated by Delegate of
Brown of Ohio for commander.
J. P. S.
Gobin of Lebanon, Pa., was nominated by
Delegate Stewart of Pennsylvania; George
H. Innis of Boston, by Delegate Wetberbee
of Massachusetts, and John C. Liuehau of
New Hampshire, by Delegate Coggswell of
New Hampshire.
Mr. Wetberbee later

withdrew the name of Mr. Innis. The first
ballot resulted as follows: Mack, 256: Liuehan, 181; Gobin, 296—no choice. The vote
on the second ballot was never announced
< tlicially, but as cast it stood as follows;
Mack, 249; Liuehau, 126; Gobin, 658. Before
the result could be given the election of
Gobin was made unanimous on motion of
Comrade Brown, who nominated Mack.
Cincinnati has been selected as the place
for holding the next encampment. The
vote, unofficial, was Cincinnati, 526; San

Francisco,

214.

Opening of

the

BOOK Ac SON.
Belfast, duly 2‘d, 18!*7.—30tf

NOTICE.
All

personshaving bills against tlie school u
partment are requested to present the same to
Superintendent of schools b-r approval before
Saturday noon, Sept. 4.
Belfast, Sept. 2, 1897.—Iw35

rooms

of

to-face transactions under the directions
of a skilled accountant.
This up-to-date
method, together with expert instruction in
penmanship, shorthand, business arithmetic,
commercial law, typewriting, etc. makes
this school an ideal place to acquire a busieducation.

GIRLS WANTED

the Rockland Commercial

College have been put in first class condition
for the fall opening, which will occur Tuesday, Sept. 7th, when the proprietors anticipate a large enrollment. The method of instruction employed in the business department is comparatively new. The students
form a fac-simile commercial community
and become merchants, real-estate dealers,
bankers, commission brokers, etc., and do
business with one another by means of face-

ness

*-

Rockland Commercial

College.
The

LOST.”

Northport avenue, between Little River
bridge and M ight street, a small gold watch, having face and monogram in blue enamel. Liberal
re wan l to any one returning the same to
1 w34*
26 Miller St., Belfast.
On

AT

ONCE.

Experienced operators
power

on

sewing machines by

at

2w35

THOMPSON Sc FOSTER'S,
58 Church St,, Belfast, Me.
Card

oi

Tliauks.

I wish to thank my neighbors and friends for
kindness and sympathy during the sickness and
at

the death

<

t

my wife.
1\ H. GRAISBARY.

Belfast.

Aug. 31. 1897.—Iw35*

SUBSCRIBE

FOR^>ifc^^

THE REPUBLICAN JOURNAL.

plums.

John B Craig, do.
They were not suitable for the The First Maine Heavy Artillery.
“outside” market.
Chas Bonzey, do.
Shippers did not get
out
of
them
to
for
the
boxes
S R Dunham, do.
enough
pay
The survivors of the famous regiment
Counties.
and freight.
Then the trees ceased to
Arthur McLauthery, do.
known as the First Maine Heavy Artillery
Farmers commenced to pull them
Rogcoe G Emerson, do.
Probably no section of the State has bear. And
last winter, every remaining held their annual reunion iu Bucksport
Daniel F Davis, do.
up.
ever
been so miserably pestered with
tree winter-killed.
In the spring they August 24th, and the one hundred or
David D Dodge, Orriugton Centre,
agents as Aroostook. During the boom were all as dead as Goliah after David got more
co. n.
veterans, with their wives, children
period of a few years ago, agents of all through slinging rocks at him. Tyres and friends, made up a gathering of about
Reuben Gross, Winterport.
were made of dead trees, and the fond
sizes
and
makes tilled the
kinds, sorts,
Chas H Sawyer, La Grange.
hopes of fortunes through arctic plums four hundred. They were warmly welLeander K Marston, Boston.
county, even as Egypt was tilled with frogs were duly cremated thereon.
But the comed by the Bucksport people, who did
C G Beckford, West Hampden,
in the days of Pharaoh.
Many and many notes given for the worthless things, nour- everything possible for their comfort and
co. i.
a man, who is now hard
pressed to pay ished and waxed fat, and increased in size pleasure.
Chas A Burgess, Milbridge.
liis debts, can readily trace the beginning every day, and many a mortgage was
Emery Hall, where the meetings were
given because of those notes. Many were
Alverada W Ford, Bangor.
of bis indebtedness to the visits of sleek, nearer
insolvency than ever before.
was embellished with military emDavid W Winchester, Surrey.
held,
bland, oily, smooth-tongued agents, in
The assessment life insurance men also
James A Farrar, Old Town.
blems, bunting and banners inscribed
whose mouths butter would more than swarmed down upon the county, “like with the various battles in which the
Chas W Bosworth, Old Town.
the wolf upon the fold.”
The swirl of
Edward J. Milton, do.
melt, and who were as devoid of con- their brazen
regiment took part. Daniel F. Davis, the
tongues was heard on every well known local
C W Southard, Orono.
science as an American crocodile.
was officer of
They hand. In some
veteran,
mysterious way, unknown the
Wm T Partridge, Waterville.
aud had able assistants.
The
came, they saw, they sold, they skun,
day
old
reliable
stock
of
standto
companies
business meeting was called to order iu
they took notes, they took mortgages;
CO. K.
and
their
assessment
comreputation,
then came law suits, costs, foreclosures, ing
Emery Hall at 10 a. m. by President
Nathaniel Crocker, Dixmont.
panies at small cost could and w’ould pay Josiah P.
of
Rockland.
The
insolvency, and financial death. In that to
Bradbury
James Rogers, Bangor.
the estate of the insured, after he had
^
usual routine was in order.
Letters of
delightful period, wlieu the simple son ot been
co. I..
gathered to his fathers, large and regret was read from Charles R.
Aroostook went forth to his daily toil, he
Levalley,
Their promfound agents to the right of him, agents fabulous sums of money.
1st Lieut Geo E Dodge, Carmel.
Co. B, Huntington, Va.; 1st Lieutenant
ises were more alluring than the sweet
to the left of him, agents in front of him,
Chas Wiley, East Bangor.
Heman B. Smith, Co. B, Brooklyn, X. Y.;
sold “poliwords of a politician.
They
Geo I Smith, l'ittstield.
East Tawas,
agents behind him, each with something cies”
Capt. B. F. Oakes, Co.
right and left. The agents gathered Mich,; Sergeant J. B. I,
to sell, who bowed and smirked, and flatCO. M.
farsons, Co. A,
a rich harvest.
They lined their pockets, j Pontiac, 111.; Lieutenant-Colonel
tered and cajoled, and pleaded and talked, i
Z. A.
1st Lieut Cyrus K Bridges, Penobscot.
They made Smith, Co. C,
and urged and begged, with incessant I They feathered their nests.
Indianapolis; Charles X.
Percival Smith, Winterport.
while the hay shone.
Then the asclatter, from the rising of the sun until j hay
Smith, Co. D, Xewlaud, Mont. Col. C.
Josiah P Bradbury, Rockland.
the going down of the same.
All classes sessment companies began to break and V. Crossman of Bangor communicated
Chas M Staples, South Bridgton.
tumble.
They became insolvent. These his regrets by a comrade and sent a five
were pestered the same, doctors, lawyers,
Isaiah L Jones, West Brooksville.
sold out to other assessment companies
ministers, farmers, merchants, and day
dollar note with them.
more insolvent than themselves.
Virgil D Sweetlaud, Palmyra.
Finally
laborers.
Like sharks, their ancestors,
The list of deaths since the last reunion
Geo W Goodale, West Hampden.
the most of them landed in a receiver’s
the agents of those days were no rewas as follows:
hands.
The policy holders had parted
specters of persons.
They would tackle
Timothy 11. Tucker, Co. B, Lee.
saint or sinner, the cradle or the grave; with thousands of dollars of their hard
Ivory Otis, Co. G, Xorridgewock.
and simply had as an equivaLiterary .News and Notes.
earnings,
anybody that they thought had a dollar. lent therefor some
Corporal John Murphy, Co. G, Swaunicely printed pieces ville.
Their glib tongues would make worthless
which may be of value to the hisIn Appletons’ Popular Science
truck appear to be of greater value than of paper
Monthly
Sergeant Emery S. Wardwell, Co. G,
Teople who had Bangor.
for September will appear a timely article
the golden placers ot Klondike, and more torian in future ages.
then
saw
in
these
the
invested
policies
on The Objects and Results of Polar Redesirable than a reserved seat, in the front
James Fish, Co. E, Liberty.
walls of insolvency move up another
Their skill grim
row, in the New Jerusalem.
Arlington Ii. Marston, Co. 1), Bangor. search, by George Gerland. A brief hisin manipulating facts, and making lurid foot.
tory of the numerous expeditions, from
Dennis O’Leary, Co. A, Bangor.
Barous the loan
modern
Bobber
The
that of Pytheas of Marselia down to NanLotion appear like shining truth, made
Thomas Williamson, Co. H, Bangor.
association
came. They
and
men,
building
old Cloven Foot shake on his throne and
sen’s, is followed by a consideration of
Eli Yancou, Co. M, Orono.
ranks
of
in
the
front
stood
polished
liars,
tremble in bis one shoe, lest lie should
Lieutenant Hugh F. Porter, Co. K, what may he hoped from these regions in
and swindlers.
They were the Pembroke.
the future.
utterly lose his title as father of liars. cheats, benefactors of
poor suffering huJohn G. Remick, Co. G, Ellsworth.
They could pray, preach, exhort, dance, greatestsince the
Dr. George J. Pierce will have au artidays of the blessed Savmanity
swear, drink whiskey, gamble, all in the
Edward K. Stewart, Co. F, Yeazie.
cle in the Appletons’ Popular Science
local associations.
iour.
They
organized
same day.
to
make
a
An incident of interest was the call for
dollar,
Anything
They sold “shares” to old men, to young those who participated iu the memorable Monthly for September on The Scope of
w as their motto.
Botany, in which he shows that botany is
to old women with gray hairs, to
men,
the
lirst
of
these
Among
genial gentlecharges at Petersburg to rise. Sixty were anything but a list of dry Latin names,
young women with flaxen curls, to boys
men. from the great “Outside”—as all
of
whom
one-half
counted,
signified that and that the thoughtful botanist regards
to girls doing
the rest of the world is called in Aroos- working by the month,
received wounds iu that terrible dis- his
plants uot as an end in themselves but
two dollars per week. The they
took— to light down upon the county house work at
aster.
rather as a means of learning a little more
“dues” were a dollar a month, njontli in
were the top carriage men.
The election of officers resulted as fol- about the
They hauled and month out. All was
fish that came
processes of Nature.
in lung lines of miserably built, cheaply
lows:
into the glittering net of these grabbers.
To present the best thought in the whole
Leander K. Marston, Boston.
constructed, hove-together combinations
President,
but like the ancient
of wood, iron, and oil cloth, liberally They took no notes,
1st Vice President, Gustavus B. His- range of living literature is the mission of
demanded cash.
In
The Living Age—and how well it has fuldosed with putty, black paint, and cheap highwaymen, they
Fort Fairfield.
cock,
when Gabriel trathers
varnish, which cost about forty dollars that last iireat dav.
tint! Vice President, Thomas G. Libby, filled this mission for over half a century
;
together the claus of the earth, for sen- Vinalhaven.
its record fully testifies.
eacn laiu aown in AroostooK. ana wneeutea
Edited with a
farmers and others into buying them at tence, Dick Turpin will be commended
and Treasurer, II. E. Sellers. sound judgment and a keen literary inSecretary
when
his
comhis
for
are
honesty
doings
stinct, it seldom fails to gather wiihia its
prices ranging from one hundred to one
of the loan and building Bangor.
hundred and twenty-five dollars apiece, pared with those
Trustees: Colonel R. B. Shepherd, pages the most valuable expression and
in
fellows.
association
They gathered
taking notes therefor signed by the buyer
Skowhegan; Lieutenant H. II. Shaw, record of the world’s progress and growth
and all of his family, and secured by a thousand of dollars. Then came a mighty
Portland; V. D. Sweetland, Palmyra; along every avenue of thought and activity,
the
dirt
and
of
the
dust
crash.
When
!
Lieutenant Geo. E. Bodge, Carmel; Amos and continually grows in value with the
mortgage of the cart itself together with
ever increasing stream of
the old family nag. For about three weeks j mighty explosion had cleared away, gone
E. Hardy, Bangor.
periodical litera!
head
were
was the great
centre,
gone
and four days the oil cloth top would
Published weekly, at .$tj.00 a
A letter was read from Col. R. B. Shep- ture.
year,
shine like burnished domes of a Chinese the agents, gone were the hard earned herd of
The
Living Age Co., Boston.
Skowhegan, inviting the associa- by
dollars of the shareholders.
the
and
old
cart
would
run
tion to hold their next re union at that
padoga,
fairly
The September Ladies’ Home
The “big stallion” men came.
The
Journal,
well, and then the oil cloth would begin
place. Remarks were made by comrades in the variety, interest and timeliness
were worth about one hundred and
of
to look like the sunburnt hide of a codfish nags
Sweet- its
Marston,
1
House,
Libby,
Feruald,
and
in
the
dollars
but
sold
them
to
of
its illusarticles,
each,
they
beauty
in the evening shades, the wheels would fifty
land, Crocker, Lowe and Decker. It was trations, is a notable number
or twenty
of
fifteen
“clubs”
of
for
that
men,
magvoted to accept the invitation and hold azine.
begin to wobble and. each make a separate j
A spirited article by John F.
track of its own, and the whole combina- eighteen hundred or two thousand dollars the next re-union at
in 1898.
Skowhegan
“When
in
therefor
the
Said
Coyle,
Farewell
Henry
each,
taking
payment
Clay
joint
tion would squawk, and rattle and shake,
After the business meeting the entire to the
Senate,” describes the most imand clatter, and till the whole country and several note of the entire “club.”
company of visitors adjourned to Town pressive and dramatic scene ever enacted
notes were immediately sold, at a
These
round about with discordant noises, al- |!
where an elaborate spread, tender- in
Hall,
liberal discount, to men who had money
Congress, and another, bv Clifford
most raising the dead when a graveyard
ed by the ladies of Bucksport, was parHoward, tells of “Destroying a Million
was passed.
When the honest owner of to invest iu good paper, and the “stallion”
taken of amid beautiful decorations and Dollars a
The “stalDay, the task of the redemption
the combination was returning from pray- i men got out of the county.
with faultless service.
By actual count division of our Treasury. Elizabeth BisThe
er meeting Sunday night,
with his wife I lions” remain, the notes remain.
4-M people were served, nearly all of whom
in
“The
ire good, and the "stallions”
Difference Between Mrs. A.
notes
laud,
may were
and two innocent babes, his progress homeveterans, their w ives and children.
and Mrs. B,” defines the exactions that
ward could readily be traced by the fear- ! be good for something.
At the public meeting in the afternoon “The Four
Patent ight agents, book agents, high
Hundred,” or the dominating
ful din math* by his one hundred and
Emery Hall was packed. J. P. Bradbury, social circle of communities, imposes
art agents, all sacked away Aroostook
on
twenty-five dollar conveyance. To-day, wealth.
the retiring president, called the
meeting an aspirant for admission to its ranks.
Is it any wonder that hard times
tl.c skeletons and wrecks of those “handto order and O. F.
of
Fellows, Estj.,
followed, and that so many people sought
kerridges’ beautify and adorn the
Bucksport w as called to the chair. Rev.
back yards of many an Aroostook home, the haven of rest, the city of refuge for V. D. Sweetland offered
A Floral Calendar.
Rev.
prayer.
and furnish roosting places for the fowls the poor and oppressed, the court of inHenry IV. Norton of Bucksport delivered
of the barn and birds of the air.
But the solvency’.' But, thanks to mighty Zeus, the address of
Hail and farewell,
welcome, which was one
It' they were j that period, like the reptilian age, has •of the
notes, where are they?
nurtured in the snow,
blight particular features of the re- Sweet blossomThat
The people of Aroostook
doth com pel
‘•good*’ they have been paid; if they were ! passed away.
union, biief, breezy and to the point.
have
cut
their
Their
are
with
its star-crystal ere they go!
eye-teeth.
m>t good, the linkers thereof have been ;
eyes
Rev. V. D. Sweetland of Palmyra re- Thy shape
now opened.
Thou
were
once
callest
but
blind,
They
Spring
sued, cited, arrested, jailed, and driven
sponded for the Association and convey- Back from the scaled sepulchre of earth,
now they see.
The ancient Indians reinto insolvency.
ed the thanks and gratitude of his com- Vet diest witnessing her
strange new birth
i'he road-nut men were also early in garded the first Spanish adventurers as rades to the
When t.iie first robins si"g
people of the town for the
of their God, the sun, but after
the field.
Everybody must have a ?oad- children
O'er broken shell.
cordial reception and princely treatment.
a short experience with them, their
opin- He was followed
cart, a cheap two-wheeled contrivance, for
Hail, may flower! Farewell!
by Comrades Thomas j.
mud time, and solitary excursions such ions underwent a mighty change. A simiHail and farewell,
lar change has come over Aroostook. The Libby, E. K. Drew, President-elect Marsas the young men of Aroostook
in.
delight
ton, Lieut. IE E. Sellers, Maj. O'. J. Ilicb ruse that greetest Summer with tliy
“steel stove” men were the last to appear.
and everybody bought >ue.
cost
They
lips!
House, Daniel F. Davis.
from six to eight dollars each, delivered But their stay was short, and their victims
Thou mayst but tell
Resolutions of thanks to the Bucksport
Aroostook people
in Aroostook, and
were sold
tor twenty few and far between.
to the gossip-bee that dips
Thy
x>assiou
contingent were presented and accepted
have
learned
their
and
for
lessons,
and twenty-live dollars each.
paid
For about
Deep in thy heart,
and the meeting dissolved with cheers.
them.
Henceforth
When
will
do
for
the
business
Eden where no beauties perish
a year, road-carts, red,
they
yellow, blue, black
The speeches were interspersed with ap- A
Gardener
culls thee, to cherish
with
the
whom
know
mystic
and
can
people
they
blonde, brunette, were more numerous
selections
the
propriate
In that forbidden part
by
Bucksport
Glib
than potato bugs have become since they trust, and who are responsible.
Band.
Whence
Adam fell.
Military
plug
learned about the Paris green law passed strangers, with
hats, starched
Hail, rosebud—aud farewell!
Following is a practically complete roll
kid
diamonds,
dickeys,
glass
the
last
gloves,
And
then
the
by
legislature.
of the vet erans present:
leather shoes, gold-headed canes,
Hail and farewell,
road
arts began to disappear.
They patent
Prince-prelate of the August wilderness,
broke down, they went to pieces, they sanctimonious demeanor, can no longer
REGIMENTAL STAFF.
That
in the dell,
make
them
believe
that
it
a
would be good
fell apart, they dropped into innocuous
With gorgeous scarlet fur thy hat and dress,
Serg’t-Maj. A. C. Sawyer, Bangor,
desuetude.
Their scattered remains are investment to buy the moon at ten dollars
Hearest
a mass
co. A.
found by lake, river and rill.
No more per acre for summer residences. [Caribou
Said for the soul of Summer by the birds,
John
1!.
Brewer.
Republican.
will they return.
Morrill,
But the money paid
Too proud to bend thy head at sacred words,
Tlios. G. Libby, Vinalhaven.
And signless letting pass
for them forever left the pockets of the
The
Reuben
Enforcement
of
F.
The monstrance bell!
Prohibition.
Ellsworth,
and
were
Jordan,
so
much
the
buyers,
they
just
Hail, cardinal! Farewell!
co. B.
poorer thereby.
Buying a road cart, as
The
has
Reporter
always taken an unthe sequel has shown, was another step
Hail and farewell,
Brev.-Maj. Fred C. Lowe, Brewer.
towards insolvency.
equivocal position in favor of the prohibGold-truncheon’d marshal of the red array !
Jlus. N. R. Witham, Brewer.
The sulky-plow men also moved on itory law and of its enforcement.
Thou
canst not quell
One
Alfred M. Cowan, Bangor.
The rout of leaves along the autumn way
poor Aroostook.
They too wanted a feature of the law, the method provided
Geo. M. Furbusb, do.
That
erst
wore green.
share in ’lie rich spoils of the Amnionitish
Enoch S. Lawrence, do.
Their squadrons fiy before November's van ;
war.
They brought with them a beauti- for the sale of liquors for medicinal, meJohn
So.
Athens.
The
them
all in shrouds of tan
victor wraps
Speed,
ful plow, rigged up on wheels, with a chanical and manufacturing purposes, we
In dingle and in dene,
CO. c.
and
have
could
be
believe,
held,
a
nice
and
improved
levers to
gaudy frame,
seat,
On field and fell.
But because we so believe we do
Levi Chapman, Orland.
work the thing with.
It was as beautiful upon.
Hail, golden-rod! Farewell!
Wm. B. Campbell, Ellsworth.
to gaze upon as the chariots with which not feel, and have not for a moment felt that
Hail and farewell,
Abram Sargent, Jr., do.
the Egyptians pursued the children of the law should be disregarded. Taken as
All blessed saints of floral calendar!
a whole the law is
Arthur Royal, do.
Israel.
right. The principle of
Now in the cell
Peter Mooney, Bucksport.
The noble tiller of the soil was told how prohibition is a true one for such a giant
And catacomb of bitter days ye are,
But pagan frost
easily he could do his plowing with this evil and unmitigated nuisance as the rum
co. X).
Of persecution shall not long prevail.
contrivance ; ride, smoke his pipe, and traffic is. The law ought to be enforced as
Lieut. Henry E. Sellers, Bangor.
other
laws
are.
Xo
valid
Winter
and
Death
are Knights who bring
can
take his ease while doing his work.
argument
It
Stephen M. Beckford, do.
the grail
be deduced against this proposition.
To
was a boon that he had long been
looking be sure rumsellers
Calvin
do.
That
we
need
last and most,
Kirk,
are
for.
persistent violaIt was the long promised Messiah
Clias. W. Lowell, Old Town.
Sleep’s quick'ning spell.
This should cause greatof plowdom.
It cost as much as ten dol- tors of the law.
Hail, flowers—and farewell!
Hiram Dulee, Skowliegan.
lars to make it and deliver it in Aroos- er effort upon the part of custodians of the
[Griswald Dicliter, in Harper’s Magazine for
co. E.
took, but the farmer bought it for thirty- law, officers whose duty it is to enforce its
for September.
The practical
six dollars, and gave his note for it.
question is,
-d Lieut Albert W Chapman, Monson.
As provisions.
how can the prohibitory law be enforced.
a rule, one trial was
enough. The thing
Jeptha Young, So. Etna.
A Woman’s Prayer.
would not plow, it could not sing, it could In the county the sheriff and his deputies
Gustavus B Hiscock, Ft. Fairfield.
nut spin, and it would not do for a parlor can make violation of the law mighty difO Lord, who knowest every need of mine,
Aipheus Rowell, Clinton.
ficult if they desire to.
The sheriff of
ornament ; it was as worthless as a conWm S Randlett, East Newport.
Help me to bear each cross, and not repine;
Somerset County and his deputies can subGrant me fresh courage every day,
federate bank note.
and
John
Brewer.
Sorrowfully
Fitzgerald,
Help me to do my work alway
All ien K Fletcher, No. Monroe.
sadly the purchaser sneaked it out behind stantially stop the sale of liquor in SomerWithout complaint!
the barn, away from the prying eyes of set towns if they are in earnest about it.
Andrew J Reeves, Bangor.
Selectmen
of Somerset towns and constahis fellow men, and hid it among the
Richard P Raines, Bangor.
O Lord, Thou knowest well how dark the
bles can reduce the sale of intoxicating
iuiu luuuisu, mere iu
remain lor
Chas H Getchel], East Jackson.
way,
Guide Thou my footsteps, lest they stray;
evermore. Ages hence, as some inquisitive liquors to a very small amount if they take
CO. 1'.
hold
Give
me fresh faith for every hour,
of
it
with
A
dozen
vigor.
leading
antiquarian stumbles over its remains, he
Lest I should ever doubt Thy power,
Cap-; Geo 1! Fernald, Wilton.
will ponder over it, and wonder what citizens, more or less, in any Somerset
And make complaint!
Amos E Hardy, Bangor.
manner of machine it was, and what it town, who have the “sand” and the pubAndrew C Sawyer, do.
Give me a heart, O Lord, strong to endure,
was built for, and will hie it away to some lic spirit to stand up and make a deterF II Snow, Hampden.
Help me so keep it simple, pure;
museum for the curious to gaze upon,and mined fight against the evil can materially
Make me unselfish, helpful, true
Eph. K Drew, Harrington.
learned men will write themes upon its reduce the volume of sales. Acts and not
In every act, what’er I do,
C
So.
Etna.
Coryden Blackden,
probable use. But the thirty-six dollar words, spoken or written, are what are
And keep content!
Golf SI Blackden, do.
note was not allowed to drop out of sight.
necessary. The fight when entered upon
James Goodale, do.
That showed up as soon as it was due. must be long and continuous to insure
Help me to do my woman’s share,
Bartlett Bradford, Carmel,
Make me courageous, strong to bear
No half-way measures will be
And if the maker kicked about paying it, success.
Sunshine or shadow in my life;
liobert Swan, Hermon Pond.
The inbecause no value was received, he was effective, by whoever instituted.
Sustain me in the daily strife
Chas F Head, Levant.
of all law-abiding citizens needs to
immediately sued, and made to pay if fluence
To keep content!—
Chin Houston, do.
be made manifest in support of prohipossible. Thus there was another “hitch”
[Anna B. Baldwin in September Ladies’
Feleg Bradford, Damascus.
bition, the enforcement of which is of the
towards insolvency.
Home Journal.
Jobn Heard, Carmel.
The arctic pluin tree men appeared. utmost importance to the community and
Ezra Pattee, Monroe.
interest of the public.
every
have
a
in
legitimate
to
hand
the
nest
Inheritance.
They proposed
co. G.
of the biddy which laid golden eggs. Arc- [Somerset Reporter.
wondered why he always turned aside
tic plums were a good thing.
Arctic
Capt. Sam A Colby, Crested Butte, Col. We
When mirth and gladness tilled the brim1st Lieut Chas J House, Augusta.
plums were sure to make rich those who $2 a Year for The Journal and Tribune.
ming days.
Arctic plums, according to
raised them.
Yinal F Hooper, Ellsworth.
Who else so tit as he for pleasure’s ways?
To all subscribers, new or old, who pay
the agents, would always be in enormous
Kichard C Myrick, do.
Men thought him frozen by a selfish pride;
demand,they could not be raised anywhere their subscription to The Journal one year
John Ames, Orland.
But that his voice was music none denied,
but in Aroostook, hence Aroostook peo- in advance the New York Weekly Tribune
Aaron Davis, do.
Or that his smile was like the sun’s warm
would
have
a
“cinch”
on
them.
ple
Alfred Condon, Dedham.
They (price $1 a year) will be sent one year free.
rays.
One day upon the sands he spoke in praise
would always bring a dollar a peck, never
Kenney S Grindle, No. Brookville.
In remitting, if the Tribune is wanted the
Of swimmers who were buffeting the tide:
less.
They would grow, and thrive, and subscriber should so
F
Benj Babbidge, Winterport.
“The swelling waves of life they dare to
state, as it is not sent
increase and produce, like a newly arrivGeo W Knowles, do.
meet.
ed family of “black stripes” fresh from unless requested. With The Journal furKufus B Peakes, Bangor.
I may not plunge where others safely go.
Then the agents would sell a nisi ing all the local news, and much other
Colorado.
Isaac G Goodwin, So. Penobscot.
Unbidden longings in my pulses beat.”
man all the trees he wanted, and take his
matter of local interest, and the Tribune to
O blind and thoughtless world! you little
Stephen M Gilley, Southwest Harbor.
And they did sell thousnotes therefor.
know
Gilbert L Lurvey, do.
supply the news of the world, political and
and
took
cotes
That ever round this hero’s steadfast feet
ands of them,
for thousChas B Gilley, do.
general, with fashions, household science
and tugs the dreaded undertow.
The trees were duly
ands of dollars.
Surges
Addison M Bragg, Ellsworth.
and mechanics, literary and other departplanted. They were trimmed, brushed,
John E Ginn, North Orland.
[Mary Thatcher Higginson, in The Century.
combed and perfumed, strictly according ments, stories and miscellany, 20 pages in
Elisha G Hatch, North Penobscot.
The misery of years has been cured in a
to directions.
Anxiously the crop was all, it is a very taking combination at $2 a
Howard M Gilley, Camden.
single night by the use of Doan’s Ointment,
After about three years of year. Subscriptions may begin at any time,
waited for.
Isaiah Davis, South Dover.
a positive, never-failing remedy for
Itching
waiting, it came, a big crop. But there and if desired the two papers will be sent to
Geo P Hooper, Meriden, Conn.
Files and all similar diseases. Your dealer
was no market.
Nobody wanted the different addresses.
Joseph S Bonzey, Bucksport.
keeps it, or can get it for you.

Agent-Pestered

Aroostook.

Register

SUFFERING WOMEN.

Her Fxperlenee Is Duplicated, However, in Other

j

|

video

a

confirmation of

claims:

our

I had been
sick for six

months;
doctor
told me I
would have
to go to a
one

H

\\

hospital
before I

naa lemaie troubles
get well,
in their worst form, suffered untold
agonies every month ; my womb tipped
back to my backbone, had headache,
hysteria, fainting spells, itching, leucorrhcea.
My feet and hands were cold all
the time, my limbs were so weak that
I could hardly walk around the house;
was
troubled with numb spells. I
have taken four bottles of Lydia E.
Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound, one
bottle of her Blood Purifier, one package of her Sanative Wash, and am
entirely cured. I have not had one
of those numb spells since.
Can you
wonder that I sing the praises of a
medicine that has cured me of all these
ills ?”—Mrs. Louisa Place, 650 Belmont St., Brockton, Mass.
won

Vessels.

l

la

Bowel

lulu May 25 for New York.
Wm fi Conner, Frank I Pendleton, arrived
Shanghai July 28 from New York.
W .1 Botch, Sewali C Lancaster, sailed
from New York June lb for San Francisco;
spoken July 2, lat 36 N. Ion 38 \Y.

PITTSFIELD, MAINE.
of

to the University of Maine on certificate
principal. Thorough normal course. Modmethods in all branches. Expenses moderate.

mitted
ern

Matanzas, arrived at New York June 14
from Havana.
Penobscot, E G Parker, sailed from New
York Aug 6 for Lyttleton and Dunedin;
spoken Aug 16, lat 37 N, Ion 61 W.
Rebecca Crowell, M G Dow, at Port Spain
Aug 4 for New Y'ork.
Rose Inins, Melvin Coleord, sailed from
New York June 12 for Santos.
Serrano, R G Waterhouse, arrived it Hong
Kong Aug 10 from Garontolo for Rajaug and
back to F. K.
St Lucie, J T Erskiue, sailed from Bahia
Aug 20 for Barbadoes.
Thomas A Goddard, W S Gridin, sailed
from Buenos Ayres July 20 for Rosario to
load for New York or Boston.
Willard Mudgett, A C Coleord, at Port
Spain Aug 4 for New York.

Among the many who have spoken unsolicited
words of praise for Maine Central Institute, we
quote a few as follows:
“Of all the causes which Pittsfield has for congratulation, none equals this institution of learning where education in its highest sense is taught.”
[Hon. Llewellyn Powers, Governor of Maine.
“1 have coiiie to have a great interest in Maine
Central Institute as one of the very best schools
in the State.” LPres. A. W. Harris, University of
Maine.
••To any young man or woman desiring to obtain an education, where the expenses are moderate and tlie moral atmosphere healthy, 1 can
recommend Maine Central Institute.”
,G. C.
Chase, President Bates College.
catalogues and information address the
5w31
principal,
O. H. DRAKE, A. M., Pittsfield, He.
For

SCHOONERS.

1\A ANY suffer in the

1"*

=

Henry Clausen, Jr, Appleby, at Pariuiaribo Aug lb ldg tor Bosem.
John G Smith, Kneelautl, arrived at Havana Aug lb from Mobile.
Lester A Lewis, Kimball, arrived at .V
Haven Aug 24 from Bangor.
Lucia Porter, Farrow, arrived at Pasca-

exposure to the

by

sun

is

a

safe, speedy and

arrived at.
St.. Pune.

Mart.

with headache,

mer

caused

sum

Georgia Giikcy.W R (Likes,
Brunswick, Ga., Aug Id from

J

internally or externally.

ourr netd at

rronate
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.Monroe, in «*a»d c,.uiiceased, having presented a petin
tratiou

on

the

estate

of said dor.

I

Ordered, That the said petition.
all persons interested by eausiue

I

order to be published three weekthe Republican Journal, printed
they may apyiear at a Probate <
at Belfast within and lot said
second Tuesday ot September no.
clock before noon, and show
have, why the prayer of -aid p.
not be granted.
GEO. E. JOHN.
A true copy. Attest:
ClIAS P. HAZEI.fi
At a Probate Court held at Bellas:.
the County of Waldo, on the .-<■
August, A. 1). 181)7.

1

WINTER. iI.im-i '•
URAXCKS
.1 ('OTTRELL, late ot Bellas:,
of W aldo, deceased, having preset
for administrate it on the estate
Ordered. That said petitioner g:\.
persons interested by causing
order to be yiublished three week
in the Republican Journal, print,
that they may appear at a Prob.r.
held at Belfast within and for
the second Tuesday of Septemlxu
the clock before noon, and show
they have, why the prayer of
should not be granted.
GEO. E. J<)H N
A true copy. Attest:
Chas. P. HAZU.i r
..

Hong Kong.
Lucy A Nickels, Amos Dow, at Hong
Kong July 20 for New York.
Mabel I Meyers, C N Meyers, sailed from
Bridgewater, N S, July 7 for River Plate.

Fall Term begins Sept. 6, 1897.

Used

-»-e-f-e-f

12 for

of the

^

25c. and 50c. botti-

Herbert Black. W If Blanchard, sailed
from Boston Aug 22 for Buenos Ayres.
Iolani,McClure,sailed from Honolulu July

of

J

Sailor, and in fact all cla

Beware of imitations, T..,e ♦
none but the
t
genuine i’
*
Davis.” Sold everywhtr

Hampton Roads, ldg.

study fur both sexes. Full board
experienced teachers. Careful preparation for
college. Graduates of the scientific course ad
courses

I

It is the trusted friend
,.(the *

BARKS.

Alice Reed, Alauson Ford, arrived at Rio
Janeiro Aug 1 from New York.
Carrie L Tyler, Lancaster, arrived at Newport News July 21 from Savannah.
CP Dixon, N F Gilkey, sailed from New
Yor Aug 3 for Port Elizabeth.
Edward May, sailed from Boston July 20
for New York.
Evie Reed, A T Whittier, sailed from Cape
Town, no date, for Barbadoes.
Harvard, Coleord, at Iquique May 16 for

Complaints.!

Mechanic, Farmer, Planter.

from Hono-

at

*

JaiirffiHer

Newcastle.

sailed

!

A Sure, Safe, Quiok Cure
for
these troubles Is

York April 29 for Shaughae.
St Nicholas, C F Carver, arrived at Karluk
ay 22 from Sail Francisco.
State of »Mai lie, Jl (i Curtis, sailed from
Manila June 4 tor Delaware Breakwater.
Til lie E Starbuck, Ebeu Curtis, at Sydney, N S W, July 5 for San Francisco via

Macy, Amsbury,

*

Diarrhoea,
Dysentery,

July 26, leaking.

Wm if

)

Tooth-

L

v

Six

I

Croup,
[ Coughs,

Emily F Whitney, A S Pendleton, sailed
from Iliolo May 4 for Delaware Breakwater;
passed St Helena Aug 7.
Emily Reed, D C Nichols, from Hiogo July
22 for New York, returned to Hiogo 23d with
loss of topgallant yard.
Gov Robie, Nichols, arrived at Hong
Kong July 5 from Newcastle; in port 15tli.
Henry B Hyde, Scribner, sailed from New
York Aug 5 for San Francisco.
Josephus, P R Gilkey, at Shanghai July
16 from New York.
Mary L Cushing, J N Pendleton, sailed
from Honolulu July 28 for New York.
May Flint, E D P Nichols, cleared from
Philadelphia Aug 20 for Hiogo.
Puritan, A N Blanchard, sailed from San
Francisco Nov 2 for Hull.
Reaper, O C Young, sailed from Honolulu
June. 17 for New York.
R R Thomas, C G Nichols, arrived at New
York July 29 from Boston.
Sachem, Sewall Nichols, sailed from New
York June 29 for Hong Kong.
S I) Carleton, Amsburv, sailed from New

strong

pretty

Water

Abner Coburn, M L Park, arrived at Hong
Kong Aug 12 from New York.
A G Ropes, Daivd Rivers, sailed from New
York April 28 for San Francisco.
A
J Fuller, T P Colcord, sailed from
Honolulu June ;>0 for New York.
Daniel Barnes, O C Arpe, sailed from
Singapore May 15 for Boston ; passed Anier
May 30.
E B Sutton, E L Carver.’
El Captain, A L Carver, sailed from Baltimore April 1 for San Francisco; at Monte-

My sister, if you find that in spite of
following faithfully your family doctor's advice, you are not getting well,
why do you not try another course?
Many and many a woman has quietly
written to Mrs. Pinkham, of Lynn,
Mass., stating her symptoms plainly
and clearly, and taken her advice, which
Was promptly received.
The followletter is

Deep
SHIPS.

How Many of Them Have Quietly
Obtained Advice That Made
Them Well.

mg

of

At a Probate Court held
for the County of Waldo,
of August, a! I> 18J7.

at
on

-•

Bel:
th.

certain instrument, purpo
testament .d ERAN) i\\
of Belfast. in said < oiinty
been
having
presented f..r y»r*>1 »;t:.
a

A will and
late

Ordered, That notice be given
teresied by causing a copy of tins
lished three week.- successively in
Journal, printed at Belfast, that :
at a Probate Court, to be held
in and for said County, on the
of September m .\:. at ten
-i
k.
noon, ami show cause, if any they
same should not be proved, apprA

)

true copv.

GEO. E. JOHN.-*
Atte.-i
« 1IA-. P
Hazki

1 At

Probate ( oun iiei-t at
the ( ounrv of Wahl...
ol August A
1* 1 s
J KOOKS
am;
JOHN
0 W< Ki ll. Krn
11, .-lit
ot M A K\
1.
S' ,1 111'
; fast .In said County ot Wa
presented a petition pray u._
,ni'._ !•
j '.Ilstril'Ml,
j maimne in their hands, not
will
a
tor

B-

>

!

0

!■
<i.-

iordeied, Thai the s..:d «i:
goula Aug 1 from Tampico.
I
-p.
ny
p.-f soils
Mary A Hall, Haskell, sailed fr.au Bi. us- all
order to be published dare.- weekwick, Ga., Aug lt» for Bangor.
the Kepuhi’e an -loiirna! priu’.eu*
R F Pettigrew. Morse, -ailed fr a: Bath |
at
Pro!,a:,- <
21 it>r Baltuii-»re.
j they m«> appeal

Aug

sure

K \V Hopkins, Hmhborn,
delplua Aug 24 Irani N'-rih
Sallie I’On, W H West,

for this and ail other
forms of nervous headache.
Price 15 cents.
cure

.1 at Pa
P>. t; bay.
arrived at N-

arr:\a

I

1

Aug 14 from Boston.
Tofa, A 8 Wilson, cleared from New Vaik
lor St Pierre ami Fort de Fran
•.
Aug
Newtoi EC »mbs
Philadelphia Aug lb for Belfast.

York

POOR & SON, Druggists

•! Sep’ e u !-,-i s
T:l•
lure „.mi. aim .-lmw ««.•, n
the pracer oi stud pe-iti.-n- rml.
i.l.i
K. .1"
—

i-

\\

|

>■

,.

j_A'..

iid,;,,

d

•\

\ KK \M». liv
•[
; I>. M. Mi
.H (ANNA < 1 NNING I1A.V
"f burns, sprains, scale*.
any i
said
deeeastm.
ha\itia
County.
pt«of the other aecidental pains likely u> ..anc
and iin.il are>unt
aom:n.>
to the human body, Dr. Thomas' Ecleetru
f.>r aKowauee.
Gil gives almost instant relief.
Or tered. Thar iioiiee thereof
weeks sin eessixeiy. in “he
mu:
pi inted in BelKt't, in said
Notice.
interested max attend at .. Pr -i
; held a: Bellas!. mi the see,, d I
Office >>f niF. Sheriff u- Waldo c.
nin
m canm
her next, and
it my
Sr a rF oe Maine, Waldo Coi mv ss.
I the said, account should n-d be aid
\
Belfast, August 24, A. D. lsuy
i. la t. K. JOH .\ s
This is d. give notice that oil tlie 24th day
A true copy
A t.\s’>
August. A. D. 185*7, a Warrant in Ins.dven.y \v.o
u as. P. Ha/.i
issued by Geo. E. .Johnson, .Judge a the Court of
insolvenev for sum Couutv .if Waldo, against
i
ss
theestateof WENDELLS K*E\ NUl.hs.it Pro, k>.
fast, on the s»-o- nd T‘ e<dav *■: \
in said County, adjudged t.. be an Insolvent
: A! Ol si A A T VKI'-KU \dmiti.s
-t
on
said
Debtor,
Debtor, which petition
petition
non on tin.' estate m SAUKI>A TAlii
was tiled on the 23d day of Annus-. A. I >. 185*7,
Lun-oinx tile, ui sai.l t unty oeeea-e
to which date interest on claims is to be ,'.imsenteil her first and nn.d .i
-ui.•
puted; that the payment of any debt t..
y
tion of said estate for allowance.
said Debtor, and the transfer and*delivery .4 any
Ordered. That notice thesvot
property by him are forbidden by law; that a
weeks mieeessix eiy in tin Been
meeting of the creditors of said Debtor to prove printed in Belfast. in saide.muty
their debts and choose one «*r more assignees of
interested may attend at a Pr, bao
!iis estate will be held at a Court of Insolvency to
held at Belfast, on the se« mm Tues*n.
be holden at the Probate Office in -aid Belfast*, on
ber next, and show cause. a .my t lithe 15th day of September, A. 1). 185*7- at two
the said account should in.: he allow.
o'clock in the afternoon.
GKO. I Jo]l>-'
Given under mv hand the dare first above writA true copy.
Attest
I
ten.
ISAAC LEATHERS.
C H As. P. HAZKI.IIN
as
Deputy Sherid.
Messenger of the Court or 1 n2w34
solvency for said County of Waldo.
II,VI’ A 1.1)0 SS -Ill Court of
M
V
last, oil the St'iond Tar- ;a\ •*
rllAKI.KS A. M. ( LI HE. E\.
iVoliee.
will of AURELIA S. KEEN litt• ■! '■
said County, deceased, hat ing pre>»Office of the Sheriff of Waldo Coo n
account of administration of said tState of Maine, Waldo cocntn ss.
lowance.
Belfast, August 24, A. I>. 1897.
)
This is to give notice that <n the 24th day of
Ordered, That notice thereof b>
August, A. D. 1897, a Warrant in Insolvency was weeks successively, in the Kepid-'.
issued by Geo. E. Johnson, Judge of the Court oi
printed in Lelfast. in said C ounty.
Insolvency for said County of Waldo, against the interested may attend at a I’tol.ai,
held at Bellas', on the second Tue.» i >'
estate of WELLINGTON R. BOODY of Brook.-,
her next, and .how canse.it any thin said County, adjudged to be an Insolvent Debtthe said account should not he ailo\\.-->
or. on petition ol said Debtor, which petition was
GE<E. JOHNS!
tiled on the 23d day of August. A. D. 185*7. to
A true copy. Attest:
which date interest on claims is to be computed;
Chas. 1' Ha/.kltim
that the payment of any debt to or by said Debtor, and the transfer and delivery of any property
a DMINISTRA I >!;
by him are forbidden by law; that a meeting of
NO!
the Credilors of said Debtor t<> prove their debts
Ji. hereby gives notice that he haand choose one or more assignees of his estate
of the estate
Administrator
appointed
will lie held at a Court of Insolvency to be holden
SAMUEL E. PACKARD, late *1
at the Probate Office iti said Belfast, on the 15th
day of September, A. 1). 1897, at two o’clock in ! in the County of \\ uldo. deceased,ami
All persons liavm.
the afternoon.
as the law directs.
Given under mv hand the date first above writagainst the estate <d said deceased ar<
ten.
ISAAC LEATHERS,
present the same for settlement, and
Deputy SheriiT, as Messenger of the Court of thereto are requested to make pavm
EKED \ P.u
2w34
ately.
Insolvency for said County of Waldo.
Belfast, Aug. 1“. 1897.
1
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SHAKE INTO YOUR SHOES

cases

••

Allen’s Foot-Ease,a powder for the feet. It cures
painful, swollen, smarting feet anil instantly takes
the sting out of corns and bunions. It's the greatAllen’s Footest comfort discovery of the age.
Ease makes tight-fitting or new slices feel easy. It
is a certain cure for sweating, callous and hot
tired, aching feet. Try it to-ihxi. Sold by all druggists and shoe stores. By mail for 25c. in stamps
Trial package FREE. Address. Allen S. Olmsted
24
Le Roy, X. Y.

Messeusfer’s

Urallm)

Attention Pensioners

<

Having purchased the original records of the
estate

of J. C

Cates, for the convenience of all

pensioners having claims pending, and of those

who may wish to present claims for additional or
increase of pensions, I will be at C.,F. Cobbett’s
shoe shop, 127 Main street, opposite the post
office, Sept. 13 and 14, 1897.
6w31
L. C. MORSE.

WOOL CARDING
AT

Messenger’s

FREEDOM.

I take this method to inform my customers that
wool left at the following places will be taken and
returned for the same as at the mill: L. L. Prescott, Liberty; C’. E. Drake, Albion: A. E. Chase,
Brooks; Vickery & Hatch, Morrill; E. R. Conner,
Belfast. For further information address,
A. A. THOMPSON, Freedom, Me.
Freedom, June 3, 1897.— 3m23

>

WHAT DO THE CHILDREN DRINK?
give them tea or coffee. Have you tried the
food drink called Grain O? It is delicious
and nourishing and takes the place of coffee The
more Grain-O you give the children the more
health you distribute through the systems. GrainDon’t

new

O is made of pure grains, and when properly pretastes like the choice grades of coffee, but
costs about 1-4 as much. All grocers sell it. 15c.

pared

Messenger’s Notice.

and 25o

TRUSSES.
and

Call

see

our

Trusses for the
and comfortable.
and up-to-date

NEW

summer.

patterns of

Easy,

cool

We have the latest

styles,

and guarantee

a

fit in every case at the lowest prices.

POOR & SON, Druggists.
TRY ALLEN S FOOT-EASE,
A

to be shaken into the shoes.
At this
your feet feel swollen and hot, and get tired

powder

season

easily. If you have smarting feet or tight shoes,
try Allen’s Foot-Ease. It cools the feet and makes
walking easy. Cures and prevents swollen and
sweating feet, blisters and callous spots. Relieves
burns and bunions of all pain and gives rest and
comfort. Try it to day. Sold by all druggists and
shoe stores for 25c. Trial package FREE. Address Allen S. Olmsted, Le Roy, N. Y.

House for Sale.
A story and a half house, pleasantly located;
fine view of Belfast bay; ten rooms all finished
Bne cellar, city water in house; nice garden, under

good cultivation, apple, pear, plum, shade trees
Nice neighborhood. Inquire of
M. C. DILWORTH,
Or C. B HALL, Main St., Belfast.
44t
3tc.
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Office oi- the Sheriff of Waldo Coi
nty,)
Staff of Maine, Waldo C«tnty, "S.
Belfast, Aug. 25, A. 1>. 1897.
This is to give notice that on the 25tli <i;iy of
August, A. 1). 1897, a Warrant in Ini-olvem-y was
issued l»y Geo. K. Johnson, Judge "! the Conn of
Insolvency for said County of W aldo, against the
estate of JOSEPH A. ROBERTS <>i Br.mks, m
said County, adjudged to bean Insolvent Debtor,
on petition of said Debtor, which petition was
tiled on the 25th day <-t August, A. D. 1897. to
which date interest on claims is to he romputed ;
that the payment of any debt to or by said Debtor, and the transfer and delivery of any property
by him are forbidden by law; that a meeting ,>t
the Creditors of said Debtor to prove their debts
and choose one or more assignees of his estate
will he held at a Court of Insolvency to be holden
at the Probate Office in said Belfast, on the 15th
clay of September, A. I). 1897, at two o’clock in
the afternoon.
Given under my hand the date first above written.
ISAAC LEATHERS,
Deputy Sheriff, as Messenger of the Court of
2w34
Insolvency for said County of Waldo.

NOTICE.
me sub-.
gives notice that he has been dm;
Executor of the last will and testana

EXECUTOR'S

MARY A. LANCASTER, late

it a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and for
the County of Waldo, on the second Tuesday of
August, A. D. 1897.
A certain instrument, purporting to he the last
will and testament of SANFORD H. MATH-

EW’S, late of Belfast, in said County of Waldo,
leceased, having been presented for probate.
Ordered, That notice be given to all persons invested hv causing a copy of this order to he pubished three weeks successively in the Republican
Journal, printed at Belfast, that they may appear
it a Probate Court, to he held at Belfast, within
uid for said County, on the second Tuesday of
September next, at ten of the clock before noon,
ind show cause, if any they have, why the same
should not be proved, approved ami allowed
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy.

Attest:
Chas. P.

Hazeltine, Register.

b

<

and all indebted thereto art* t.
make payment immediatelx
JAMES S. HA li
Belfast. Aug. in, 1897.

mint,
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NOTICE

A lit* re by gives notue that site Itsthe estate
appointed Administratrix
LOl'ISR E. PARK, late of Seai>i
in the County ..t Waldo, deceased,
■

bunds as the law directs. All persons
mands against the estate of said det ea
sired t<> present the same tor settleme
indebted thereto are requested to m;»kCATHERINE 1.
immediately.
Searsport*, Aug. 10, 1897.
ADMINISTRATORS NOTICE.

PROBATE NOTICES.

of

in the County of IValdo, deceased
having demand- against rise estate
ceased are desired t< present the san

The

A hereby give notice that lie has be.
pointed Administrator of the estate :
HORACE L. BRAG DON, late of V
in the County of Waldo, deceased, anti
the law directs. All persons having
against the estate of said deceased are t
present the same for settlement, and al
thereto are requested to make navmen
ALFRED K. NICK I- 1
ately.
Swanville. Aug. 10, 1897.
as

NOTICE.

ADMINISTRATRIX’S
hereby gives notice that she
Administratrix of the

appointed

The
has

s
e-•

estate

JOHN M. GETC HELL, late of Tro>
in the County of Waldo, deceased, an
bonds as the law directs. All persons luo
mands against the estate of said deceased
sired to present the same for settlement,
indebted thereto are requested to make p
E M M A M. GET( 11E1
mmediately.
Troy, August 10, 1897.
«
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a* | | M VAMf P Fever Cure allays
Iv 9 Fevers promptly.
■VI IhJ Iv I
Taken with the Cold Cure will keep children and
infants out of danger.
The Fever Cure, with
Muuyon’s Croup and Diarrhoea Cure, should always be in the homes where there are children.
Munvon’s Remedies, a separate cure
for each disease, for !»ale at all drug- ■ t w Cn
gists. Muuyon’s Guide to Health free. PlIpC
When in doubt write to Prof. Mun- vl/nt
yon, 1505 Arch Street, Philadelphia, Pa., for free
medical advice.

WEEK.

The first annual
Matters.
,.t the Maine State Fireman's

being repfollowing honorary mem-

lion of the State

ted members of the associaovers, Mayor llandall, Henry
>ston:\Y. H. Abbott, Boston,
■ng, Portland; Prof. Allen E.
\V. 11. Brownsou, George
Harry M. Bigelow. T. A.
land.
These officers were
icsident, M. N. Eldredge,
Presidents. C.H. Leighton,
Frank Morse, Bath: D. W.
in Falls: C. M. Drake, GardiMcAllister, Calais; F. II.
i.iM
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Jiaouu,

Buffalo,

unu^ui

19th,
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age cannon, one weighing
and the othei
pounds 1
were
cannon balls, which
(t. A. L. "f that city, !
u
crument.It is olIL ially
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will l*e sold Jit auction at ;
'1c company. < >et. 21, ‘97, if
■! at piivate sale before that
ci.-lusioc was reached at a
• he
at
stockholders held
August lc.I b. <>. M.
for seven years lias been ;
■;M
Maine Agricultural soei,! <ed that he w.uilb resign i
1
t t lie year, owing
hr end
President
oiher business.
■sitively declines a re-elec.i riounced oil good authority
race between Bismarck
wiii be trotted at the Mate
’i.
The Jissociation has
ij s:,oo.
■
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ommis-
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dous Evans has had
on
*us
isoii
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a

state-

applieaJuly. 1896.

the number of
tiled since

shows that in July, 1 spo,

pensions

*f

aggregated

June. 1*97, there were
for increases and for
iy
The table
minor children.
mi her of applications under
>i
aw and under the act of June
: <‘>p<
liv*-ly, is follows: 1896—
August, 8,222 and
2 and 1781: < October,
ember, 2971 and 1615;
and 228s.
1^.»7—JanuFebruary, 4654 and
and 8*11; April, 7677
-7'.i and 12,089, June,IS, 168
I robable that a convention
i-fd between Spain and the
••■s mi
the settlement of all
the
a-count
of
Cuban
claims commission simoppointed in 1*71 which
iaims of citizens of both
of
insurrection
the
_It is not improbable
will
id
announcement
few weeks of a radical
; resent attitude of the pen"W ard
pension claimants w ho
;ate war service.
Undei-the
'■ruction of the laws any serin federate cause, irrespective
;ce for the government, is a
i *u.
('ommissioner of Pensions
s that if a claimant served in
in the C onfederate service,
•serted or left its ranks and euUnion army, served therein
-uorably discharged, it would
>1106 to refuse him a pension.
'*u
lias been referred to the
and Secretary Bliss for their
in
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Sch.
k

Nimbus,

which arrived

20th from

Pernambuco,
•ne passenger, Douglas Perkins,
was one of the party of gold
Aug.

which sailed from New York last
'he New York
Terra del

■

pilot boat, J.
Fuego, straits

F.
of

Perkins said that the party
d some gold, but up to the time
y had failed to find the metal in
mtities. Perkins is from Cleve
The survivors of the Xorwe•uer Seladon,
from New Castle
•i. which was wrecked on Starid in August, 1890, have arv
ickland, X. Z. After suffering
est
privations they reached
.aid in boats and remained there
> with
the natives before they
aed.
The captain, mate and
>»f the Seladon died on Sophia
The financial report of the
Endeavor of 1897 will be oflicial’•d to the quarterly convention
<xate Union on September d.
>w over $25,000 collected, but
i^es exceeded this amount about
Edward Parker Deacon, the
an of an old and once distinguish'd Boston, the man who on Febi 892, killed M. Emile Abeille, in
• '■on's
appartments at Cannes,
’he man whose exploits and acbeen the talk of society in
England and America, and have
onsiderable public interest, was
21st committed to the McLean
at YVaverly, Mass.
■
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Petroleum for the

Lungs.

•ghly purified of everything but its
and antiseptic properties, PetroAngier’s process, becomes a taste"1

ess

tli

oil

the

?
i,

y1'

hypophosphites,

is

com-

doing

the treatment of lung
ilial troubles. This preparation,
Emulsion has
Petroleum
Augier’s
welcome substitute for Cod Liver
is greatly superior in its results.
:
physicians in this country and Euprescribing it. Oue of its peculiar
s its
adaptability to weak stomachs,
Perfectly agreeable to take and a help
^•*stion.
work

l,

which, emulsified and
in

.v,«ur head fell as though some one
“dinuiering it; as though a million
were Hying out of the eyes? Have
j

sickness
!]/rr‘hie
15

of the stomach?
cure you

blood Bitters will

Bur-

N. Y.,

Aug.

25.

Naturally

Kinley and Governor Black. Tlte President, although not retiring until 1 o’clock
tins morning, was up quite early, and
with Mrs. McKinley and Gen. and Mrs.
Alger watched with great interest the
bustle in Camp Jewett, the entrance to
which is just opposite to the President’s

illness from heart disease,
been in ili health for sev,uid for the past three months
failed
until the end came...
y
•ast friends of Calvin Graves,
a a life sentence at Thomaston
-liter of the two game wardens
brook, are determined to sedon.
Just now some one inti raves is working the whole
A
a petition for his pardon.
ise canvass is being made and
children are importuned to
reported from Bluehill that
mines there will again be j
the fall.
The mines were
■itably some years ago, but j
i c of copper caused them to I
Now the price of copper'
i a New York capitalist has
j
uing for the Bluehill mines.
iu umstance is brought to !
i.-ath Aug. lsth of Thomas
oviston. It is said ou good
lit* was married on the ISth
:1 was born to his wife on j
\ a gust, the girl died on the
:st
his wife died on the IMh j
t" end all he himself passed
eventful date.A slight I
rrveil at Skowhegan it an j
-I.The sctioou\ ugust
i icfer lias arrived in Lock-

I

by President McKinley, who
brand Ovation from his (omrudes.

the greatest interest of the day centered
about the movements of President Mc-

a ad

1

a

was

reach-

guished guests.

1 ins

was

repeated,

with

more

emphasis

when the C'antou, Ohio, post came along
and the President stepping to the front of
the platform, clapped his hands vigorously, while the members of the post waved
their hats aud shouted. At 1.30 the President and Governor Black left the review
ing stand just as the department of
Connecticut arrived at the place of review. Their lunch was served at a private
resilience near by.
The Michigan division earned great applause for its appearance. When Fairbanks Post of Detroit came along, Secretary of War Alger was seen upon the right
Hank of the first company, marching in
tiie post uniform.
The President pointed
him out and the stand occupants gave
General Alger a round of applause.
With Lafayette post of Indiana walked
General Lew Wallace and he received a
welcome.
At the head of Minneapolis division a
drum corps of the oldest veterans attracted the attention of the President and he
gave them a special recognition. Not one
of the interesting features of the parade
missed the President’s attention, and he
laughed heartily at the corn and wheat
displays of the west and the complimentary references to prosperity. It was ten
minutes after three when New York State
department, Commander Shaw and his
staff, saluted the President, and the New
York State veterans began to tile by.
They comprised two divisions and formed
the largest department in the line.
The battered dags of New York elicited
the greatest applause aad Gettysburg post
of New York City was heartily cheered.
On and on went the column and for over
an hour it was
nothing but New Yorkers.
Jefferson county representatives stopped
in front of the stand anti cheered for the
President.
Oneida county battalion paid
a similar tribute.
General Alger joined the reviewing party
while the New York’s delegation was passing. It was close to 5 o’clock when the
last of the New York State division passed
tiie stand and after nearly six hours of constaut attention the President aud Governor
Black were driven to their hotel amid the
huzzas of old soldiers aud tiie applause of
a vast crowd of
people. Throughout the
entire day the great crowds was most orderly auci there was no intrusion upon the
President.
The President admitted that
he was tired with the day’s work but said
he was pleased.
There were 45,000 men
in line in the procession.
Electric

Railroad

Deals.

Two important deals in Maine electric
railroads were completed last week. A. F.
Gerald of Fairfield, I. C. Libby of Water;
ville, George C. Moses and Franklin
II. Twitched of Bath compose a syndicate that has secured control of the
Lewiston & Auburn Electric Railroad,
having obtained a majority of the stock
and of the bonds.
It is understood that
the new owners propose to build to
Brunswick and Bath, and perhaps to
Turner, with such other improvements
and extensions as may be deemed advisable.
A. F. Gerald has been made general manager.
The Skowhegan & Norridgewock Electric Railroad has been bought by a syndicate composed of R. W. Brown, E. P.
Page, Albert II. Weston and J. P. Clark.
The price paid is said to have been
$15,000. It is reported that the improvements on the line, which are to begin at
once, will include a fine hotel at Norridgewock and a pleasure pavilion at the
Pines, about half way between the villages
of Skowhegan and Norridgewock.

new

Herald.

The caption is also the Herald’s, and
Almost a revolution has been created
we should be loth to use the
possessive
aluminum
by
among the lithographers.
The chances are that nine persons out of in dealing with such a subject.
The
ten suppose the old stone process, as it is charges made in this article are
certainly
called, is still in vogue. This consists of very serious. Are
they true? And if so,
tracing on a slab of stone, known as lith- what is
the remdey?
ographer’s stone, whatever it was desired
to take a lithograph of.
To print these
lithographs under the old system described necessitated the use of a flat press,
and this meant slowness of speed.
With
the up-to-date aluminum lithographic
it
is
different.
The
aluminum
plate
plate
may be bent so that it will fit upon the
cylinder of a fast press, making the speed
fully 100 per cent, greater, and thus saving expense on the basis of the fact that
time is money.
bo tar as Uncle bam and aluminum are
concerned there is much to think of.
{Should aluminum, as seems very probable
now, succeed copper as the metal to use
at the mint, every person who utilizes the
When the day
penny will be affected.
comes, each cent will be light weight and
a thousand times more convenient to earFor this use aluminum is also
ly about.
preferable, it is said, from a hygienic
standpoint, as copper affords a resting
place for the microbes of various diseases,
which aluminum certainly would no do.
Some months ago a series of experiments with aluminum were carried on at
the United States mint at Philadelphia,
and although not as extensive as they
t goes to
might have been, were sufficiently so to
prove that the substitution of aluminum
for copper in money was entirely feasible.
The matter was reported upon by the
congressional committee upon coinage,
weights and measures, aud in view of its
report it is very likely that some action in
the matter will be taken at the next regua
lar session of Congress.
of
of
alumhygienic purposes
.''•peaking
inum. it is said to be as excellent a purilier of water as there is. The stilts of
or
aluminum arc insol liable in water.
Consequently, it is plain that when these salts
are formed the water can be strained and
the impurities removed from it.
Perhaps
the most popular method of puriiieation
of water by means of aluminum is what is
know n as the trough method. The trough
is composed of plates of aluminum and
zinc or iron six or eight inches apart.
One end of the tank affords an entrance
for the volume of water which passes over
the top of one plate and thence under the
plate next to it, this being accomplished by
the fact that the elevation of the plates is
different.
In connection with this tank or
TOBACCOS
trough there is a moderate-sized electrical
w
ill
form
the
Aluminum
not
generator.
negative pole of a current, but the other
plates used will. It is always the case
that when an electric current comes in contact with water in this fashion it decomposes n certain portion of the fluid, as it

ed and the party awaited the order to
move, a cordon of mounted police had to
work with energy to keep a space cleared.
At the reviewing stand a large gaily decorated compartment in the middle of the
;’,,000 seats for spectators had been set
apart for the President and other distinIt was 11.22 exactly when the head of
the column reached the, reviewing stand.
When the mounted escort had passed the
carriages containing the President and
Governor Black drove up, aud attended
by the committee aud Governor’s stall,
they dismounted. The vast crowd rose
and cheered vociferously.
At 11. :’>0 the parade moved again, and
as the stall and aides passed and saluted
the President and Governor Black arose
and dulled their hats, remaining standing
until the aged veterans, comprising the
Then they seated
.stall, had all passed.
President McKinley in the
themselves.
centre. c -verier Black on the right and
General Clarkson on the left.
When the Illinois division passed the
veo-rans uncovered and waved hats and
hands, and the President again rising relumed the salute by kissing his bauds t<>
The orders were very strict that
them.
in passing the reviewing stand the men
should keep eyes t<» the front, but enthusiasm was greater than duty, and nearly
\ on*re all right,’*
every one broke it.
shouted one man who passed, and auother
supplemented it with we’re all McKinley
men." The President smiled his greeting.
When tin. Pennsylvania division passed
with 2‘-'(itattered flags of the regiments of
the wat, President McKinley motioned to
the crowd on the stands and with one accord they arose and uncovered.
‘‘Hurrah, hurrah, we’ll sing the jubilee,’’ started a voice in the crowd and
high rose the chorus for a few minutes,
dying away as the next hand in the line
destroyed the harmony. The President
paid a tribute to some colored veterans as
they passed by, waving his hand to them.
The Pennsylvania division was very large
aud took some time to pass.
Some men
from a post at Bradford, Pa., hit upon a
novel method of obtaining recognition by
the President. The man nearest the President was directed to get near the President aud shake his hand.
The others
formed a chain by grasping hands.
The
President laughed heartily at the scheme.
The battle flags earned by the post from
Erie, Pa., received a special welcome from
the President.
It was 1 o’clock before
Pennsylvania had got by the reviewing
stand.
Ohio came next and as its banner
came in view there was a roar of applause
aud the President smiled his acknowledgement of the tribute.

some

is

Our hoodlums.
There is no doubt that Prof. Norton
spoke the right word at the Ashfield dinner when he called attention to the increase of the spirit of lawlessness in the
rising generation, pointing to the crimes
that have lately been committed by young
roughs in the rural districts of New England as evidence of it.
There is no doubt
that hoodlumism is given altogether too
wide a latitude, particularly iu our provincial cities and towns, which we have
been accustomed to look to for all that is
upright and orderly in respect to conduct.
That there has been a lamentable deterioration iu this respect in many localities
the recent annals of crime abundantly
prove.
Probably Prof. Norton locates the
blame for this state of things where it
rightly belongs when he ascribes it to a
growing laxity of parental discipline and
to the neglect of town officers to repress
the first stages of ruffianism.
[Boston

metically sealed.

window. The President’s decision to ride
in the parade with the veterans was received with great satisfaction, but the
completion of the details made a brief
delay in getting the parade started.
The President decided as a mark of
courtesy to have Governor Black ride with
The President breakfasted about 9
him.
o’clock in his private rooms with General
Alger and Senator Mark Hanna as guests.
After breakfast the President, General
Alger, Governor Black and his staff left
in carriages to take their place at the head
of tile column.
\\ lien the head ot the column

Scarcely

a week goes
field of usefulness for
not
discovered, says the Philadelphia
I 1-ess.
From a strong
possibility of bethe
metal which enters most
coming
largeinto
the
ly
subsidiary coins of the United
States government to the newest
of shoes
for the feet of
horses, it runs through a
catalogue of uses that is marvelous in its
extent.
Iron and steel have
long been
known as the two most useful
metals.
Aluminum must now' be
given an equal
with
either of them.
place
The odd uses to which this metal is
put
aie almost innumerable.
The grewsome
metalic casket of copper and steel that is
used to hide away forever the mortal
tenements of humanity is
gradually being
replaced by the lighter aluminum affair,
which answers the purpose more satisfactorily, and at the same time may be herit
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Receives

B.
Moody, Wood fords;
Lewiston.
>. B. Langley,
Foster, LL.D., for nearly 30
lessor of Greek and Latin at
versity, died at his home on

Waterville, Aug.

useful of metals.

by that

45,000 Veterans in Line.
they

F.

nue,

Aluminum bids fair to
become, within
the next half
century, one of the most

Cpypp

Assembled in Portland Aug.
iily 100 delegates were presHie

New Uses for. Aluminum.

L. STAPLES,
Manufacturer of The Staples’ Celebrated Halter, also dealer in all kinds
of Harnesses, Blankets, Ca>°ds, Cur-

ry-Combs, Brushes, Etc.,
respectfully announce to the citizens of Monroe and
vicinity that he is out of the postoffice with 2700 other fourthclass Democratic uostraasters, but shall still continue to run a
Would

BUY YOUR WINTER'S COAL

the

spot

every man’s

fellow” who chews
lends

Cancer

were.

The result of this decomposition is that
is formed and oxygen freed.
This
means absolute extinction to all microbes
or organic matter which the water might
contain, leaving it, after meeting the
purification the salts of aluminum occasion, as clear and healthful as the water
from the purest spring. There are other
methods of purifying wfater by the use of
aluminum, but they are not adopted to
any extent, the trough or tank system always having been productive of the best
results.
ozone

|

l

ossiuly

one

ot tiie

greatest

claims ot

aluminum to preference is that it is cheaper; for, although the den and for it has
tremendously increased, there has been
no notable increase in price
It costs less
than zinc or copper, for instance, and it is
replacing them in many instances, such as
in the manufacture of paper and celluloid.
Even some of the most popular musical
The
instruments are made of aluminum.
mandolin, the guitar, the banjo are all
constructed ot the metal occasionally.
Even the violin has been made of alluminum, and very successfully.

0! the Breast.
Mr. A. H. Crausby, of 158 Kerr St.,
Memphis, Term., says that his wife
paid no attention to a small lump which
appeared in her breast, but it soon developed into a cancer of the worst type,
and notwithstanding the treatment of
| the best physicians, it continued to
spread and grow rapidly, eating two
holes

in

her

breast.

The

doctors

pronounced

soon

incurable.
A
her
celebrated New York
specialist then treated her, but she continued to grow worse
and when informed
that both her aunt
and grandmother had
died from cancer he
gave the case up as

hopeless.

Someone then reS.S.S.

Octave Thanet.

commended

mue nope lemamcu, mic
ana mougn
It is said that when the author of “The
begun it, and an improvement was noMissionary Sheriff,” and of many other I ticed.
The cancer commenced to heal and
strong stories of Western life, was taking
when she had taken several bottles it
a walk one day she happened to observe
disappeared entirely, and although sevthe name “Thanet” chalked on a freight
eral years have elapsed, not a sign of
It struck her fancy, and, prefixing
car.
the disease has ever returned.
“Octave” to it, she created the pseudonym which is now familiar to thousands
of readers.
Indeed, comparatively few
readers know Miss Alice French by any
S.S.S. {guaranteed purely vegetable)
other name. Few know, too, that, though
is a real blood remedy, and never fails
in her work she reveals an insight into
to cure Cancer, Eczema, Rheumatism
Western life that could be possessed only
or any other blood disease.
by one bred to it, she is of New England Scrofula,books
Our
Born in Davenport, Iowa, she
stock.
has travelled extensively in the Southwest -will be mailed
free to any address. Swift

A Real Blood

Specific

Remedy.

Co.,

Atlanta Ga.

Bronchitis

The inflammation,soreness,cough,
purulent discharges, alteration of
voice and weakness which accompany this disease find immediate
help in

ANCIER’S

ETROLEUM
EMULSION
oct

a

vi'.

It possesses

ru ,.\ n

auil in the South, where she is as much at
home as among the people of Iowa,
Kansas, and Nebraska, from whom she
has drawn some of her strongest characters.
In “The Missionary Sheriff,” her
latest volume, recently published by the
Harpers, Miss French has done some of
her finest work, the chief figure in each
of the stories, Amos Wickliff, being an
absolutely distinct American type, and
one of the strongest and most lovable
characters in recent fiction.
The

Potato

Crop of

1897.

Aroostook potato dealers have just begun to ship the crop of ’97 westward.
The crop this year is excellent in quality
It
but not quite up to par in quantity.
The
will be about a two-thirds crop.
early summer was unfavorable for theit
extensive growth owing to the frequent
rains, but the quality is all right. The
price that is now being received is $1.75
Aroostook has been very free
per barrel.
from potato bugs this year, but in some
sections of the State and in the West they
It is said that
have been plenty enough.
there will be a shortage in the West, and
it is predicted that potatoes will bring a
higher price. If so, the Aroostook farmers and dealers will reap much financial
benefit.

a

special

power to

promptly allay the inflammation,
relieve the harassing cough,
cleanse the poisoned membranes
and strengthen the weakened
nerves.
Unlike Cod-Liver Oil
compounds, it is perfectly agreeable to take, promptly digested,
and assists stomach and bowel
action.

Delivered and put In (in

we Guarantee it

A

Climatic

BALV^B

Affection
Notl.lup but a local
remedy or change of cli-

will cure it.
Get a well-known pharmaceutical remedy,

mate
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ElysCream Balm
It is quickly Absorbed.
Gives Relief at once.

■™Fr^r—-.

_
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0peNaLniVa“,lie COLD 'n H EAD

Allays Inflammation.
Heals and Protects tlieembrane. Restores th e
Senses of Taste and Smell. No Cocaine, No Mercury, No injurious drug. Full Si/e 50c.; Trial
Size 10c., at Druggists or by mail.
ELY BROTHERS, 50 Wairen Street, New York

5.40

Dump Carts,.

i

per tun extra.

CUMBERLAND COAL.

WOOD OF ALL KINDS

-f: iratueeu satisfactory in wei-rnf. quality and d«ojver\.
YfPYipecial attention given to delivery outride city limits.
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A Famous War Correspondent.
It is most

interesting to note, says Ilenry
September Atlantic,
the impression made upon the English
mind by the late J. A. MaeGahan, the
famous war correspondent, who was tlie
son of an Ohio farmer.
His English friend
and fellow worker, Mr. Archibald Forbes,

Childs Merwin in the

writes of him as follows: I never saw such
a fellow for making himself at home
among
high officials. In his manner there was no
flavor of impudence or presumption,
i
question whether of that word, indeed, lie
understood the meaning.
It was as if lie,
in the character of a man and a Republican man, had reasoned the matter down to
bare principle,
‘lam a man,’ seemed to
me to be his attitude, ‘and I am a man who
and
honestly
legitimately, for a specific
purpose of which you are aware, or of
which I shall be glad to make you aware,
want something. That something—be. it
information, be it a passport, be it what it
may—you can give me best: therefore I
ask you for it.
It is immaterial to tlie
logic of the position I virtually take
whether you are an office messenger or
the Chancellor of the Empire, a lieutenant, or a commander-in-chief.’
No wonder, then, that, as another friend
of his puts it, “MaeGahan could do anything he liked with Ignatieff, calmly made
iove to Madame Ignatieff, rather patronized Prince Gortseliakoff, and nodded affably to the Grand Duke Nicholas.”
it is to be observed that in writing tlie
description which I have quoted, Mr.
Forbes had no design of making a general
statement, much less of analyzing tlie
American notion of equality.
He was simply indicating in his acute, straight-forward manner what lie conceived to be
MaeGahan’s attitude toward all the world.

BELFAST LIVERY CO.,
BELFAST
ULL-'

rtJI’

Wanted all the facts. “It may interest
children,” said the returned missionary
was addressing the Sunday school, if I
teii you of an adventure I once had in India.
While going through a jungle I came face
to face with a lion.
There was no chance to
retreat, and I hail nothing to defend myself
with. I stood perfectly still and looked the
beast steadily in the eye." “Winch eye?”
a$ked a breathless little boy in the infant
class. [Chicago Tribune.
you,
who

Itch ou human, mange on horses, dogs and
all stock, cured in 30 minutes by Woolford’s
Sanitary Lotion. This never fails. Sold by
A. A. Howes and Co..Druggists, Belfast, Me.

And gathered in the tin.
And the others he paid a dollar
To take the tickets in.

a

day

^•TEAIS and TURNOUTS, EVES! DESCRIPTION,^FURNISHED TO ORDER, NIGHT OR DAY.

Coaches, Hacks, Barges

For Over

Fifty I

Blackboards.

Fine Silver Plated

-a*a-

Seasonable
Shoes.

KNIVES,

-;|;-

FORKS,

» RUSSETS,

SPOONS,
(ROGERS BROS,)
All kinds

of Silver and] Plated Ware

BICYCLE,

CUnFQ

OnULO.

TENNIS,

Gold Filled Watches
For LADIES and GENTLEMEN.

3 CLOCKS. 3
Have

oxfords.

ladies;

ALL IX 7 IIl \l a TEST STYLES
AXJi LOWEST I'll ICES.

your

Eyes Fitted
*

Spectacles,
We can sav

for
*

*

e you

STEVENS BROS.,

I

Xo. 59 Main Street,

Money, j

A Fine Line of Sterling Silver,
National Bank
P. O. Square.

Belfast.

i' SIBLEY

SWAN

H, J. LOCKE & SON,

CO.

JOBBERS OK

Building,
BELFAST.

CRAIN,

!

FEED,

GEO. W. BURGESS,

SEEDS and

GROCERIES.

|

♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦

:

♦

I***porters
Dealer

JOB PRINTER, l

s

in the finest

oi

Suit.

quality of

Anthracite and

♦

other kind.

Hours.

Distressing Kulney and Bladder disease
relieved iu six hours by “New Great South
American Cure.” It is a great surprise on
account of its exceeding promptness in relieving pain in bladder, kidneys and back,
in male or female.
Relieves retention of
water almost immediately.
If you want
quick relief and cure this is the remedy.
A.
A.
Iiowes
Sold by
and Co., Druggists,
Belfast, Me.
Iy28
American Boy: ‘Papa, what’s an absolute
monarchy ?” “Papa: “A country ruled by a
king whose authority is unlimited. His
word is law, and the people must do bis bidding. Do you understand?” American
Boy: “Ob, yes; a sort of political boss.”
[New York Weekly.

Opera House Block, Belfast, Me,

3?*ORDERS PROMPTLY FILLED.
33. 35, 37 Front St., Belfast, Me,
TELEPHONE 4-2.

CARDS,

x'x
Vi)T

BILL HEADS,

LETTER HEADS,

PROGRAMS,

x'x

Spring

Vx~
*

PAMPHLETS,

Is used iu

Water

*

our

prescription

de-

partment and in all preparations

And all kinds of Legal Printing
neatly and promptly done. 7t(

e

A. A.

Newton S. Lord & Co.,
Co.,

pure water...
this famous

have

water for sale.

HOWES & CO.
*

SAIL MAKERS,
And Successors to J. W. Frederick &

requiring

also

spring

A STEAM BOILER
about 25 B. P., with
all

connections

plete, has been but little
fast Coliseum Co.
as

used

com-

by Bel-

Call on
ASA *. BIGGS
N. F. HUSTON.

or

Belfast, May (i, 1897.—18tf

Ship Chandlers, Ship Brokers,
DEALERS IN

S/tevt/turu)

Diuretic

you more than $100 if
you have a child who soils bedding from incontenence of water during sleep. Cures
old aud young alike. It arrests the trouble
at once, $1.
Sold by A. A. Howes & Co.,
Druggists, Belfast, Me.
Iy28

ltf

POLAND

|

ROSTERS,

AND

$100.
Ur. £. Detchou’s Anti
to

Blacksmith

ears.

A n Old and Well-Tkied Remedy.—Mrs.
Winslow's Soothing Syrup has been used for
over lifty years by millions of mothers for
their children while teething, with perfect
success.
It soothes the child, softens the
gums, allays all pain, cures wind colic, and
is the best remedy for Diarrhiea
Is pleasant to the taste. Sold by druggists in every
of
the
world.
cents
a botTwenty-five
part
tle.
Its value is incalculable. Be sure and
ask for Mrs. Winslow’s Soothing Syrup, and

May be worth

or

ORDERS BY TELEPHONE PROMPTLY FILLED.

♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦

[New York Press.

no

M"iH STHRKT-

Opposite Windsor H.P.-

PROPRIETORS.^"**-

Iy28
The man that found the North Pole
Got tangled in the pack.
The man that found the man that found
The pole, got half way back.
The man that found the man that found
The man that found the Pole,
He wandered 'round in Greenland,
Aud nearly froze his soul.
The man that found the man that found
The man that found the man
That found the Pole got home again,
And to lecture straight began.
He lectured every night in the week

MAINF
iHrtllNL.,

D. B. SOUTBWORTH & SON,

What Hood's Sarsaparilla has done for
others it will also do for you. Hood's Sarsaparilla cures all blood diseases.

Kellet In Six

ni„r°“L

i

“Bobson is certainly daft about the new
baby of his.” “What lias he done?” “Why,
we were all talking about the tariff at the
office last Saturday, but Bobson only made
one remark.”
“What did he say?” “He
wanted to know if they had raised the duty
on catnip tea.”
[Cleveland Plain Dealer.

CATARRH

5 85

Wharf,.5.00
la-high 25c.

15 OFTEN VERY DESIRABLE.

and
<irate.

barrels).$(5.00

$5.80
5 05

in

Prices at

take

Braggists 50c. and $1.00. Pamphlet mailed
free. ANGIER CHEMICAL CO., BOSTON.

Stove and
Chestnut.

..

—

“good

Company.

Haddock s, Plymouth Vein and Lattimer Lehigh.

right

time

every

F. G. White

™

Good for Blues
I

;

I

first-class harness store, keeping all kinds of goods connected
with that line.
A Harness that they sell in Belfast for $10 1 am
selling for $S.50. You will ask why I can sell them cheaper
than they can in Belfast, I pay for them in Staples'
patent halters and it gives me a chance to make a profit on both ends. Also
a full line of trunks and valises.
Repairing done with neatness
and dispatch. Please give me a call.

Tents, Awnings, Cart Covers,

Duck, Cordage, Paints, <Cc.
No. 31 Front St

,

Belfast,

/

PORTLAND, AUGUSTA and HOULT JN, Me.

Me

;

|

Actual Business by mail and railroad. Instructiou by mail a specialty. Book-keepers, clerks
anp
stenographers furnished to business men. Free
3m30
catalouge.
F. L. SHAW, Prin,. Portland, Me.

----—

SEARSPORT

NORTH SEARSPORT ITEMS.

LOCALS.

Lemuel Carter and wife left for Boston
this week.

Ellen Sullivan returned to Newton, Mass.,

Monday.

Harry Waning has returned to Sandypoint where his parents are stopping at their

C. A. Snell and wife left Tuesday for Cottage City, Mass.

cottage.

,T. A. Donavan and wife of Boston
Searsport House.

visiting Mrs. Wood’s sister, Mrs. Geo. A,

are

left last Saturday

Aszubia Deorow
Worcester, Mass.

Edward Wood

at

Capt. C. C. Park has sold
R. G. Hardy of Boston.

The new iron fence for North Searsport
cemetery is being set and will add much to
the looks of our little village when done.
There is nothing a visitor or stranger will
notice quicker than a nice fence around the
resting place of the dead.

Mrs. W. K. Morison left for her home in

Minneapolis

last

Thursday.

Hiram Bailey has secured a position
the West End electrics, Boston.

on

L. C. Havener and family will leave to-

day for their home

in

Worcester,

are

The dance at the Grange hall last week
was well attended.
Nearly fifty couples
were present and all said it was a good time.
Come again, Sept. 9th.

valuable horse

a

and wife of Boston

Flowers.

for

H. B. Casen of Roxbury, Mass., is the
guest of A. A. Gilmore.
to

s

Some of the members of Granite Grange
others met at the hall last Saturday ahd
organized a literary club, to be known as

Mass.

and

George W. Marks loaded schooner Prinwith brick for Boston the past week.

North Searsport Literary Club. The following officers were elected: F. L. Trundy,
Pres., Mattie Mathews, Vice Pres.; Zennie
Hartson, Secretary. All who will take an
active part are requested to meet at the hall

cess

C. E. Bisco, cashier of the Manchester, N.
H., National Bank, spent Sunday in town.
Grace L. Nichols of Bucksport was in
town last week, the guest of Maud B. Col-

next

cord.

Albert N. Carr picked up a row boat this
week and holds it subject to the order of the

Saturday

COUNTY

evening.

CORRESPONDENCE.

owner.

Montville. Mark Bartlett and
Wales Bartlett have entered the University
of Maine at Orono.... Jacob Cain, an aged
resident of this town, died Friday. The remains were interred near his former place of
residence in Liberty-Mrs. Martha Miller
of Portland was called here by the death of
her father, Jacob Cain....Miss Miriam
Bartlett, who spent the summer with her
Centre

Mass, .were registered at the Sears port House

Saturday.
Richards has gone to Dixfield,
where he has employment in the Merrill

Henry

spool

F.

mil!.

Mrs. Flossie Fairbrother and Mrs. C. F.

Kavanaugh o' Hartlaud
Emma Sweetser.

are

visiting Mrs.

parents, has gone to Adams, Mass., to teach.
Mrs. George Frye spent last week at
Northport Cam]) Ground.Mrs. John
Brown of Poor’s Mills is the guest of her
daughter, Mrs. V. Thompson.
...

The schools in Union school building beMonday, Sept. 20th. All other schools in
town Monday, Sept. loth.
gin

Mrs. C. N. Carver, accompanied by her
grandson, Ralph Crotfell, return to Brocktun by steamer this afternoon.

Prospect. Misses Flora Haley and Sarah
Killmau of Prospect Village visited Misses
Addie and Jennie- Crockett of Stockton
Springs last week-South Branch Grange,
Prospect, has voted to hold the Grange fair
Sept. 23d in Prospect Village.... Miss Nora
Emerson of Prospect has a class in music.
She is skilled as a teacher of music and has
quite a class in Prospect_The potato crop
will be short and so will the bean crop....
Miss Lizzie Bowden of Jamaica Plain,
Mass., visited at Lizzie Lane’s last weekMiss Maria Heagan has improved and last
week visited Mrs. Sarah Lane-Grain is
ripening slowly this year. The earliest
sweet corn has got along, having filled in
this wet, foggy season_James A. Healey
has been furnishing the mutton and potatoes
and some garden truck for the Fort Point
Hotel, but tins week about closes up the
business there.

R. W. Emerson of Bosspent last week in town, leaving Saturday oil steamer City of Bangor.
A. D. Mo wry and

f>'n

A watch was found last week at Northport Camp Ground. The loser will find it
by corresponding with box No. 41 Searsport.

L The monthly collection will be called for
at the Congregational church next Sunday
morning. Communion service in the afternoon.

Nathaniel Doane of Manchester, N. H.,
sh.-riff of Hillsburo County, made a short
visit to his sister. Mrs. V*’. E. Griunell, this
w^k.
1

Robert P. Nichols, after a week’s visit to
Mrs. Eugene P. Carver, in Boston,

:s aunt.

will goto

Worcester, Mass.,

to

attend the

academy there.

Centre Lincolnville. Mr. Percy Drake
left Saturday for Massachusetts, where he

This, Thursday, evening Miss Charlotte
Thorndike Sibley will give her lecture,
“Over Palestine Hills on Horseback,” at the
<

has employment-Mr. Emery Parker has
been called to New York by the illness of
his son Ernest-Miss Caro Billings and

church. Admission 20 cents. Lecture
at 7 o’clock.

Vug

begin

'o

Mr. Nelson McDougall of Rockland spent
!
All scholars who have not been examined, last Saturday and Sunday in town....Aubwishing to attend the High school the com- rey Tower spent his vacation at home and
ing term, are requested to meet the superin- returned to his work in Waverley last Tuestendent at the High school room on Thurs- day.... Miss Lizzie Gerlack, who has been
day, Sept. '.'tli, atone o’clock, for examina- at L. E. Bennett’s for the past few weeks,
tion.
! has returned to her home in Jamaica Plain,
Mass-Chas.

left Saturday for
live with his sister,
Mrs. Ella Patterson-Miss Alice Keene
and brother James have returned to their
home in Jamaica Plain, Mass... .Fred Clark
and wife, who have been visiting Austin
Marriner, have returned to their home in
Charlestown, Mass.

One -i our progressive farmers, Osman E.
Ciutis. informs us that for the past fifteen
y* ars he has experimented with his potatoes,
ainl finds that if the tops are pulled just before tic- rust strikes them it prevents their

rotting.
The seU ctmeu of Cherry tiehl have decreed
all telegraph and telephone polls within rhe village limits must be painted and no
r advertisements shall he placed on
signs
them nr um buildings. Why not make the
that

law in

same

Searsport?

Among the arrivals this week are Henry
Dow, Elmer Hammons, James Nichols,
Frank Knee land, William Sweeney, Frank
W. Colcord and wife, M. H. Prescott, H. H.
Grant, Fred Gilkey, Geo. Plummfcr, Miss F.
Macrae, Miss Nettie F. Gray, Miss Middleton.

The Odd Fellows oi Sears Lodge, with
their families and invited guests, will have
a clam-bake at Mosman’s Park next Saturday afternoon. Each member is requested
to bring a basket of viands to supply kirnseif and invited friends. The bake will be

Drake

Rockland, where he is

to

JNorth Stockton Springs.

family
liay-rick

Ihe

Partridge started in
j for Lyman
clam-bake
Searsport Harbur
of

a

last
| Thursday, and when
they passed Ephriam
I
Emerson’s, the baby, two years old, fell from
j the
rick and the wheel
her
a

at

went over

!

She is attended by Dr. G.
at

last accounts

was

A.

body.

Stevens and

improving rapidly....

Collier and wife of Brooks are visiting
at Mr. Marion
Staples’.Mrs. Melinda
Bray of Frankfort is visiting her niece, Mrs.
Dr.

Partridge. Mrs. Bray is a very
old lady, eighty-nine years old. She
reads all the papers, can converse on any
Freeman

smart

subject,

enjoys visiting her friends_
Mr. Floris Partridge is visiting friends in
Rockland.... Mr. and Mrs. Phillip Homes
of Salem, Mass., visited at Mr. N W.
serv ed about J.oO p. in.
Staples’ last week-Willie Jacobs had a
The Givers and Gleaners sale last Tues- party last Thursday
evening on his 17th
day afternoon and evening, notwithstanding birthday. The evening was pleasantly spent
the bail weather, was a great success. The in dancing and a treat of
candy and peasum of
!M was taken.
We are informed by nuts was served-Miss Bertha
Partridge
the committee that the fund will be distrib- visited friends iu
Frankfort, Monroe and at
uted among the worthy poor in our vicinity. Hermon Pond last week.
N

Klondike.
Arthur D. Ridley,
grandson of Nathaniel Ridley, found on the
farm of his grandfather, the past week, indications that gold exists there. He procured some specimens of copper and iron
pyrites that have been pronounced by an old
A

miner

vw

rare specimens.
An assay made
local chemist of one of the pieces
shows the presence of gold in varying quan-

Tty

as

our

tities.

Christian Endeavor meeting last
Sunday evening a paper was read, written
hy Miss Annie Nichols, descriptive of her
trip and attendance as delegate from here to
the National convention at San Francisco.
At the

The paper was replete with incidents, amusand otherwise, of the journey and the
great meetings as she saw them. The paper
is too valuable to he suppressed and we suggest that it be printed in some State of Maine

ing

paper.
Ball.

ball game which took
place Tuesday afternoon at Mostnau Park
between Belfast ami Searsport was one of
the most interesting as well as one of the
Base

most

The

gentlemanly

ever

played

on

our

It was with pride that we saw
boys stand up before Billy Dilworth, the
champion pitcher of the State of Maine, for
twelve hits, while their opponents only secured eight off Curtis, our local pitcher; and
though the game resulted, as we expected, in
defeat, the score of ti to 11 showed that our
boys were all right. Following is the official
report of the game:

grounds.

our

Belfast.
ah.

G. Darby, c.
5
Hazeltine, 3b. ..4
5
McLellan, 2b.,..
O'Connell, s. s. 5
L. Colcord, r. f. 4
B. Darbv, lb......4
Conant, 1. f.5
Berry, m.5
Dilwortb, p. 5

in. PO.
2
2
15
0
1
0
112
2
1
1
2
0
0
10
8
1
1
1
1
1
0
1
1
0

R.

A. E.

1
0
1
o
2
0
3
0
0
1
11
0
0
0
1
3
0

and

Belmont. Mr. and Mrs. Ganis Farnsworth of South Boston are visiting Mrs. F.’s
brother, Mr. Geo. W. Knight... .Mr. and
Mrs. Michael Collins of Belfast wrere in town
Sunday visiting at L. M. Clark’s_Mr. J.
H. Cooley of Old Town was in town the
first of the week-Fred Churchill, who is

employed

at home the last
Boston,
the week-Mr. and Mrs. Miles Pease
and a number of others attended the Adin

was

of

Campmeeting at Washington Sunday.
-Quite a number from this place attended
the campmeeting at Northport Thursday.
vent

-Messrs. L. F. and F. O. Allenwood are
in Bangor attending the Eastern Maine
State Fair... .Mr. and Mrs. Herman Merriam
of Morrill were in town Sunday_Miss
Olive Bryant of Waterville was in town the
first of the week visiting Mr. and Mrs.
! I nomas Churchill-Hollis M. Lamb is in
Bangor attending the Deaf Mute Convention-Mrs. Abbie Ingersou of Woburn,
Mass., and Mrs. Roxie Frye of New Jersey
recently spent a few days very pleasantly
with their cousin, Mrs. Clara Bowdoin,
whom they have not seen for more than

thirty

years.

Appleton.

Walter Gusliee, wife and
daughter Vera, left last Thursday for Concord, New Hampshire, where Walter will
be principal of a grammar school_Miss
Edith Gusliee is in Boston for treatment for
the eyes....Mrs. Sarah Sprague of Penob-

is visiting friends here_George Morton and Miss Grace Hicks attended the Sunday school convention in Nobleboro Wednesday. .Messrs. Jameson and Norwood of
Warren have done a nice job of plumbing
for M. F. Hanley, Esq who has made exTotals .42 11
8 27 11
3 tensive alterations and repairs on his tenement over F. L. Davidson’s store_W. C.
Searsport.
AH. R. IB. PO. A. E.
Perry, who has been in Dorchester, Mass.,
Curtis, p. 5 2 2 4 5 0
Mead, 2b. 5
1
3
4
2
2 for several months, has returned home_
0
1
0
Allen, r. 1. 4
0
1 Emma Merle Ripley has returned to
,her
Whitcomb, c.5 1 2 5 1 0
10
110 home in Bath after a visit of three months
Young, 3b. 4
Dutch, m. 4 0 0 1 0 0 with her grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. G. H.
Flint, lb.
4
0
3
8
0
2
B. Colcord. s. s.4
1
2
1
0
4 Page-M. R. Simmons is at Northport
0
Porter, 1. f. 4 0 0 2
0 Camp Ground-U. S. Gushee and wife reTotals.39 6 12 27 9 9 turned last week to their home in Franklin,
Mass... .Our farmers report the potato crop
Innings..1 23456789
Belfast.0 1 0 4 3 0 0 3 0—11
a failure... .Miss Florence Hanley of Boston
Searsport. 1 0 1 0 0 2 0 0 2—6
Summary—2 base hits, Whitcomb, Mead, Flint; has been in town a few days, the guest of
stolen bases, Curtis, Flint; double plays, Curtis Mrs. Charlotte Hawkes... .Mrs. Ann Hall,
and Young; first base on balls by Dilworth, Allen,
by Curtis, B. Darby, Berry; struck out by Dil- who has been with her son Orris in Boston
worth, Curtis, Allen, Whitcomb, Young, (2), B, for several months, has returned and is now
Colcord, Dutch (3), Porter (3); by Curtis, CFConnell,
Berry, B. Darby, L. Colcord; passed balls, Whit- with her daughter, Mrs. Lydia Cummings.
comb (2); hit by pitched ball, by Curtis, L. Col- ....Mr. Samuel C.
Ripley of Bath recently
cord, Hazeltine. Time, 2b. 15m. Umpires, Kane
visited relatives here.
and Pratt.
scot

..

South Montville. Sirs C. S. Adams and
C, E. Gilman have the Klondike fever and
present are busy making snow shoes and
other useful things for the Arctic regionsThe
Farmers are busy harvesting grain.
potato crop is rotting... .C. F. Conner has
been mending the highways the past week.
_B. Harriman is building a house. O. W.
Ripley has charge of the work-E. H.
Cram has bought a house lot and intends to
at

build in the spring-Mrs. Lucy Prescott,
who is 94 years old, attended the funeral of
her brother, Wm. Bryant, at Sea~smont,
Thursday... .Mrs. Chadwick and daughter
of Rockland spent Friday with Mrs. Eva
Ripley... .C. E. Gilman and party spent the
past week at Northport Camp GroundJohn Sukeforth is repairing his baru....H.
L. Jackson and wife have returned and
are keeping house.
Thorndike. The Free Baptist quarterly
meeting w'ill be in session at Jackson Sept.
3d, 4th and 5th, and there will be no service
at the Centre church next Sunday-Mrs.
D. A. McManus is passing the week with
friends in Bangor and Orono....Mr. S. C.
Files was in Bangor several days last week.
....Mr. and Mrs. A. Higgins visited at Mr.
A. L. Wards, Aug. 24th_Mrs. F. L. Philbrick and son Lewis are in Bangor for a few
days.... Wallace Giles of Unity is visiting
his sister, Mrs. Cora Cole-Mrs. Mary
Stevens is the guest of J. G. Cillev-Fred
and Wilbur Hunt, Will Hasty and Eben
Small are attending the High school at
Jackson.... Mr. Eben Gordon and family of
Clinton passed last Saturday at Mr. Joseph
Gordon’s-Misses Flossie and Grace Wing
went to Unity last Saturday to visit Mrs.
Mary Clark. Mr. Sidney Ward went to
Waterville last week with a load of potatoes,
which he sold for SI.00 per bushel. The
potato crop in this town will be light. Farmers say there are but few in the hill, and
some find them decaying quite badly.
Prospect Ferry. Miss Hannah Heagan
spent last week at North port... .Jenison
Grant and wife of Winterport visited relatives here last Friday.Mrs. Wallace
Grant of Charlestown, Mass., visited relatives here last week-Mrs. Hattie Kinney
of Stockton is visiting at William Kinney’s.
....Mrs. Abby McLellan of Bucksport is
visiting friends here-Miss Fannie Parker
of Bucksport visited Miss Josephine Ginn
last week-Mr. and Mrs. M. C. Proctor
drove to Rockland last Friday, returning
home Saturday.Gerry Harding arrived
home from Providence, R. I., last Thursday.
-Frank Harding has left E. W. Grindle’s
store. Ferdinand Harriman takes his place.
.The names of the students who will attend school at Bucksport from this place this
are Lulu Avery, Alfred Frve, Albert Avery,
Herman Avery, Gerry Harding, Frank
Harding, Rose Mudgett-At Mt. Heagan
last Sunday Rev. Mr. Hill of Morrill baptized Mrs. Lilly Ridley, Mrs. Frank Bowdoin, Isiah Bowdoin, Alfred Frye, and
Mr. Charles Moody and wife. A large congregation was present.Mr. Joseph Brewster and Miss Georgia Pierce of Camden
are visiting at Mrs.
Thomas Heagan’s_
George Heagan of Lynn, Mass., is visiting
his mother, Mrs. Matilda Dow.
...

Unity.

Dr.

Thomas,
Portland Aug. 21st sick,

who

came

from

very sick. Dr.
S. W. Johnson was called from Belfast and
pronounced his case a very serious one. It
is thought he will not recover. Dr Johnson
left the patient in Dr. Cook’s care, but comes
is

every day....Mr. Gurney Stevens is suffering with a very lame side and has to hire
his grain cut and potatoes dug_William

Biather is somewhat better_Mrs. T. G.
Whitehouse and daughter Ida went to Liberty Aug. 24tli to visit Mrs. W.’s brother,
John Ayer-Rev. E. S. Burrill exchanged
puipirs Just bunuay witn Kev. t. b. JJoiulr oi
Jackson. ..Mrs. Ellen Fowler is no better
Nellie Tabor’s elans in music is progressing
finely. She is a first class teacher_Mrs.
Get.). Whitten is in very poor health_Dr.
W. G. Fuller ami family have returned to
Pittsfield and their cottage will be to rent
for the remainder of the season-Richard
Whitten is quite sick-There was a baud
concert at
Windermere Park, Aug. 20th,
which passed off very pleasantly. The ball
in the evening was well patronized, alit was very stormy.... Mr. H. C.
I though
Chandler is suffering with hay fever.

Troy. Those from this town who have
been sojourning at Northport have returned
home and all express themselves as having
a delightful time.
Now for the county fairs;
and for the younger people schools are on
the program-Miss Lula Harding began a
term of school Monday at Rogers’ Corner.
B. F. Harding is teaching in Burnham and
the duties of the post office devolve on Mrs.

Harding-Rev. F. b. Doliiffof Jackson exchanged pulpits with Rev. E. S. Burrill last
Sunday. Mr. Doll iff is always welcomed by
the people of Troy, who esteem him highly,
both as a Christian gentleman and as an
able speaker. We hope he will come again
in

the

future-Mrs. Daniel Shaw has
Lewiston to visit relatives and
friends-Elmer Bagley has gone to Rockland for a brief visit-Mr. aud Mrs. Thomgone

near

to

Stockton Springs. Mrs, Addie Staples
and son Bert of Portland are in town visiting her daughter, Mrs. Albert Coleord, and
family.... Mrs. Janie Avery of Portland is
in town visiting relatives and friends....
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Cheney of Portland
spent several days in town the past week.
.Mrs. Hattie Burpee of Rockland and Mr.
Seabury of Brockton, Mass., were the guests
of the Misses Moulton the past week....
Mrs. Myra Morse of Portland visited friends
in town recently.... Fred Hichborn returned to his business in Portland last Saturday.
.Mrs. Vena Ryder left Monday for Liverpool, England... .Mr. Myers, who has been
visiting at the residence of the Misses Moulton, returned to Boston Monday... .Miss
Mabel Simmons returned to Castine Tuesday to resume her duties at the Normal
School.... Miss Mabel Partridge went to
Bangor Tuesday to spend several months
with her sister, Mrs. Auson Smith-Capt.
Elden Shute made a short visit to his family
the past week-The ball game between
the Red Seals and the Searsport nine resulted in a victory for the Red Seals. The
...

...

score was

mile and a half, without
doing any damage to himself or carriage.
When Mr. Carr got home he found the team
in the barn door, the door being open.... Eli
Carr is having his barn newly shingled_
James Belden, aged 84 years, spent several
days last week at Northport camp meeting,
a

George

down river fishing with

gone

party from StockSprings-Jonnie Libby andC. Lindsey
attended the concert in Frankfort Aug. 28th.
-Mr. and Mrs. J. Cummings will entertain the S. B. I. S. September 16th_Lizzie
Bowden of Boston visited Miss Amy Lane
last week-Mrs. Smith of Boston and two
grandchildren are visiting her sister, Mrs.
Geo. Crockett. Mrs. C. is selling her farming implements and household furniture
and would like to sell her farm as she is desirous of moving to Portland to live with
her niece and nephew. This farm is beautifully situated and would make a nice home
for the right person... .Lue Ward, Fred
Eames, Benj. Eames and Sanford Libby are
down river nshing for a week....Mr. and
ilrs. Charles Moody were baptised Aug.
27th by Rev. Mr. Rice, assisted by Rev. Mr.
Hall... .Luther Ames of Bangor is spending
his vacation with his parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Lemuel Ames-Mr. and Mrs. Leslie Hause
are rejoicing.
It is a lovely boy....Many
from the village attended the meeting and
baptism at the Ferry last Sunday... .Ella M.
Littlefield will go to Boston to-day by City
of Bangor for a few weeks visit to relatives.
ton

a

Absolutely Pure.
Celebrated for its great leavening
strength and healthfulness. Assures
the food against alum and all forms
of adulteration common to the cheap
brands,
royal raking powder co.,
0
NEW YORK.

distance of

a

Brown

returned home from
Lawrence, Mass., last week_Rev. A. D.
Thibodeau resumes his studies at the
E. M. C. Seminary this week. He will return
and preach here once in two weeks
through
the term-Richard Merriam wenttoOrono
" nil

day

uusepu
to begin

v> micomu oi

vvaiuo last

Satur-

a course in tlie
University_
Orris Vickery, Leander Jackson, Gracie
Simmons and liodie Weymouth went to
Kents Hill last Monday to attend school_

George Weymouth and Miss Annabel
Daggett are teaching in Belmont.
Mrs.

Bkooks. C. E. Lane has returned from a
business trip to Kennebec county_L. C.
Jones ami wife have returned from a visit
to friends in China-Mrs. Celia Lane Hussey of North Vassalboro visited friends here
last week.
Her husband, Mr. Benjamin
Hussey, has bought a place at Windsor Corner aud they will move there soon_Jas.
Bushiield and wife of Haverhill, Mass., are
at the R. W. Forbes homestead.
Miss Flora
E. Forbes of Lowell, Mass., is also there....
Herbert Cobb, wife and child of Medford,
Mass., have been visiting at E. O. Stantial’s.
-Roscoe Webber, road surveyor for the
Sprout Hill district, has done a good job
blasting the ledge on the Dow hill_Miss
Alice L. Dow is in Boston at work in the
trimming department of C. A. Browning’s
millinery store. She will come home in a
few weeks to assist her mother in her millinery work-Miss Grace E. Dow has gone
to Castine to attend the fall term of the Normal school... .Miss Vesta Rowe, who has

many

been spending

few days in Brooks. She will
her home in Reading, Mass
....Francis M. Forbes lias built a long
string of wire fence with cedar posts and
stone foundation. He can show you how to
build a fence where the posts cannot be
driven or kept in place ...Frank W. Gibbs,
wife and family, drove to Orland Tuesday te
visit friends there-Geo. Miller, Jr., who
was so very sick last spring, is about the
streets looking almost as well as ever_
Charles E. Small will move into his new
a

return to

house soon. The plastering is getting well
dried out-Mrs. Lyman of Reading, Mass.,
is visiting her sister, Mrs. Frank York of
this village... .There will be a haymakers
ball and supper at G. A. R. Hall this,
Thursday, evening. Music, 1st and 2nd violin, clarinet and organ. Floor manager, M.
S. Jellison; aids, W. H. Swift, W. L.

Mathews, Brooks; Benj. Fernald, Belfast;
Freeman Cross, Waldo; A. M. Shibles,
Edw.
Cunningham, Swanville.
Knox;
Dancing 50 cents per couple; spectators, 10
cents. Supper 50 cents per couple.

Much

sympathy is expressed for Mr. E. S. Young in his recent
great bereavement. Tuesday, Aug. 17th, bis
two young daughters, Mattie and Orra,
went to Hope to visit some relatives, and
Wednesday afternoon the sad intelligence
came by telephone of the sudden death of
the younger one from cholera morbus. Orra
was a very lovable little girl, about 11 years
of age. She was a member of the Methodist
Sunday school and Junior League, and was
always ready to do her part in all the concerts and elsewhere.
She will be greatly
missed in the home circle and by her teachers
and young friends who were all so
fond of her.
The funeral services were
conducted by Rev. J. P. Simonton at her
late home Friday afternoon. Many beautiful
Howers were furnished by the family, her
Sunday school class, Junior League, and
others... The Kelly Hose Co. are building
a line new hose house ami the Defender Co.
are enlarging and putting a tower on theirs.
-Mr. and Mrs. Elijah Getcliell of China
visited their old neighbors here last week....
Timothy Fellows left last week for Brattle-

boro, Vt., where he is to attend the Seminary
under the charge of Prof. Hiram Miller
formerly of this town-Mrs. Eaton of North
Carolina and her daughter, Miss Sadie Eaton»
are visiting her sisters, Mrs. Snow and Mrs
Harlow.... Mr. C. R. Hill returned from his
trip to New York on Saturday’s boat_Mrs.
C. R. Hill, Mrs. Cutter and some others went
on the excursion to Bar Harbor
Saturday....

Roy Fernald

is

at

home from Boston

ou a

week’s vacation... .Mr. and Mrs. Keppler of
Boston are the guests of Mrs. John Sproul.
.Miss Ada Walker arrived from Portland
last week for her summer vacation..
Mrs.
Sarah Norton of Troy, accompanied by her
grandaughter, is visiting her sisters, Mrs.
Simpson and Mrs. Wood....Mr. & Mrs Philo
Biaisdell feft for home Monday. They wiil
make some visits on the way.. .Mrs. Frank
Biaisdell from New York is at her old
home for a few weeks.... Mr. Joseph Blaisdell’s youngest child is ill with the measles.

persuaded to
Spanish studies for awhile
explain why wheat continues to rise

while silvei continues to fall?

!

;
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Re 1 fast

PORT OF BELFAST.
A KK1V HI).

Aug. 20. Svh. ,1. 11. (i. Perkins. Farnsworth,
Portland.
Aug. 27. Si ll. Miantoiioinali, Ryan. Boston.
Aug. 28. Sells. Mary Willey. Williams, Portland; Gen. Adelhert Ames, Small, Boston; Sea
Bird, Rolerson, Wood’s Moll.
Aug. 21*. Sells. Mary Hawes, Tripp, Portland;
Fannie A Edith, Ryder, Bangor.
Aug. 30. Seh. Willie E. Newton, Coombs, New
York.
Aug. 31. Seh. Little Eva, Rossiter, Lincoln*
ville.
sailed.

Sells. James Holmes, Ryan, Boston
Melissa Trask, Trask, Bangor.
Aug. 28. Sell. J. H. G. Perkins, Farnsworth,
Itock port.
Aug. 31. Sells. Miantonomah, Ryan, Roe Upon ;
Mary Willey, Williams, Bangor; Fannie A Edith,
Ryder, Vineyard Haven; Alary Hawes, Tripp,
Rockland; Win. T. Donnell, Norton, New York.

Aug. 26.

AMERICAN PORTS.

New York, Aug. 24. Ar, schs. Maud Snare and
Mary L. Crosby, Bangor; Charles E. Raymond.
Pigeon Cove ; sld. schs. Anna Pendleton, Norfolk
Helen G. Moseley, New Haven for Norfolk: 26,
ar, schs. Levi Hart and .Etna. Bangor; chi. sell.
Sallie 1'On, Pernambuco: 27. eld, ship R. It.
Thomas, Hong Kong; brig Harry Smith. San
Miguel, Azores; bark Edward May. Honolulu;
sld, sell. Mary L. Crosby. Islesboro; 30. ar. schs.
Vicksburg, Bangor; Sarah L. Davis, do., via.

York; 27, ar, schs. Hattie McG. Buck, Chandler,
New York; R. F. Hart, do.; Melissa Trask, Belfast ; eld, schs. Norombega, Armstrong, New York
Lillian, Grindle, Boston; 20, sld, schs. Fannie A
Edith, Ryder, Sound port; Odell, Bridgeport;
Henry Crosby, Philadelphia; 30, ar, seh. Alaggie
Mulvey, Newburyport, Mark Pendleton. New Bedford ; sld, seh. A. W. Ellis, Rockland ; 31, ar, schs.
31

Price
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rainier,
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tv

Collins, New Bedford: Eagle, Cobb,
Boston; sld, sobs. Maud Briggs. Thomaston, and
Annie R. Lewis, Cobb, New York.
Ar, sells. Anna Pendleton,
Norfolk, Aug. 30
Thomas, New York (and sailed for Bangor
R.
New York (and sailed
Tilton,
Randlett,
Henry
for Bangor).
Jacksonville, Aug. 24, Sld, sch. Sarah 1). J.
Rawson, Portland.
Darien, Aug. 23. Sld, sch. James A. Garfield,
Wood, New York.
Newport News, Aug. 24. Ar. sell. Sarah E.
Palmer. Whittier, Boston; sld, seh. Augusta
Palmer, Haskell, Bangor; 30, ar. seh. Helen G.
Moseley, New Haven; Wui. B. Palmer, Boston;
sld. sell. Guv. Ames, Providence.
Bowdoinliam, Me., Aug. 27. Sld, seh. Paul SeaPendleton,

vey, New York.

Bath, Aug. 23. Ar, sell. Wm. H. Sumner, Pendleton, Boston, to load for New York.
New Haven, Ct., Aug. 34. Sld, seh. Helen (».
Moseley, Norfolk.
Key West, Aug. 25. Sld, sch. Jessie Lena,
Tampa.
Perth Amboy, Aug. 27. Sld, sell. Susan N. Pickering, Haskell, Belfast.
Washington, D. C., Aug. 26. Sld, sch. Jose
Olaverri, Arey, Boston.
Gardiner, Me Aug. 30. Sld, sch. James A.
Parsons, New York.
San Francisco, Aug. 30. Ar, ship A. G. Roper,
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BOKiN.
Arsnx. In Brooksville. Aug
Mrs. Allied Austin, a d.eight*
Blake. In Chelsea. M
A-i.:
Mrs. Lester 1*. Blake, a daughter, i.
In A'inaih.i.en.
Caldkkw''*<»!'.
and Mrs Frank Calderwood.
Casixkk. In Waldoi.oro. a
Mrs. Hector L. < 'ast.uer. a s
in Bellas:, Aug
C"<*mus
Charles W. Coombs. a so::
CltnCKETT
In South Thomas
and Mrs. H. A. Crockett, a daugh?'
Ukav. In Brooksville. Aug IT
John B. Cray, a daughter, Eliza!-*Ckixdli:. In Bluehiil. Aug. 1*
Andrew A. Crindle, a daughter
In renobscot, A :g
(iKiXDLK
Mrs. Morris F. (irindle, a son.
Haskell. In Deer Isle, Aug
Mrs. Wm. D. Haskell, a son.
Shea, in Belfast, A lg. 27
Thomas E. Shea, a son, Ceorge
Smith. In Waldo, Aug. 2»‘
William Smith, a daughter
i-

1

MARRIED.
_

Krown-W

i:i.i.s.

In Rendvi

by Rev. H. H. Bawden. Charles
Me., and Miss Sarah S Wells oi

!.
!■•

BiuiMiKs-ORi.WAV.
In IVic
Win. S. Bridges of Penobscot ami
Ordwav of Castine.
Cl NNINOll AM C AKI.ISI.t
111 G
14, Herbert A. Cunningham .1:
Carlisle, both of Surry.
Cabi.ks-Sa v\<; k. in Roekl.iuo.
H. Cables of Rockland and M um;
Viualhaveu.
I
DEERINO Fl.KIVfIKR.
1m
Frank G. 1 leering and Miss S
both of .Jackson.
Emery ('01 kman. In Belfast. A
G.G. Winslow. Fred S. Fim r>
Coleman, both of Searsport.
Hanna O’Conner.
In
I1 tRev. Ft. «J.E. Kealy, Edwin Han
O'Conner, both ol Pittsfield.
Kimball Km..in
In Roeklai
Sauford Kimball of Foxbop., Ma
Henderson, daughter of the late II
Rockland.
Ryan Cross. I11 Camden A.
Ryan and Bertha, daughter ol >1
E Cross, both of Rockland.
Wellman Adams.
In Bc't.iRev. Geo. E. Tufts. Frank F W.sea, Mass and Miss Adelaide A 1

'•

••

\

>

New York.

FOREIGN PORTS.

Southampton, Eng., Aug. 25. Ar. steam yacht
Alcedo, Dyer, Philadelphia via New York and
Bermuda.

Yokahama, Aug. 1. Sld, ship John McDonald,
for Kobe and New York; 4, sld, ship Edward
O'Brien, Cebu or Manila.
Santos, Aug. 26. Ar, Bark Rose Innis, New
York.
MARINE MISCELLANY.

at her father’s, Joseph Brown’s.
-Mrs. Frank Marden and daughters returned to their home in Somerville, Mass.,
Aug. 28th....Extensive improvements are
going on on the building leased by Coombs
& Wiggin, preparatory to opening a clothing factory-Building and improvements ;

Augusta are

!

Nassau. N. 1\, Aug. 30. The sch. Scotia, Capt.
Davis, from Colon, July 26, for Tortugas. Mobile,
etc., arrived olf this port yesterday, with all the
crew except Capt. Davis 'and two seamen, sick
with yellow fever.
The authorities would not
permit the schooner to enter port and she proceeded.

Spoken. Aug. 24, lat. 39.25, Ion. 72.20 W., ship
May Flint, Nichols, from Phil. Aug 22, for Hio(last reported
go. Bark Adolf Obrig,
from Saigon on June 18 for Hiu-Hoa», standing S.
W., July 16, lat. 12.08, Ion. 109.26 N. N. E., 55
miles from Cape Padaran, wished to be reported
all well. Aug. 21, lat. 41 N., long. 56 W., sch.
Wm. Wallace Ward, Kelsey, from Newport News,
Va., Aug. 11 for Barcelona.

Aiusbury,

^

Largest Stock of

**

and G. Bellows last week-Mrs. Frank
Marden and family left Saturday for their
home in Somerville, Mass-Mrs. P. W.
Ayer fell last week and sprained her wrist
badly... .Mrs. Laura H. Hammond of Portland is visiting her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
P. W. Ayer....Rev. Wesley Wiggin preached at the Congregationalist church last Sunday. It was a line sermon and there was a
full house-Mrs. Lena Holmes returned to
her home in Somerville, Mass., last Thursday-Miss S. Perley is spending her vacation at Pine Point, Portland, with her sister,
Mrs. King of Washington, D. C_Mr. aud
Mrs. Carter B. Keen of Washington, D. C.,
are visiting their parents, Mr. and Mrs. O.
H. Keen.... Mrs. Charlotte Turner aud little
daughter are spending the summer at D. W.
Dodge’s. .Work on the Academy is progressing finely-Mrs. Nellie Cook and sisters
are
visiting in Fairfield-Rev. Wesley
Wiggin, Mrs. Wiggin aud their little son are
visiting his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Ralph
Wiggin-Mr. and Mrs. Nathan C. Wiggin
are at home from Northport, where they
spent the summer-The Ladies’ Circle
meets with Mrs. G. Bellows at their rooms
Thursday afternoon, Sept. 2d. All are cordially invited-Beacon Light Club was entertained at Mrs. Elias Fowler’s in Albion,
Aug. 31st....Mrs. Lewis Murch has returned from a visit to relatives in Levant_
Mrs. Fannie Carter spent a week with
friends in Corinna, returning Aug. 25th_
Mrs. Emma McDonald and Miss Olive returned from Massachusetts the past week.
-Mrs. C. W. Townsend and children of

village.

1
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aside his

and
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our
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TRUES

Could not Mr. Brvan be

lay

is

in progress in all parts of

»

y

...

Miss Julia Davey.... W. H. Sherman and
family, and Augustus B. Sherman, who have
been visiting their sister, Mrs.
Joseph
Bean, have returned to their home in
Lawrence, Mass-Ed. Sanford is jubilant.
He pulled up a hill of potatoes and found no
rotten ones. He thinks of putting them up
in tissue paper and sending them to the State
Fair.
In the meantime he will have them
photographed by Howe....The Waldo and
Kennebec Musical Convention will be held
at Windermere Park, Unity, Sept. 8th and
9th.... Walter N. Cargill leaves for the State
University at Orono, Tuesday. Willie Cargill leaves this week to resume his studies
at Pittsfield, and Ralph Morse takes up his
second term at Bates College, Lewiston....
Capt. A. H. Pulsifer and Miss Mabel Carpenter will ieturn to New York this week_
Mrs. Stone and daughter Louise of Brooklyn,
N. Y., are visiting in town-Mrs. J. O.
Johnson is quite sick....The High School
will begin Sept. 6th, with an Ellsworth man
as principal.
We have been unable to learn
his name, but think it is Jenkins,
W. H.

are

1

\
\

Hundreds of Children and adults
but are treated for other diseases
toms are
indigestion, .vith a
petite, foul tongue; offensive hreat
full belly with occasional gnpmgabont the avel; heat and itchinc
the rectum and about he anus ...
dull; itching of the nose; short
grinding of the teeth, starting
slow fever; and often in children.

acquantauces.

W interport.

visiting his brother, near St. Paul,
Minn.. .We have been estimating our apples
and think we shall have about 18 dozen good,
Stamford.
ones-J. J. Walker is making quite extenBoston, Aug. 24. Cld, sell. Star of the Sea. Hopsive repairs on his tanuery-A large dele- kins. Norfolk, Va.; 27, ar, seh. Marcellos, Larrabee, Bangor (at Dorchester*; 28, ar, sells. Joel F.
gation from this village attended the camp Shepparu, Carter, Philadelphia; Alnieda Willey,
New York; 20, ar. schs. Janies Holmes,
for some time been employed as cashier at
meeting at Washington Sunday.S. T. Willey,
Ryan,* Belfast: H. Curtis. Robbins, Green’s Landthe Yankee Blade office, has resigned her
and
and
John ing.
Young
wife, Austin Crockett
Philadelphia, Aug. 24. Ar, ship Iroquois, New
position and entered the high school at Sanford will attend the fair at Bangor this
York; 28, ar, seh. F. C. Pendleton, Burgess, Fall
Jackson-Our local band is making great week.
River; 30, eld. seh. F. C. Pendleton. Bangor.
Portland, Aug. 28. Ar, schs. Rabboni. Lord,
improvement and will without doubt rank
New York; Kit Carson, Kendall, do; 20, ar, seh.
Freedom.
B. A. and Chas. Perkins and
well with other amateurs. They have been
Eliza.I. Pendleton, Fletcher, Newport News.
Bangor, Aug. 26. Ar. seh. Mary A. Hall. Brunsengaged on two occasion recently at Win- wife of Portland visited Dr. A. J. Billings wick,
Ga.; sld, seh. D. D. Haskell, Eaton, New

soon

q
a

%

WORMS!

her young friends. The groom, since completing his studies at the Bucksport Seminary about two years ago, has been engaged
in business in the store of his father, Winfield S. Pendleton.
Both of these young
people are justly held in high regard and
they receive the congralutations of their

Liberty. The Sunday school has elected
the following officers for the ensuing year:
Supt., Mrs. Charles Abbott; assistants,
Miss Moody, Rev. H. W. Abbott; secretary
and treasurer, Mary A. Brown; librarian,

Moody

^

ter

East Searsmont. School in district No.
3 begau Aug. 30th under the instruction of
Miss Isabel Towle of Belfast.. .Miss May
Cummings of New York City arrived
August 25th-Mrs. John La wry and
daughter Edith of Vassal boro are at A. J.
Lawry’s.Ernest Spear of Augusta is
spending a few weeks with his grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. Sands Hunt_Mrs. Arad
Mahoney and Cora Mahoney spent last week
at North port Camp Ground-Rev. V. E.
Hills of Union and Rev. C. W. Lowell of
North Waldoboro were at E. P. Mahoney’s
Aug. 27th-John Cummings and wife and
two daughters are spending the week in
Camden-The many friends of Will Bickford will be pained to learn he has broken
his leg.

returning Thursday. Friday he went to the
Washington camp meeting.... Mrs. Shepherd Norton and children of Augusta spent,
last week at Mrs. Mary Norton’s... .Mrs.
Thomas Rowe of Brookline, Mass., is visiting friends in town-James Knowles and
Swanvillk. Wallace Gray has gone to
family and Harry Hinckley and wife of North
Jay-Mrs. Wilson has gone to BelLowell, Mass., who recently bought the San- fast-Mrs. Peirce of Bangor is visiting her
ford farm, arrived in town last Thursday.
father, Clark Marilen... .Hon. A. E. Nicker....Eugene W. Puffer, a student from son has returned from
Buffalo, where he atLowell, Mass., preached at the first Baptist tended the National
Encampment, G. A. R.
church last Sunday afternoon.
....Fred Miller and his family have returnMorrill.
Mrs. David Nash died last ed to Chelsea-Albert
Mudgett has been
Friday night from a complicated case of dangerously ill, but is fast improving. His
hernia She was attended by Dr.T.N.Pearson, mother, Mrs. Amanda Mudgett, arrived
who called Drs. G. C. Kilgore of Belfast and from Bangor Thursday night. B. F. MudJ. W. Pearson of Camden to his assistance gett-of Monroe visited his brother Albert
and an operation was performed for her reSunday-Capt. Nehemiah Smart, U. S. Inlief, but they could not save her.
The spector, has been ordered to the mouth of
funeral was held at the church last Sunday the Saco river to look after the breakwater
at 2 P.M.
Rev. A. D. Thibodeu officiating. and left for there last Friday morning_
The respect for Mr. Nash and his two sons Mrs. Margaret
Greeley is visiting her sou
was exhibited by many kind and
helpful Henry at Bar Harbor-Miss Annie Adams
acts of friends and neighbors, and the large
of Rockland is the guest of Mrs. Elbridge
concourse that followed the remains to the
Greeley.... C. O. Berglind of Somerville,
Flowers in profusion were placed Mass., is a guest of H. M. Chase and family.
grave.
upon and around the casket, and after the -Miss Mabel Billings returned from her
body was consigned to earth the fresh clods outing at the Cape with Miss Florence Cole
were
completely covered by them. The and began the fall term of school in Dist.
mourning family wish to extend their heart- No. 5 last Monday... .The Union Sunday
felt thanks to their friends and neigh oors, school had its annual picnic and clam-bake
who so kindly and thoughtfully assisted last Thursday... .Mr. and Mrs. Ed.
Cunningthem in their aflliction_Last Saturday ham of Washington, D. C., visited relatives
Mrs. Hollis Longfellow, while at Mrs. L. A. and friends in town last week_Jewell
Robinson’s, fell and broke her arm between Dowling and Arthur Williams returned to
the wrist and elbow, at the same time badly Malden,
Mass., last Saturday-Dr. A. B.
dislocating the wrist joint_Morrill held Spinney and daughter Pearl of Detroit,
another special town meetin g last Monday Mich., have been visiting his mother, Mrs.
and voted to raise 6400 to buy seats, desks R. G. Royal-Hon. A. E. Nickerson and
and furniture and put the necessary heat- son Ernest accompanied his son
Percy to
ing apparatus into the new school house. Orouo, where he will attend the State ColIt was a large and orderly town meet- lege. They will return to Bangor and ating. J. R. Mears, Esq., was Moderator. tend the State Fair.
-Frank

N

place August 22d. The bride is a daughof Piam D. Hatch, a most estimable
young lady and a general favorite among

11 to 5.

Palermo.
Elmer Worthing of Branch
Mills has bought an engine of 35 horse-power
of Parker Marr of Somerville, which he is to
add to his carding mill for sawing shingles.
....C. E. Carr’s colt got loose at Bowler’s
store last Thursday evening and ran home,

Reynolds buried one of their children
last Sunday. Others of their family are reported ill-Mrs. Augustus Myrick has had
quite a severe attack of erysipelas_A
party of young peopie serenaded Mr. and i dermere Park-Mrs. Will S. Jones has
Mrs. Stephen Barker at their home in East presented Mr. Jones with a nice girl, and
Troy last Sunday evening. A jolly time is grandpa Chase is happy.The Good
reported-Mrs. William Barker, who has lempiar lodge had a nice entertainment
been an invalid for a long time, is so much last Saturday evening and will have animproved as to be able to attend to her other next Saturday evening-Mrs. Louisa
household affairs-Mr. O P. Estes attend- Bowden, who was injured by being thrown
ed the races at Pittsfield lust week_Mr. from a carriage recently, is said to be imBenniah Harding has returned from a visit- proving.George E.
Lang has sold
ing tour in Albion, Benton, Waterville and his place on the Lang hill to James B.
McTaggart. James McTaggart, Jr., is to
Unity.
move
there with his family-John M.
Prospect \ illage. Mrs. L. L. Perkins
who for over fifty years has lived on a
of Philadelphia is spending the summer Dow,
with her sister, Mrs. Jennie Dockham_ farm in the west part of the town, has nearly
had one or more pair of nice oxen.
Mrs. Jennie Ward, Mrs. Lizzie Libby, Miss always
Ora Libby, Mrs. L. E. Eames and Mrs. Elsie This year he has had a pair of 7ft. beauties
Kill man spent last Thursday in Northport which he has sold to J. W. Hussey of Albion
and now is without oxen. He would like to
returning home in time to attend the supper
at the S. B. I. S.
All reported a pleasant trade a horse for a pair of steers_Mrs.
Fred Richards, nee Nellie M. Forbes, has
has
trip down river-Will
as

Monroe. Nelson Curtis and son and
Brig Katahdin, Scott, Bangor f<)r s
Ct.,with lumber, while at anchor m
Frank Burden have brought their merry-gooff Vineyard Haven, was run into In
round to town and set it up on the fair
W. E. &. W. L Tuck of Boston and
and cutwater, had stein
grounds all ready for the fair-Miss Annie headgear
both catheads smashed, and
top....
L. Wildes is in town_Mrs. Georgie Wiley
sprung. She is leaking slightly, an.
at V. H. and proceed.
The Tuck
from Camden and Mrs. Susie Lyman from
had foresaile torn and plankshear
Massachusetts have been visiting their par- I The Katahdin was loaded bv theSn
Co.
ents, Mr. and Mrs. R. A. Colson_Mrs.
A despatch from Salem says that ri
Bryant will go to Massachusetts this week s Hook. Capt. Ulmer, from ‘Bangor
sprang aleak on Aug. 24, when ten n
to secure rent to move there....It is quite
Boon island. The pumps choked ;u
but being lumber laden, she kept at*.
sickly among the babies in town.
grounded on Beverly bar. The cargSearsmont. The fall term of School will by C. \V\ Mullen & Co and the soli
on Aug. 22.
The J-,»
begin Monday, Sept. G, with the following from Bangor
the sch. Arcturus, built in i,
teachers: Village school, Jennie E. Ford formerly
1847 rebuilt and renamed in Brewer
of Monroe; North Searsmont, Annie Stevens registers an ions.
Charters. Haw. Ship Helen Urof Appleton; East Searsmont, Isabelle M. eases oil, New York to Shanghai, 24
Towle of Belfast; Mountain, Alice W. April. Ship Reaper, Philadelphia
cisco, general cargo, p. t. Sch. Nino
Knight; Ghent, Mrs. E. L. Hilt of Union; to Rio Janeiro, case oil and hemp
telle, Bonaire to Baltimore or Boston
Muzzy Ridge, Carrie E. Mitchell of Apple- Sch. Jessie Lena, Sabine Pass t..
ton; Fuller, Mrs. A. M. Ripley; Rollerson, lumber, $6.60. Sch. Charlotte
York to Charleston, fertilizer, SI 2
Lilia B. Hall; Severance, Josephine Knight; arock, Brunswick
to New York, lum
Union school, (South Montville) Sibyl A. John C. Smith, same. Coal freight.
Slater, Hoboken to Beverly, 46 «■«•!
Marriner.
Pendleton, Norfolk to Bangor, K<>
R. Tilton, same. Sch. Susan N r
Islesboko. The marriage of Mr. Newton Amboy to Belfast. 46 ,-ent'. Sell,
Pendleton and Miss Dorothy Hatch took ley, Hoboken to Castine, 43 cents.

DIED.
Black. In Brooksville, Aug. 22
Black, aged 52 years, b months ami
Bradley. In Bucksport, Aug. >'
Bradley, aged 74 years, 11 months
Bryant. In Searsmont, Aug 2 4
ant, aged about 88 years.
Cain. In Montville, Aug. 28, .Ft
aged 87 years, b months and 27 dam

CRAWKORD. In Aurora, 111 Aimie
wife of O. M. Crawford, formerly oi "
Davidson.
In Cincinnati, (Him
Thomas Davidson, formerly of B
81 years and 10 months.
Erskine. In Bucksport. Aug.
J. Erskine, aged 38 years, 4 months
Lord. In North Brooksville, Aug »
aged 88 years.
Nash.” I11 Morrill, Aug. 27. Sara
aged 70 years, 10 months and 5 daySimmons.
In Waldoboro, Aug
widow of Thomas J. Simmons, aged 7
5 months.
Ti ttle. In Bucksport, Aug. 25, 1-a-*
aged 05 years and 4 months.

